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FORWARD.

This book is intended to be a helpful guide and "how-to-db-it"
outline for those on the Navajo, Reservation who deal:with chilq.
41men. Due to-the lack of trained art personnel,'the classroom
teacher and/or dormitory aide finds himself with the task of
teaching creative art techniqued'and projects".- This guide is
set up in such a way asto ofer quick reference and simple
projects-requiring the minimurik of materials; the 'projects are
designed to meet the needs. of children of various ages.

The back of some pages were left blank".--- this is to give you
space to take notes, make observations, or add" information as
you experiment with the projects. After one year_of use, the
art.committee would like feedback as to the usefulness of this
guide. Supplementary.taterial will be added during the- year!, :
to keep your guide up to -date.

;It.is sincerely hoped' that this Fide will meet the "needs of
those usink it and will provide a reference for 'those'wbo think
they are unable to teach art.

tl

Navajo Area

Kathern Aryls°
Art Brown
Lois.Heil
Stanley:Kedelty
Joyce` MtLean

'-,:illarthe Nicholson,

Art Curriculum Commit tee

?

e
-.

t Buns D. Partin ,

Jane Ramey .

Verdie Roland
E. Audrey Schubert
J.- D. Todd - Chairman.:
Jade Whitman _

4
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SCOPE_QZ_THi.PROGRAk

-The:'art programofthe'elementaty. sChoolshouldconeern

Bisleally With four major avenues of personakgroWth and,

. .

development: a
I. The growth of aesthetic awareness - a_pd

itiess*
4-,,

=;

.
'''. , . -.

t`The acquisition of art skills '.5 i'''''''-

,...'.

. Cr eative and critical thinking, .
1

A -....

5

4. Individual personal expression. . °

- ,

.- _ -; p, .0.. I..... ' .
I e

Aesthetic awareness and sensitivites must comprise a care-
,

. , ,

fully planned portion-of the-program, supplementing 'the 'somewhat
. -

.mechanical-fearnings Connected with skills and In

order to produce expressive artwork themselVes, alildren must

sensitiv-

learn to respond with pleasure and understanding to the beauties

, .

of nature and of man-made creations.- Nature walks; visits to

\

museums and art exhibits; criticalexamination of .traditional

crafts, fine furniture, glass, fabrics, and cerar-s; and study
.

and discussion of, great paintings,,sculpture, and architecture

all provide oppoitunities to sharpen aesthetic awareness and

sensitivity to beauty. Guided experiences in thetle many facets

Of art appreei4tIon will help children -to develop their own ar-
.-

tistic creativeness.

The concern for teaching the skills of drawing, painting,

..-aculpture and desi7e-ii an almoit uniwrsally accepted .feature
._

, .. .

of the eleMentary art program. The:eed for frequent exercise
.

. .i

lb
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.5 ;.

. . (4,
-s ',

of the childkOnatural abilities
\

lei in these areas vhould be equally\ . -t. ..., .

apparent The child's skills grow only -with repeated and inteI.-.-,. J.:

ligently;guLded expeiience. The :teacher builds on the 'foundations
A

of patural-ability ,and teaChes a rich variety of skills and'tech=
. -...--

..:, < . .
;niques, not 'ea ends in tilemsel-,Teal.,bat as- ways of helping the;

. -

child- to giVe form ,and.,2subetan- ce to.2hi4 sreative- ideas.
.

--\. ., With the constant growth and onaccumutati of humatrialoiSy-
-

.--:i; . l)

i., ' I . - 4 S

I ''' . .

ledge expanding- far, beyond" the learning_ capacity of, any individuia:

one of the prime roles of today's schools must be tdachin

hoW- to learn.. Art, with -its peculiar, demands .of creativity

and individuality, can contribute sulistantially to. the general'

intellectual'gtowtii.of the child by providing opportunities 'tor

individual problem so/Ving, critical examination, and intuitiVe-',
. - .

thinking.

Filially, the program must be broadly Conceived to allow

for individual personal. expression. -The teacher should never

plan so closelly or visualize the end results so completely that

the child will be denied his right to deviate from the expected

in his artwork.
-Art teachers must be- capable of teaching art' skills and

of awakening and atisculating art0
ihterested in provoking creative

bioad/y tolerkint and appreciative

414

sensitivities. They must be

and &itiOaI thought,. and be

of individual expression.

kr
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, .. WHAT 'MAkES ART UNIQUE? ... .... .... i

, .:,..
..

-- I

Any subjects matteiworthy of inclusion,in the elementary

--,..
, -

school program must agord.theChild broad opportunity fardper-

. (,. ' ',
.

.

.

soual_abd ihtellectual'growth'. The distinct and special gr

c
...:Pf.: _,..potntial which art holds for the growing child is one which

7 . si.

,

)

.may not 'be .clearly u n,derstoos, even by \adults' Ahf m o'at vilth- ctn-
,

- drin. 'While thoroles1Which "art-detivi:tieS" c4b+ play in the'

'
'

r
. t --,

...

-1.,plementitdion. of: other, subject matter areas arp easily demon-

stiated, the c ntral,and unique values of art education are less

-*

obvious but far more important.

ti

.'

Ps%

Essentially; art is- both'a proceis and a product. Physical,
, p

intellectual, and emotionar'activity come. into play when the'dhitd

manipUlates art materials and a "product" evolves whickid:visible

and. tangible, and which may, for period of time, be 'OE.7eupesus

value to,the child as his awn personal expression and property:

Examine a.single;_simple art experience in Whicheath child in:,

h
a class is asked to paint a(Ticture of "My family and myself."

Each Child might be supplied with a piece of-paper

eral colors of tempera paint, water, and a brudh. ;..At 'this point,
2 --

theSameness'of.each'child's experience terminates. -AlthOugh

each, .child's 4 ions and thoughtsproceecl.intuitivelY'and ptin-
.

.

.ciPallywithout verbalization, the number.ofqueations!he asks .

- .

himself, thepersonal re/atiatalships he examines, thev1dUal
,

O
^

observations he Makes,the'emotions he expressiss, and the design..-

. -.

...

:ptoblems...whiCh he solves are fantastic in number and variety.
..,

. ,..,.

,, , -=-,:-.1...:

' H

O

-- '3
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For, Example, as he works, he Might ask himself the following
,

.
. ..4.- ,

5' .- .'
. . , ,

-question:13'1i "What color paint will I use firOt? .Where will I
, ,... \,) ',

place my'firstbrushstroke?-' Whom -shall: I paint firs. licsw big

J...

are Mother and Father? Who w111 'stand next to 'whom? How. impoi:-..s

. .
. - -.

.

,.

taut am I in relation to My- brothers and sistets? 7::41.1at kind of

',,.. ',. -
-

4
..:1 ... ,=7 use?

/-- .

, .i.. . clothes do.welirear? What. other colors shall- i rWhat..cstrl6rs
- _....k..

.44,.'it
\. . -

.-.--, ' t'.` are happY.or sad; seem near or faraway; loud or.7soft;- warm or I

-1- ?- 71 i ,
.

......., !, . . _ .

, ...
1 4, 'Cool?, How can. I 'kaki the dog look .11:111y1 Shall I fil3,;the-!whole

7,-. ...- , .

.,..

,4f- . ° , '',

,..::;-:yaparlwith people; or should I show 'lls our home looks inside ?.

Can I.: paint yellow spots!en a blue dress while tie:blue paint,
110.

4 . .. .

is still wet? What colors can I mix to. make skin .dolor?- 'When!

°

is the picture finished?"
.

AlihoUgh the teacher may occasionally give suggestions, he

cannot possibly anticipate or answer even a amall-fracti6n of

the questions,. and the burden, of thought and, action falls on
ti

the individual child. Happily, children possessan inboxi2.abit-

ity to make "right" choices and to steer courses of action that

.
I.

re satisfying and perscinally expressive for them. Fortunately,-

ii

.

the process can be aided and-encouraged by'a sensitive teacher
-.

(i-..°

,

without the need for impalipg adult solutions and, directions.
.

Few, if any; other areas of-the curriculum provide such

rich experiences in problem solvi g examination 2)..

-thetic-awareness, and personal expression. lbese Tare some of .

the thingi which take areunique,,

fr
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TESTING AND krIASURING ART

. , .

,Scientific and.edueati,o4al re-sarch'seeins to indicate,
,

with evtr7fincregsing frequency that anythingWhich exists can

be measured. that anything which can be Been, felt,

tasted, smelled, orheard may be' objectively examined and

.

as-

A systematic value. on a standard scale of measurement.
c

='!?.
Hence it is not surprising to -learn that a nnie;er'of sincere,

efforts have been =deb-to divise. ways of testing and measuring

the quality of art. "Nor'is it surprising to people who are aes-_

I th'etic_alfy sensitive .to learn that no 'valid tests and measure-
, a.

ments have-yet been discaVered for art.

Yet the sincere teacher
;
of art is vitally concerned with

, .

the success of his program in terms of:individuil child growth..

Frequ6nt subjective judgments are necessary and useful in fur-

thering the development of children's art skills 'and sensitivities..

. .

A successful experience in.art=pravides a feeling of pleasure and

pride .for the Child.. OtheT people can similarly-ract with
. .

enjoyment to the child's work. Teachers' judgments of the work

should. be Spontaneous and enthusiastic if ;they are4Zo be useful

in furthering'the child's. growth in and enjorlenct Of art. Neas-

urethents of achievement at Irepor card time are of

iery doubtful value and may evenjseeeto be a threat to the

child if

On

they -ass tie form. of .numerical or letter grades.
1

. ' ' '%
. .

the practical side, it should be remembered that the

,typical elementary school art'teacher works withseveral.hundred



t

-
Children. It would be an Impressive feat Io reMeMber each child's

, .

, ,
, . ..-

name and face and preitumptumis to think that the most
../\ .-

,

--.
,

0

,
subjective evsluation could be placid- by the art teacher on the ..-

? :
work t of aChieVeMeat Of-- each child. ,

_ -._. . .,. ,

, If the repoitilig system, of the school requires an indica \
.

tion of =each child's'growth

I

in each subject area , it is .best to'

.
.

.... f y :
assign only:a-notation of satisfactory or unsatisfacEory-perfor-,

mance.

is truly

these grades should be assigned by a

aware of each Childe accomplishment. In

teacher' Who

some cases,

be the art specialist; in--Other cases, bethe

&. regular classroopteacher.

of

C

r



If talent 1.s-dlie:finea in its sim#1est didLonary sense- as.

1-

0

4

.--"anattral dapa4ty.or.git,",

'

- k 431ementarysdhool.-childrea who
v

it -would-\be diffiult to find many

are not talented in art:' On the.-

other hand,,; if talent is' outstanding aptitude and superiOr
.

ity in -artistic pursuits,". itcwould be difficult, if impossible,

. to identify the child who'istelented in art. .All-hii.dren pos-,

talent
.

seas some talent in att. ?zany .,children show marked. talent.

ff.- : .,

Talent, as such, however,' should not be Sze-primary con-
_ 47

dern.of the, elemeniery school art program. :That.is,-the prograM

Should not be so-constructed as,to single out specially:gifted
. -

children or to provide, instruction which would develop the art'

potential of these few youngsters at.the expense of the majority..

On the contrary, the program Should provide opportunities for .

. o .

each dhild'to achieve a sense of personal satisfaction in art,

regardless. of whether .he has been idezitified.as a "talented Vhild."

If ,each' child is_ to develop fUlly within the limits. of his

talent, it is important to refratn'fom building up one or two

t '.4
ycuidgstOrs in each group as "the class artists." The teacher

. ,

should encourage the deVelopment.of-each childts "natural capac

ity or gift" with the knowledge hat, with judicious encouragement,
!

the child with "outstanding aptitude and ability" will grow in

at least _a generalized fashion, what constitutes artistic talent

in children. Talent must not be eqUated with the ability to

19
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draw Or,paint in "correct"' and realistic .proPbttions Lidperspec-
--

,,-
1.

.;
.

- .

tive,, or the abiiity to copy, accurately from nature, photographs.

,

a..
, ...

ei-the work of adult artists The former maybe only an indi-
.

.

-. , -.

cation of general intelligence, and the latter simply evidence
------._

-

of good eye-hand coordination. The sort of talent to encourage

indeed ,involve- certain as

.' '5coordination, but'lt.centers more insistentl7 about ti-te,-

t.,..
'''':?'

ability to comprehend the-visdal world, to intrpret this world.

" a .
Is

.

-. 01.12 terms of
individual exPeriences','And'to create -pew and per-; ,

0 l
'.

cts of visual etce tion and

.
\soinalIV expressive visual forms as a response to -.the _stimuli.

,

.1n teaching art in the elementary school,
1

teachereacher need

not be constantlyHmIndfUl.of who is "talented", and who is, not.
.

As long as'lle:tries to recognize achievement and.-to praise a

.

.:.,child whenever his most recent performance clearly exceeds his°.

earlier successes, there is no need to worryJiboutdeveloptng

talent, -Under these conditions, taleAt has,a rqmarkable way.

of developing itself.

;.
St

o
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HOLttfAY ARTWORK

. .
.Children's artwork, reflects all impOifint iispedts:r.of their.

s
a N

it

world pf:pxierience. H4nce., as 1811g as we celebi.atematImaar
c

-

and regional holidays of ;whatever nature they may, we will pro-

bably continue to'enjoy the presence -of pumpkins,lblack rats,
b

. s.z...,

turkeis, .P grims,:6Santa Claus lace-doily-hearts, and Easter2
. .

.bunnies in dhildhood art.,:.These-timehOnored symbols, hOwever,'.
, `---,

.t should never take :the form of teadlle-directed cliChes. There
. ''

. '' . .
Q 4

r .

is noth intrinsically wrong with'holida5f subject matter, 1:po-
e7

vided't at lessons related to i are presented in sudh-a manner

that the children are able -to make individual?and.inventive

statements,in art as a responie to the built-in excitement of 4

A,.ithe'holidayii: _.

----.. .

Under no circumstances should "patterns" besused to make
, ,

, .,

II cute" holiday presents for the parents or to mass-produce 414c-_,

orations for the school. Patterns of any sort present ready-

made solutions to children and preclude any exercise or devel-
.

opMent.of their own. .creietive ideas . Patterns make the teacher's

.role easy and the child's experience an unchallenging one. This

is so at any time; riot just at holiday_times. Also, care-should

be taken that holiday art projects do not dominate art insttuotion

7:Lt. the expense of the many other important aspects 'of the program.
'AL

The teacher should avoid, for example, spending 4 or 5 weeks in

. Na7eMber an ember making stereotyped holiday4ecorations:

-It is beat to egard each holiday as:a potential, but not .

,

91
4f..4e
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Imperiiive,,source of stimulation for the children's artwork.
. <s '-. . . 1

A.

The children. should use thelholidays in their artwoik, but the
IN.

,

'-.-' ...----

holidays sholikd not "use the children."

)

.

1-1
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HOW DO TEACHERS TALK .1.10 CHILDREN ABOUT ART?

Child art is a language which "apeaks for The

'47

similarities between att done by children in Africa, Asia, and

'Europe, and art done by-children in'the United Statei`are strik-
.,

Ingly apparent. Also, the comMuniCation effected through art

of the chitcfren's'experiences,.interests, and emotions is often

unmistakable and eloquent. The old adage, "One picture is worth

-.,ten thousand words'," is frequently qUoted as'justification'for
, .

not discussing children's artwork.with them. This line of rea-

stoning is used too often to rationalise lack of know-how in this

area.'

It shouid not be forgotten that the spoken word is the'

basic means of communication. People speak about everything they

do. They-discuss poetry, drama, dance, literature, music. They

describe 'fries ship and love in Words ever' complete each

of these things itSei?, great insight and appreciStion

of all of them is gained through talking about them. The same

is true of art. 0

The-teaCher of art should know the Working vocabulary of

art and how and when to use it"to further the growth.of the

children's. skills-and sensitivities.

The teacher uses art terms carefully, but not glibly,

making sure that helis not talking over the heads of his Ils-

. tenets. K



Be begins with simple terminology, and gradu011y,bullids vocab-

ularY. Skills as the children .grow. Facilityvtri6-use_of. art
e

terms is valuable in pre/iminarl-explanatigns of techniques and

. ....
.

.

media, in motivation, and in evaluation. Also, althoUgh gener-

ally,ally, the art, teacher will avoid actual- directions ^:b.-1.1e -the

Children are worlec-7g-; ofeen askthought7provOking ques-
41.

titans and draw attention to successful efforts L---tbe occasion

demands.during the lesson.

There is need, also, for better coMmunication between art

'teachers and other teachers and parents,. Whenever the teacher

taikb to children or adults.about'art,"he.should be. as'precise

as possible. Therefore, a glossary of common' art terms is pr6-

vidod-at the end of this guide. These terms should be fully

understood by the teacher and used regularly with the children.

A word of caution should be interjected:: Sometimes a
4 0

child simply does not want to talk, about hisw4k. It may be

too personal for him to discuss, and he may be so shy that dia.-

cussion of his work will spoil the satisfactions of creating

it. Sensitivity on the part of the teacher is required to de-

termine when talking to children about their artwork how it

will futher growth and when it will be detrimental.

24
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CONTESTS AND COMPETITION

The .Vilue of contests and competitions in art, especially.

at tiie elementary school level, is/extremely limited and their

potential detriment to personality growth can b r3r great.

The Argument frequently advanced in favor of art'cOntests is

that we live in a'Competitive societyvand we should condition

our youngsters to this competition through all school activi-

ties, including art.- This line of reasoning is faulty in at

least two respects.

The argument fails'to consider the mature of child art

and its. potential asa factor in'intellectual4rowt h and-per-

sonal choices and individual value judgments as he works. His

feeling of success or failure in art is/closely correlated-to

his ability to create a visual expression,conionant with his

individual mental conce pt. Rence.3, the only truly desirableq,

*kind of competition is that in which a child competes-constant-

ly with himself, striving to 'better his last and best previous.

performances.

Society is 'highly competitive today, but.to extend this

competition to all aspects of the child `s life ,is not at all -

sa

_1 desirable. In fact, sociologists andemental hygienists indi:-
.

cate that the degree of cor9etitiveness in modern society is
)

excessive, engendering enormous amounts of personal anxiety and

mental illness.

2313 -
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In contrast Ito contests in art, exhibits of child art may
(--

be valuable in the school. art program. Sdhool, local, and re-

gignal exhibitions of.child art are a Combined source' of moti-

vatidn'amd recognition for-the child's efforts. The teacher.
.

_ , , .

. ,--

should avoid child art exhibits of a Campetitive. nature which

promote a- few talented youngsters to:the-status.Of "school,art-

ists" and-which, by -omission, zoake'losers of the rea-of the

Children.

.1

J

-

2S
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DISPLAYING CHILDREN'S ARTWORK

When children feel that they have worked hard and success-

fully, they derive intense -satisfaction-from showing their artwork

to their peers' and to adults: As. an -indica4on of his pleasure

and approval of their efforts, the teacher should. displaywork

enthusiastically and with pride.

The display of their: work may be either spontaneous or

carefully preplanned. Opportunities for showing the work may

occur in the- middle of a-period when something exciting happens

or may occult) long aft he lesson Is over.

The easiest and quickest display,' technique is the "end

of- the - period- hold -up." Each child..-holifs his artwork-high,- where

the teaches and the class ,can see it, or small groupg of chil-.

dren go to the front of the room to hold their work while. the-

teacher and- the class comment. This devie- allows each child
. -

his moment of attention and requiies only a few minutes.

'The children also enjoy seeing the work of. the- entire -class

displayed:for a day or,two in the classroom. Space should be

allotted, if only briefly; "for this purpose.. Wires strung

below or abctve the chalkboards -or classroom bulletin boards
.

.

serve ideally foi. two-dimensional display and need not be up_

for more than a day or two.. Three-dimensional work may be placed

on tables- 'windowsills, or counts.

- 15 -
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eTOeriodically, disPl.ays of artwork should be'plannell. jor

hallwayt and other placea in the school where other classet, and

adult' may view them. ,Where display space outside of the class.!

room is limited it is sometimes- desirable to be selective about

work to be shown. Students silould.participate in the selection

and arrangement of items for display bedause the procesa of se-

lectioncan'be a good occasion for evaluatiOn and discussion.

Since the honor of being included in such a display can be very

important to a child,, the teacher should sometimes include the

art4of children who work diligently but who may not produce the

most outstanding results.

A permanent display case is very useful to keep the entire

.school as well as -Visitors informed as to the art activities of

the varIous.classrooMt. Each teacher might have the case for a

week 'notonly.to display art work but also dlassroom-projects

or other work the students have done.

.Display areas can..also be set up' in the school offices,

teachers lounges, libraries, cafeterias, and dormitories and

the displays changed periodiCally.

Where feasible, it is also worthwhile to present'an an-

nual 'school-wide exhibitiin the spring of the year. The

eials for such an exhibit should be gillered and set aside

during, the preceding school months. They should. be of good

quality and tastefully arranged. Above all, they. should be
-

representative of the work normally done at the school.

2
- 16 -
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ROLES AND'iHSPONSIBILITIES'

Administrators 4

The -administrittor is__ the leader i_He _must _ and under-
_

stand the art program and its,9bjectives. _He provides the

atmospherer-ind creates the -climate in which alealthy art pro-
.

,

gram can)developand flourish. His interest= and:leadershipare

important fbr its realization.

As a consultant to bpth teacher and parent, the admnis-
,

tritor is able to interpret the place and:value of art in the

total curriculum.

By his recognition of the necessity for adequate teacher

prerrationin art, he arranges for inservice art'workshops,and,

meetings.

He- sees that ficient time isp alloted and used in the

classroom.fOr art' expeilences.

He provides for adequate tart supplieS,.equent, visual

aidh; dispy space, and book_ both professional and nonprofes:-'

sional.

. He -encourages. the .:.-itura/ deve516pMent of teachers.

Art Specialists

The art specialist directs and coordinates the elementary

art program. He-consults with administrators and classroom



.

teachers, acquainting themwith- the best art

%P.

education practices.

Byplazining.with the classroom,teacher, he arranges for a variety

of art dxperiences in both two and three dimensions, developing

visual and tactile awareness in a sequential manner for maximum

application, growth, and continuity.

.He will .guide, children in evaluating one_anotherfe Work -in

a positi-Vemanner, encouraging theix-:growth thrbugh.the'discui-

.

sion ofHtheir creative effort's

room teacher in evaluating the

He will4ilso.assist the class-

'art done in his room by pointing

butthe importance of defending the thi.ldrens individuality -and

creativity.

His role-is flexible. An art speciiilist should be avail-.

able for every 250-500 students. He Should teach in i designated

art roam or in the regular classroom where an art room is un-

available. He may possibly combine two or more classes for a

type of team, teaching. such as art appreciation. He will also

help the classroom teacher conduct artprojecta. with the chil

dren and determine if sufficient time has been allotted for

these. experiences. .By .discussing -the:general program with the

classroom teacher, he will be able to- recommend ypes of `art

integration most valuable for-specific areas

He will see that adequate stippl

aids are available for carrying out a

equipment-, and visual

und elementary art .pro-
\.

SID
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He will provide.inAervice eduCation to classroom. teadhersp

by conducting-meetings and workshops.

He vill'initiate good public relations in the community

by pr omoting.ehirdren 's art exhibits.

..
ti

'Hi will visit art galleries and museums frequently, attend

/worthwhile -art education conferences, and keep uPwith current
)

N. art and art education literature.

At all times, he will Uphold the highest standards of art

and'Art education.

is strongly recommended that an adequate artrood'(40

dquare feet per student'in room) be made available., in elementary

J
:sdhools with enrollitents.of 500 or more students. Such-a rpom

would prove.a most valuable part of an .schOol, especially in.

light of the-uniqueness of the art program which activity and

material centered. It has been shoWn that many of the basic

art experiences.dannot be handled in the conventional-classroom.

Periods for specific art instruction must. be provided at

each grade level. In addition, art should be regularly inter-

grated with classwork. This implies, a curriculum in whidh

classroom teachers as well as art,teachers' cooperate and share

in specific and general outcomes of education. If such a prOm,_=

.

gram is 'adopted, the arts will be meariingful and the school will
o

reflect an art program which shows imagination and orikinality.

O
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The importance of children's contact with a qualified and

Texperienced art teacher should not ,be underestimated. This is

the vittil link in ithe.entire art program. In addition, the art

-.---teacher-has-a-feeIing or-the vis6a1 .growth of the child -and

able to meet general and Specific IndiVidual needs.

Classroom Teadheis

The'classroom teacher acts'as a guide. for the children.

, -

His attitUdes, intellectual cutiosity,andkesthlrc.awarenesi'
+

influence them. It is'his responsibility to understandtthe

nature of the creative process and growth of the children in

his care.

With the help of the. art SpeCialist and the teacherat-;

tempts to plan and %Fry out a well-balanced art program, using

sound educational methods seeking to,.understand the objectives.

With the aicrof the specialist, he, evaluates the-child's art--

work in terms of these objeCtives, individual 'development,

and abil. tY. He implements good teaching in the classroom by
. ..

-, . . .
-_ ..

Pro;41din abundant experiences And offering encouragement, in--

.4.
. .

. . .

sPEratiOn,-and onitrtivcriti4.bm.-HereSct0..syMpatheticaliy

to-the;children's Ideas lielping them de4ielop confidence:in thel.r'.,,
awn abilities. ,

rejects 6uchrharmfill practices as the.imposi-

-.Limas Adult ideas.or,the presentation of sterotypes, quittk



how-to-kto-Ittricks, and cliches or fads. He familLarizes.ihim-

self with art materials-and their used before presenting them

to the Class.

___The_teaCheristrengthens the teaching of other subjects by

sgNrelated art activities that do not stiflecreative growth...

- - He displays childrenisi.artwork with simplicity, taste,

and pride. \
He communicates.and, interprets the aims of the art pro-..

grim. to parent's.
. .

He seeks to improve himself professionally by being cogni-

Sant.of goOd, current material on art and art edUcation.

Parents

A-Child's education is.a continuous process from birth

The parents' responsibility for his education does not cease

when he enters-school but is shared with the teachers.:. Parents

can. cooperate with them in the field of art education byacleept7

ing the child's creative endesftrsi even though they may not

always understand.. him. . .

PareniS can h le a child by shoWing.iinuine interest in,
,

hie efforts, ,reco sizing them not only as records of Creative

'growth but also as personal statemeatii..

a



Time Allotment
v.

For 'a dynamic, crtive art education program under the

v
direction of a certified art teacher, sufficient time should

be allocated _ in _the__ school program.

A mdulmon of 120 minutes per meek is recommended for every

grade level. Art activities demand longer working tpse because

of Materials involved or .integrated with other subjects in the-

curriculum. For activities involving self:-expression,-creativ-

ity, and aesthetiaenjoyment, large blocks of time wilt -he

needed to follow a vital interest through to"a satisfactory con-,

elusion. In a nondepartmenalized organization, it is ;possible/

to male the individual period flexible in order to take advan-. N

tage of maximum motivation and interest. In addition; a planned

/.

integrated art program shoull/be-carried on by the classroom

teacher under. the supervision of the art specialist.' The kit:der-

garten teacher would normally offer extensive art activities'to

supplement the work of the art specialist.
..

ager periods give the child a sense of aecomplishment

7,
"helping to hold. his interest which s not always reachable.in'''

the shorter periods.._1
-

Art experiences. integrated and suilPOrting anothei*bject

area should not generally be considered time provided for the

art program.

1.

3 4
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The'art teacher and the classroom teacher plan jointly to

provide-for varied experiences,in the year's, program. Such

4,
. planning can -meet the needs child to-help him develop

personal sensitivity and rel -ref: ihis..orou taste and Sudg-

..

meat, as well as a, feeling of.persobal.eteeurity.

Good Housekeeping -snd Use of Supplied and Equipment

The art and classrooTwteadhersartwell as students are

responsible for an orderlx and'attractive classroom: It is an

incentive ti purposeful and orderly work. ',Children take pride

in clean, attractive surroundings,
.

t,

With orderly and attractive art.or classrooms,- training.

in the proper use of materials and equipment.is. a necessity.

Children must be taught '-tO use them properly and%vith respect.'

With unsupervised use of supplies and equipthent, chaos will be

the result>. Students who are taught to respect materials and

/
equipmentc)ihow respect ,for their own work and 'take pride in

doing their-best. Therefore, it-is the duty of every at and
-

classroom teacher to have a watchful:epe on the supplies,and-
,

equipment. This ,helps make a successful art.program. !.

For an- efficient working art program; e physicalfacil-

-Sties of the classrOom are important.."

Movable desks area great convenience for drawing, painting,



and most three-dimensional activities, since they allow the

pupils to move-their desks in convenient clusters so that large,

flat areas of working space are available for group activities.

Every c'lassr'oom- should have a storage_space__(for_supplies_____

and unfinished art products), display space, and provision for

water (preferably a sink in every classroom).
o

The newer schools usually equip c ssiooms with cupboards,

shelves, drawers, bulletin boards spaCe, aid a'sink. With care-

futtplanning and arrangement of material, and 'equipment, an art

session may be started with a minimum of preparation time,.

In. a.classroom used by young children,the arrangement of

thethe equipment and supplies and working conditions must be the

= responsibility of the teacher. Older. children Will be able to

assist in planning-the arrangement or Changes in-their roams.

They:often ,havegood iaeas-aboUt the placement of the worktables;
--C--.- .

.
easels,:storige, tabinets,,and desks:

. -

In-Many older sthools, classrooms were'not.planned for art

activities. The older classrooms often lack.a sink: A substi-

-
',tutefor:-this is the;use of pOriable-art:carts.

.

necessary to resort "to pail's:for:Water, they maybe used.

Among other substitutes and suggestions for claesroome
_

which lack convenient working areas are the'following:.



A piece of. plywood, masonite board, or a plank placed
on boxes'or over desks will provide large work areas.
Cardboards set in chalk trays make convenient easels.
Paper taped to chalkboard provides for large work
areas-- for example, a mural..

Passing trays may be made'from cut-down'baby food-
cartons, with diViders left in.

Scissors and brushes, handles down, should be stored
in blocks of wood or cardboard boxes with holes bored
or punched in tops to provide for quick cleanup, proper
care, and minimum loss.

The kindergarten needs a large working area for art
activities. It also needs a great deal of room for
tools and bulky materials. 'Kindergarten- teachers
mnst'always have the supplies ready and arranged to
prevent a minimum'aMount'of confusion and "accideits."

Paper should be cut to size and arranged on a shelf
in piles according to,size and color.

Sdrap paper should be separated as to color and /laved
in small cartons.

Crayons'and chalk may be separated according to color.

Containers for these might'be a coffee.can, paper plate,
cottagecheese container,' or frozen food-boxes:.

Brushes (with bristles up) and penciln may.be,-stored in
'fruit juice or other .large cans.

Let, the child choose his, owlTmateriais.

Walking to and from the supply table,allawi for.more
physical activity. Taking turns and responsibility
for materials will also be developed._

In order to carry on successful art activities, the room.

arrangement has to:beflexible. 1.adk4Of easels for every member

of the class need not curtail painting.activities. Painting

3'2
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centers may be arranged at the chalkboard,

floor with newspapers, oilcloth; or sheets

on tables, on the
ir

of plastic for pro-

tection. Paint, in small juice cans, may be placed at the work

-area ahead of ttme to aVold accidents.' Keep only a small

,amount of paint in the cans so there won't be too much paint

-to spill. An everage of 20 jars of tempera paint is suitable

for:Ain average size classroom. These can be returned to the

work 'area or placed in the. tray attached to the ea el. A brush

for each jar of paint is necessary.

To dry' paintings and other flat work, a tempor clothes-

line may

the line

provides

bulletfn

be fixed.with pinch clothespins to hold the work On

Floor space, if out of the way of classroom traf

an excellent place fdr drying. If the roam has a large

board or a cork wall, it is also an excellent place

totack'the paintings.

The brushes must be washed immediately after use4With soap

and warm Water.' Gently shape and straightene'bristles with fin-
.-

gettips and store with handles down.

',Brushes wlIh are immediately cleitned properly last longer

.
,

- and are 'always ready to use and.in'good sha e.

)If brnshes.are.used for shellac,' Wipe them off with a rag_

.-or.a paper. towel, rinse detaturedelcohol, then wash. itmnediately

in warm water and sbap.

38
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Also, if oil, or enamel paints are used, first wipe the

brushes with a:rag or towel, rits,e.in turpentine, kerosene, or

paint thinner, and wash thoroughlywith soap and water.

ti

Bruiches used for rubber cement should be.immediately rinsed

in a rubber cement thinner- following "directions on the label.

Brushes used for tempera or watercolor painting should be soaked
-

inVam water and soap. Glue and m ucilage Will clean off'brushes
.

With hot water.

Colbred paper should be stored in a cupboard, and the doors
.

shoilld always be closed to prevent- light from- fading 'it. Never

tear Ciff-the-labelsor the wrapping.. If the colored paperis

shipped with a covering On'eachpaCkage, open \One end'and pull

out the necessary 'amount. This will help' to.% prevent the paper'

fram becoming disorderly and ,t1le edges to All other kinds

of paper should be taken _care of in-a s lax manner. Open.

only one ..end of the package. -

7 .

_Every classroom should have an
;."-

le supply of old:news-

pipers. There are many uses for newspapers, not only to cover

tables but for classroom` art activities. 'Paste should be kept'

in glass jars; when not in use, the covers must be, tightly

'For individual pasting, a small amount of paste should

-.. .

be placed on a'disposabldpiece, of cardboard or 'shiny - surface
_

paper. For group.pasting, the small alt ins fail pie plates

are excellent to hold paste.

- 27 -
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A clay corner, consisting of a covered container full of

balled clay, newspapers, oilcloth mats, and-dampened sponges

for quick hand cleaning, provids fora regarding activity with

a minimum of cleaning up. The unused clay should be returned

to the clay bin and imznediateiy.

Expenclable materials should be stored in convenient-and

appropriate places and should be protected from avoidlible causes

of deterioration or waste.

'The storage space or room should be arranged in, a manner
.

.

..
.

. .

whichill faCilitate in getting supplies' quickly, taking in-

veAtorys andieaving-time in linding.materials. . .

Displaying children's artwork is one of-the biggest pro-
..

blems for the classroc6 and art teacher. Each child's work

should be represented freqUently. Most of the rooms are not
J.,-

-equipped with.a4equatebul/etinc.board space.. To offset,-this

defici lacy, if floor space alloWS-, make a folding screen front

.a large eking box. Remove both 'ends of the box and bend: the- -

sides a screen. 'Work may be displayed on.bothides.'

Work al p° ma be placed on -unused sections of chalkboard, _alLov..e

chatkboarda, -an ieidol:a-used doors. Light-three-dimensional

- -4- .-

work'displays. be hung. from ceilings-. and supports.
4

'
:'° --

Tare maybe stretc ed across the back:of too= or wherever it
_'.,--

: ,
,-

-is-most convenient:

- 28
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Pictures and illustrations dhduld be selected for the ben-

can.--see and enjoy them.

efit of the children. They should be hung where the children
. .

Illustrftive materials, charts, and:

childrent.s ,wor'k should be minted on a backgrouiid of-a neutral
A. . .

. .

color or white.. ,-.Gr'ouping terafted-items.gives. them interest value

and added. importance.
.

Gifted or Interested. teachers may invent many temporary

aids for good -housekeping and use of supplies and equipment.

The teacher is the 'Activator of an
. -

art experience ,for children,

the_ link between children and art and children and material.

Motivation

Motivation is the begin-n-1'1g of the educational learning

cycle. It 'is here that the" teacher is placed in the most- demand-.

Lag role. in the art progrpn. The purpose of art education Ls

not to produce. artists 'or to have children make finished art-

work for ekhibitions: The real purpose is to encourage the

child to express himself to his fullest ability.

As children 1.1..v& from day to day, they have many experi7

ences. Their experiences, arise from life at home,; at play, at

school, and in the community in general: As a result of his

contact with the T.4orld which sufrounda' .1.1.1m and with his -asso-

ciates, the child's intellectual curiosity may be stimulated

and his feelings aroused.

p



To each new experience, he brings insight he has acquired

-
from previous experiences. If the new experiences arouse_his

interest and if they have a sufficien Timber of elements whiCh

are reminiscent of some of his former ezperiences, learning

should occur. 1,f 'he lacks interest in the new, experiences, he.

will probably fail to profit.

The majOritY of experiences. which, A child enjoys are:Suit-
,

able. for
X artistic expression.- Any situation in life which has

;aroused his-intellect and stimulated his feelings may b

ergo- suitable subject matter for art.

Art is a different study,from the other subjects in the

curriculum. In one sense it remains constant-throughout the'

child's entire. school life. From the time the child enters kin

dergarten until he leaves the, school system he will be occupied,
. _ c

with only one theriS'---his _own personal experiences.

In order for motivation 'to be really effective, it should_

be aarefully planned. .It should incite the child to create as

well as to-learn.. The desire to areate is based on the acute
.-

awareness of an inner need to gilie expression to an emotional
.

impact.. The desire to learn 'has`rits roots. in an. innate; curiosity:
-

.-*The key to understanding motivation is contained in 'ex-per-1-
-e..

-

ences. Experiences move our inner life, leave an .impression,ton..-

-pur -emotions, provoke our- intellectual faculties , and provide

42
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us with the raw materials which children use to express them-

selves.r

I

There is no clear-cut motivation that can be successfully

applied in every situation. The kind of motivation which, an
. .

art teacher sees feasible. to use depends a great deal on. each

particular class:

The art teacher=mnst be

..establish a. rapport with each

a very flexible -̀person able to

group, of children.
.3

When the interest is built, it must relate to the needs

and abilities of those being taught. Motivation iredttes a sit-.

uation which allows for questioning, discussion the handling

of materials", and a complete understanding. of the.. at

. hand. Using discussion for motivation tsurposes-shou. id. be only

long,eriotigh to sufficiently do the job. Motivation to be of

value, should be as interesting and iniormative as possibtle.

The teacher must be consclbus of his vocabulary and its appro-

.

priateness to the grade; level.
. -

Remotivation.throughout the-entire problem (whether.

lasts. for one. period' or 3 weeks); is necessary.. continuous

to
building and holding of interest is -imperative.-if the experience-:

is-to be at al/ worthwhile for the students. Both group and-

o individual motivation are importarit. Through motivation, the

teacher plays a vet-y important role in the success of a crea-

tive art program.



If motivation is meaningfully developed by the teacher,

the spirit-soon invades the atmosphere and becomes part-Of the

children's actions. Children will respond spontaneously to the

teacher's enthusiasm; to his ingenuity in finding nways to

use ordinary materials; andimaginative discussions hat open

doorsto -creatiVe.thought'and- eXpreisiOn.

The teacher should always keep.in mind that.'childienare

full of.j.deas but that they differ in interest* ability, and

initiative. .Also, he must be aware of the child's limited

serest span and be readywith a variety of interesting acttv-
.

,ities.

Motivation in art must be built upon-the child's inter-

eitts14itii most children,,the teacher may rely'elIctirely.upoll-W

materials themselves as a motivating force-I r creative activ-

MotiVation may:come from many souices: Children are in

. .

..:...interested'In their surroundings-7-a walk, a day
- r_ . -

of 'grass,- dream, a television program, a holiday;

ithaginarY.triPs to outer spice, science, co rent events..

list s endless.

Sometimes.the teacher should make arrangeraents .for new

experiencet which would be suitable 'for for.example,

a visit to the farm,,dairy, park, excavations, new homes zoo,

and so on. Before the trip, a disdussion should be 'mid With



the concerning some of:the-salient-features'to.be observed,

Upon return to the classroom, another discuiision should take

place, after which expressive work,should immediately begin.
s.

The result of high Motivation can be discerned in many''
. ,

ways, both visual ph verbal. Motivation is almost-always-re-

flected on the faces-and in theactions of the children.
. .

- .. -

With guidance and encouragement, the teacher can stimulate

.g

puPils.td establish goaU-fOr themselves in, the successful conl-

pletion of their creative artistic acts. He can. also stimulate

his pupils toexpress: fullyltheii ideas and experteimes in7their.



APPROACHES TD-ElattATION

- _
The area.of evaluation. 'in art educatipn has gained import-

ance in recent years. Methods as well as aims of evaluation

have changed. The most important element to evaluate is not

-the work of art bu;t:the growth which-the indiVidual experienced

during the process of producing-it

E-Valuation is an .essential part of 'Learning. Care must ..

be taken to protect the child's individualexpression. If

.praise is given for one way. of working be sure that other ways

are given equal praise.

EValuation. in the arts is concerned with measuring grOwth,-

as evidenced by behavior change. Since children vary in their

potentialities, develop at different rates, and differ in so
.

many aspects of their.backgroUnd, of' experience,: there can be

to fixed Standards of se evenient- for all children at aix.'one-

In gathering evidence of
-

odused upon..the behavior of'a

situation as compared with his

;Iona-.

sudh growth, attention should 'be

particular,child in a particular

past behavior in similar situat

Childret usually believe'it things which hive -proved 'help-
..

, 4 _

ful, The present emphaSis is evaluation:is upon building self-

confidence, preserving the creative approach, adopting the



4."

interpretation to thelaaturity of.the children, and helping them

to- become7independent. Without evaluation, children tend to

feel that their artwork is not fully recognized.

Through eyaluattve'disclissions children have practice -in

expressing opinions and a chance to become more articulate about

art. It is encouraging to see the improvement that results in

creative work and the progress made in better understanding art..
. . . .-

values when there-ie.a'free give-and-take during an art evalua--;-
1.

tion. Perhaps the,best outcome of all. is the effect on the morale

Of children as they see for. themselves that-artwork4s recognized
^

and.nOt throwninto a cupboard or' wastebasket'at the end:of-the

lesson.

Ah evaluation period is a weldome relaxation for dhildren.

After the intense concentration that creative work demands, it;.

As relaxing:.for them to do a little dhdtting with their class -

mates and the teacher.

.In _creative work, children draw upon many things .within

their expeiiencethings.they. have seen heard; or2read,.as well

as :ghat they Imagine. Some work-imaiediately'appears mature and

complete while other work looks immature, and incomplete.

Their efforts are serioUs to them and certainly should

never be pushed aside because the symbols do not meet certain

accepted standards of how things really look.

- 35 -



There is a natural desire for, expression.in:the primary

.

grades. The child' s. work) is strongly personal,- abstractly sym-

bolic, spontaneously emotional, usually involving storytelling

subjects. It portrays a clear statement and:coherent design.
,

The-forms are large, Itimpte; flat, said fill the:sPaCe.

child likesNto: use ,color, and his colors are gay and unmixed.

The teacher must forget adult standards and use.theciefacts,,

along with his- generil knowledge of the .Makeup; in

evaluating :art expression.

Primary children, are accustomed to talk over and enjoy, .

everything they do, and art is-one_o he.expetiencesthat pro

:yokes lively discussions. Many delightful senteCes,' stories,

and;shOrt.poems develop at this time and are often attached to

the 'picture they describez This-pleaies_ little children and
v

gives added importance to their artwork.

As students enter-the realistic stage and begin using tech-

niqUesconsciously,.s9me constructive clasd eValuAationmaybe

very valuable. Such /eading,questions as "How did Nary,make

the road go back into the distance?" should be -asked. This
1

'method can be a means of recognizing certain principles Of

optical perspective.. ConCepts:so gained are far=moremeaning7

kulto Students than the same principles presented. by'tbe.

- 36



There are' ,accent and sparkle from the fourth grade up.

The child's ability to criticize his usually ex-

ceeds his skill., /Expression-, father than technique, should

be the judging; the child's art at this level,

Evaluation shonid-take place many times during a learning

It; is effective at the beginning-of an experiment

When there is 'a need to-clarify purposes. It is essential when

difficulties 'arise and a child senses a need for help and asks

- for it. I 41

Critiiiiam should be given in terms that-the.child under-

stands and in a manner that will build self-confidence; it- should re-

_ s .

help:the?child to-forM idudgments for.himself, as .well as

choices l.n regard, to art objects,.
rr

While the process of evaluation goes on during the entire

to utak?

learning situation, it is still Important-to take time at the

end of eachactivity for thoughtful evaluation of eadh'experience..

With .an open mind, the teacher should. appraise the value.-

of the activita,the

if* Did the activity stimulate his thinking.and creative
inagination?

* Did it increase his awareness of a sensitivity-
be.auty?

* Did it offer him an opport6ity,for creative expression ?.

* Did it stimulate:his curiosity and desire tip explare

materials? s_
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I 11,

* Did it increase his _confidence in his ability to
express his ideas in drawing or with various
materials and.media?

* Did itextend his ability to use ea0.element of
designline, mass, color, and texture?

* Did the work sham improvement as ,compared with
work done previously?

*.Did he do his best at -his' level of:ability?

*-Dili' he grow in independent thinking?

The most effective form of growth measurement is self-

eva luation: As the children grow older, .6fley- need and want to

know the reason why. -something they have ddne, or the way they

have done it, is good, mediocre, or less than satisfactory.

A skillful art teacher in conversation with an individ-

ual engaged in a creative activity, can draw forth comments

about the process and product which were not previoUsly, realized

on .a conscious level. Sometimes a statement such as "Now, tell

me just what yoU are trying todo" will start the flow of

ing which results in self-evaluation.- Effective evaluation is .

based. upon the individual's understariding of his work.. One basis

for "the evaluation is the knowledge-of the child. As complete

a knowledge as possible is essential for the interpretation" of

b-ehavior.

The teacher should be awate 'of the cultural pattern of the

community in which a child lives. -He must have _some indication



I

of the child's stage of mentai,-social,'emotiona?4 physical,-

and cieative.develOpment. Since children vary in their' poten-
: .

dainties, however, they develop at different, rates- and 'diEfer

'-inmany-sspects,of.their experience.

.There are many-ways or:teChniques for coneCting.evi

of growth. They include:

* Conversation with the child
. .

le Simples of created by the child

*--Tape recordings of iessonS

Record sheet'-recOrding brief statements.for each child

* Class discussion

.* Anecdotal redords.

The class booktook of,samiles of work from every
meaber-of.:the.class

* Individual folders-- Children select their best artwork.

* Photos and slides

*Artteacher-classroom teacher conferences'

TheextenttvLwhich art abilities may be measured Scienti-
-

ficallY ii still a 'controversial issue;_ authorities indicate, .

however, that the teadher of art should, not place too much
fts...

reliance upon tests..
. , 14k

: 'SometiMee theteadher xy wi.Oh1,tO7use a test to discover

whether or not the.pupilahave-grasped some part of--the art,

program. He may pretent a. few questions baSed upon the pupil's.

a
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- knowledge of a:Speciftcnediu4 of facts surrounding an artistza

life, -or of a7technii4ne in using COlOr..'-'
V D

Evaluation shouldni::t be an end in itself.- Evaluation is

.-an integral part of the ,-complete.learnin,sr situation and is,

therefOra,-.. a continuous process`. ..- It should be,a Means of enccra.,.

raging-growth in the individual.. It is essential fiaiboth
teachers and pupils ParticiPate in it tOgether,..using art terMi--,

.nc4ogy- building vecabulaiy skill's, and confirming the learning

which has taken p-T.aCe. .

.,

Evaluation.is--also used as -.A I m a m s of reporting pupil p r o -

:
.

gr4813 to -parents, - teachers, and school administrators.
.-

The nutherical grade which- the teacher:Mar haye.td. give'

to. studentsshouldnot be a -s topPing point but-a'means of en-
.

cOu ragtiti,:contikinedinterest,and_-deviaiepinent:"..in:Lartt..

)



APPROACHES -TO ART APPRECIATION

Art luis'many phases and funiions in the daily life of

every person. Appreciation of art is something we live with"'

every day of our

The zeal aim'of,:.art appreciation is not to learn the-.names

and dates of famous masterpieces but to-develop genuine appre-
,

ciation and sensitivity toward beauty. The .child,' from his own.

fixperiments with media and subject .matter, can be led to a finer.
aappreciation by observatiOn. The ,child. is surrounded by works

of art, both natural _and- manmade. It is for the. teacher- toawaki:

....en in him an awareness of -the truly: gotid art fa his world so'''.

-that he can observe it with his eyes, ,mina, and heart..

Trips to =semi, woods, and .fielcis are ways _to. add

ing to. art, but building appreciation. and good taste should- be

part of the child-'s everyday life school.. Appciciaiion and

enjoyment. are interchangeable and contribute to .tie, art expe-

-4-Leimees of children. From'very. small beginnings in say /earning,-
_\

children may .be' guided into richer.experienCes through .sktll.ful
-

teaching.

The teacher must keep' in Mind thiti3isomeNpf the Wild's

progress rests-upon what2 he has befn accustomed -to is

and envirormient and the attitudes,, of his parents-_toward art;

Appreciation comes through knowledge aneunderstending. It is
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a gradual, active procesi.
il -

It should be a datisfying, as well

as a grosiing, experience.- -epeated

of ltaintin'gs and alf the - crafts are

appreciation.

contacts with- fine examples-

necessary for growth, in

Both_ creative'art anCI appreciative art are powerful fic-'

tors in developing the habits, attitudes, skills, 'and abilities

of the child. :Such abilities are not. acqUired by rote but as --

the result of gradual acquisition of sensitivity- and. art -concepts.

The appreciation of art is intensely personal. Fox: the

young with his limited background of experiences, it is

based broadly on beauty.

It-is nature, primarily,- that increases his awareness and

'Provided a source1-of inspiration: ,Climpinit a- swinging-
- ,from the brandies,' feeling thb/ bexk, seeing the designs, patterna-,-

and colOrs.Of its foliage- are.'.coaancrns.exper.iencei that. e7oke im-
-

mediate. reactions and, increase the child's power : of observation.

The child Whci 'knots .the. thrill of exploripg- a-trie can -feel again,

through his own or. Ian artist's rendition, the, ugh"-bark, the

cool shade and, the velvety texture of a leaf. The picture means

something to him. -From his. own experiences, he'responds with

his own.-m:End and emotions.

Appreciation cannot be directly
: 7

t. It4I'dependent

upon the ba".gronnd of 'the experienc:e. It is the
responsibilitY of the teachers to further cultivate the .pereep



_teal ability, upon which appreciation is-dependent and to con-

tinually encourage the,chilcLto Seeoand feel the art qualities--

in all ekperiences. Teachers should cultivate taste in each

child to,. love beautiful things and tg:enjoy-the.aesthetic qual-

ltties-of their experiences. The teacher should educate the eye

to see with.feeling and-understanding.' He should make the child

.self - critical. and socially responbible.fOr'ihe appearance of his

schodl, and community.
1-

The teacher'smethod of approach.will permit all pupils

to exercise their own judgment and to develOpftheir own taste

for beauty. He will encourage individuals to grow-aetheir own

rate by providing opportunity for individual attainments.

The teacher continues to enlarge the student's responses

'to visual experience because the imore-contacts.the child makes

with good art products, the more sensitive his feeling will be
-'t

about. what pleases or displeases

Helping the children to realize their,potentialities forF
.

aesthetic growth is adhallenge to the-teacher.. Appreciation,

and4enjoyment of art can be made a daily experience in tIle..crass-
_

'roan when the circumstances are fairorahle, and the teacher.. is -.

sensitive to art 'values.. Ibrough-wise-gUIdance the place of:

at in life becomes increasingly signl.ficant to -childrenis-...
_

:
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Aesthetic experienCe in a-claseinever'needS- to be stero-
r

.typed or7repetitious. There is 3uch a vast.wealth of 'art

.

expression for a teacher to-draw. upoh that he can keep his °On
-

interest as fresh as that of the`children..-

As his. interests broaden, he will wish to vary his approach

to art appreciation. The very act of living in a changing world

will prevent his point -of view Pram becoming-static.-

Tod develop appreciation fully, the teacher must .help dhil-

Are# discover art qualities in every aspect of life by educating

their eyes see, .by .stimulating them to feel deeply, and. by

evaluating thperience -with understanding of art values.

Among the required 1 aids are prints ok-pidtures,

pictorial re7rodudtions of other art forMs, filmstrips, slides

dealing with a variety of art-topics and some actual worksof:

art-l= and three-dmensional forms.
.

Today any school. ca possess a good-collection:oeprints

of.pictures and pictorial reProductionS of:otherart forma. i

..

,..

-Niny-stationery stores, boOkstores and a'rtist-lsaupplyipms.
-:-

. . _

ectItagoutletc for both.America4-And foreign imports.

.-. Books containing excellent reproductions-a 0:also avail-
.,

able. Popularmagazines, such as Lifeand LoOk,.frequently

devote-paged,' in both -color and halftoixe,-to.ig&oductions'of

art. Books on art for:children 'unfortimately, are very rare.



In recent years, several companies haveproduced some ex-

cellent films. These art films are designed. to fulfill... various

4;`'

purposes,. ManY films are made to stimulate children to..produce

art and- to. assist in 'mastering various techniques.

Before using a film, theteacher must preview It and then

decide how effective it may be. Next,' the film must be suitable.

to the childrents level of understanding and' maturity. The film

should be chosen because it is closely related to the children's

innediate interests. The same criteria' apply to slides and film-

strips.

Nothing can actually replace the original work of art.

The efore, it is _most desirable that children should have _the

opportunity of obserVing original-works of art. The most obvious

.

source is the ;gallery and.:museum schools..

- Before'the .cla4.ss' pays visit to a museum or gallery,
. ,

teacher should take .atrip.alone to become acquainted with the
d.:

building and! collections, and to Make; arringementswith museum

4- officials for 'the dhildren's vi it. Be re leaVing ychool, the

children. Should be given instructions and have some idei of the

purpose for their' trip. Trips like these are recommended for

those pupils who are sufficiently mature. After- the visit, stu-

dents should not be expected to make long or detaileports

or drawings. If it- Is impossible to make the trig. to the gallery,

coati available.
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Another possiblesource of original-art forms is to in-
.

vite local artists,and craftsmen to come to school.
_ .

Finally-, it. isVossible the school can Set aside. some

mouey.to purchase an, original work.of.art.

The study of practical objects, such as cups, saucers,

.1tettles: teapdtl, knives, forks, telephones .and chairs, .can

do much to help children to develop an appreciation of art anti-'.

to elevate their taste. Children'elften find a discussion abolit

such articles interesting because these are the things with

which they come in contact in their:daily lives. The.beauty

of nature can also be,part:of the classroom with plants grow-

ing* the windowsill or.'wild flowers arranged attractively in

Zhildreninthe upper grades should'be in charge'of:th

.classroom appearance,through eoMmittees. They Should'plan to

keep the room. interesting to look at and an easy.plaeeinlihiCh.

-toyork.

The following activities will help to build a. background

of sensitivity to beauty'and awareness of art elements and prin-

eiples:

* Observating, walking, viewing nature films

* Experimenting with materials

* Noticing and enjoying objects, beautiful iii eolor,
gprm, -and texture.

4:6



* Observing nature forms

* Observing objectbrought into the classroom

* Choosing-vases for flowers

* Planning the display of children's artwork

* Selecting attractive objects in wood, glass, textiles

* Collecting selections of stones, colored leaves

* Selecting reproductions of great pictures

Appreciation is a vital part of all art experiendes. In

-
eadk.expressive.,act -we'inake selections and choices. .We crit-

icizeand evaluate. ..We seek to extend our comprehension. and
o

feeling for better ,art' structure-and content. Part of our' daily

liVes includes simple'adti of selection, such as choosing the

proper tie, dress, color of wallpaper.

1The- spiritual values of life find expresSion -through .the-

artists creative effort. Children with frequent opportunities

to View great creative work will strengthen their own underitand-
,

lmgs as they mature and find meanings that lie beneath the

vocabulary of art.



ART APPRECIATION ACTIVITIES.

For Kindergaiten Through Second Grade

'1. Suggestions for introducing paintings:

Children enjoy seeing their own paintings and drawings dis-.

played in the classroom, but Should also have the experience of

viewing works of people they do not know. A few well - chosen re-

productions of paintings, or possibly originals, by fine artists

can be exhibited in the room from time to time. The children may

want to discuss them informally, or questions may be asked by the

teacher. Recognition of subject matter. should be of secondary

importance to the child's general response to the painting itself.

Some questions that may be asked are:

How does he feel when be looks at the work?

What kinds of limes and'shapes are there? Are they

quiet? Exciting?

How do-the colors affect him?' Do they make him feel

happy?' Sad?

What does. the surface look like? Smooth? Rough?
-7.

How do they..think the,:artist applied the paint? In thick
'brushatrokedlikefinger paint? Or like thin watercolors?

Al gh.Some c- lassroom teachers feel the need for dis-

playing illustrative material of a seasonal or,holiday nature,

it should be.pointed out that some. of these. illustrations are

of poor aesthetic quality. Children can become confused with

this type of decoration when compared to good.art.. Frepient.

weeding .out of picture ,files is.strongly urged.
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2. SuggesiiOns for the appreciation of sculpture

In a similar manner, sculpture can be-enjoyed by the chil

dren._,A_three-dtmensional form_can_be

for them to touch and walk around, viewing from all sides. Die-

CUMILOUS may follow-in a manner.compaiable to those prompted by'"

the study .of paintingsz0.

gm,

What do you-thinkof when you-se, the acuipture?
it make you want to laugh? Be quiet?

Notice bow the-Shadows change as it is turned in the
light. What 'does it feel like? Does it have a rough-.
or smooth texture?

What kind of shape is it? A happy shape? A scary shape?
A sad shape?

As.with,illustrative material from picture filmS, it is

possible to find sculptural forms of doubtful taste in lase

rooms.. The little .animal figurine with a scooped out aback in

-'.which a cactus has been planted is a classic example.- _Although

some may.cOnsidez it "cute" a young child might confuse this

.with.goOdart. It is wise to eliminate such article* "for their':

-lack of aesthetic value, since the'chi-d easily.absorbs from
r.. ,

his enviro nt,-especiaily: in thefield:of appreciation:, There

.,. i ;

is no reason. hy',.-a- piece of sculpture should try to be-something
- ,

it is :not. An_ animal figurine at be-'errjOyed for its own., sake,

Without the additionbf-alplant-17=otru9Tiag-from

-are many .planters available, of beautiful form,

and honestly for the -express purpose. of holding

its ;There.

designed simply:.

411an'ts but-the
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combination of both planter and figurine usually laCksaesthetic

. .

appeal- unless of exceptional quality.
, -

can-look at nature:-

The delightful nature collections brought t9 school by

dren fof placement on the science table are an endless source of

wonder and beauty. The designs on shells and tree bark .8hapes

of stones and leaves, and the textures of these treasures are

inspirations for many informal appreciation lessons. "Looking

-walks" may be taken as a class, with each child given an absign7.

4
went of nature items.to find And bring back to the room fOr a

sharingvperiod. Perhaps three objects would-1)e required7 some-%

thing smooth, something rough, and something with an unusual or

/
different shape.11-The children'Slso may..be-disked to describe a

visual experience they-enjoyed during the irip,:sUcll'ab_a pattern

Of smoke. from a dhimneY,.. the-design of a puffy.cloud .the unusual

.eolori of flowerSi the :reflections in,a puddle left by a recent

in, the twisted form of f-an old-tree; or the lazy pattern-of.

-new,'igreen tree lealVes against a clear;=blue sky.

4..How we.can enjoy kings we .live

Children may like studying arehitecture,tOo. Tie bUilding*
- .

they live in may 4MC llay not be dOnductkve to the study; of good

'ILrt, but there may be some handsome structures in he :area which

possibly could be visited. By taking more "iociki7-67g walks" for

the - .purpose of discovering well -designed' entrances and doorways,
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different roofs, unusual windows, and interesting supports or

columns; the children can be introduced to the appieciation of

architecture and develop a visual awareness of the beauty in

their awn community.

Art,: appreciation is not easily taught as such in the .kin-

dergarten,. first, or second grades; because it is more readily

absorbed by the children from their environment. It .rubs off

on them, the rubbing sometimes adhering more Strongly than any

teaching. As has been said many times, "art appreciation is

caught,,not taught.."

'5. Are the.children familiar with words suchas these?.
a

carving

crafts

design.

draw:

experiment:

finger paint

free form,

line

loom materials

modeling

spatter painting

texture

-

mural

papier7-mach

portrait

poster

print

puppets

realism

shape

silhouettes

stencil

weave



For Third Through Fifth Grade- ..

''1. Suggestions for introducing,paintingsi

In the third,:lourth,-and fifth grades, as in kindergarten

through second grade,, paintings "should be discUesed in terms of

it lines, forms, colors, textures, -and' mood. In:addition

,
.

it is desirable to link the study of painting with.social studies

*here the connection is not r-vague or contrived.

For example, during the third gradeti study of the Hakim°

(or other pre-literate people) the class might study prints of

the cave art paintings at Lascaux, France, or Navajo sand paint-

ings.

-SiMilarly, during,a study -of early' American life'and its

European sources,-ekamine some of the paintings of- the "Mother

Countries" ,of England, Holland, and so on. In addition to're-

acting.to and. enjoying the actual paintings, it would be'valuable

to examine the painter's role in his.society. :Compare a cam-

-temporary .10sericaa'painterwiti...alf.early AMerican-,painter. How.

do his works, his life, and his reasons for painting compare

With those of tits antecedents?.

2. Suggestions for the appreciation of sculpture:

Original works of sculpture; whether available for _class-

roam study or visited in museums, parks, ptiblic buildings, or

galleries provide the best base for study because children



can walk around the exhibits and experience the visual effects .

of such things as.light and shadows. Where good sculpture is

not available for study in the round, use pictures of sculpture.
.

A picture'of a good piece' -of sculpture is,better than an'Actual

work which is of p6Or.quality.

In third grade a-comparative study of Eskimo sculpture;

:African sculpture, NorthWest inalantotem poles, and the works',

of -comtemporary sculptors such as Henry-ilbore:andJacques

tipchitz will provide valuable experience in correlation.

3. Suggestions

Social" studies:

for -the appreciation of the craft are's:

acquaints the children' with.' early aspects'

.

of our society 'and with other world, forma of Jewelry, pottery;

.-r-44-urniture 'and .weaying...... `Occasionally a child' a family will own

,something that represents a minor art from another country.

-

Photographs of'suchltens are often found in pictures and news

magazines. Compare and contrast examples with Minor arts in-
4 -

our contemporaiy American cultures. Discuss materials

cesse,-shapes, colorsi surfaces, and functions..

pro-

-,

4.0Suggestioes for theme appreciation of forms in nature:

In addition to the approach suggested for kindergarten:

through second grade in which children'examine and enjoy objects

found in nature walks, ..third, and fourth grades:May derive- more

benefit from linking an aesthetic appreciation of rocks-, ndnerals,



t

trees;flovers, birds, animals, and ottfEatural forms with

their systematic study as suggested inthe science curriculum.

__-5 Are the children7-famil4r with - words.

architectUre

area

'Arrangement

baCkground-
..

balance::-

collage

cool colors

crayon resist.

embroidery

foregroUnd

grayed colors

illustration

intensity

lettering

mobile.

_ _

For Sixth Through -Eighth Grade
.

Motif

negative area

overlap'

positive area

printing

sgraffito

shpde

stabile

`still life,

textile

/tint
A

threedi6engtional.

4;r

('
as-these.

. .

two-dimensi

warm colors

warp

woof

"Ait.Sppreciation-should be built.on the experiences in'

the everyday activities 'of the Children The likes and'dislikes



,

of the children in the upper elementary grades must be recbg-

nized, and'thOir_appreciationmust be helped to progress. at its

own-rate,N,

Art appreciation ihvoles considering the various art

forms and traditions, both historical and Contemporary-, react-

ing with tensitivity-to:their beauty,and seeing how..,they-relate.

to both the cultures which prodUcedthem .24:to the children's
, .

own livinf

1. Suggestions for

The study of world

introducing paintings for' art appreciation :

-

famous paintings Can take place either

:before or durihg the time When the Children are involved in

painting experiences. .Examingthese paintings gives.th&chil-,

dren better insight into the problems and_ decidions the artist.

has hid to make and, as a result, tends to degiop a personal-

relationdhip between the children and the artist.

Children Should be given the privilegesof choosing the re-

production's they wish to see exhibited. Theke,reproductions may

be-chosen according to themes or'the immediate interests of the

__dren. Perhaps as 'an elethent,of:surprise,-.the teacher might

choose some.

The class might express an interest in portraits. It is

7
possible, with the, wide selection of reproductiOns avail .1e,

to find examples fraM.many different periods of history and



A

,

a0.1es of painting. For example, the class .coula, compare por-

traits by Picasso, Cesanne,, Van Gogh, Reynolds, and Rembrandt.

_1ihile these reproduction& ate: on _exhibit.; the_children have
I

opportunities to oboe many types of parting techniques, sub-

.ject-matter, interpretations, design considerations, and so on.

any other themes may be developed in a similar manner..

Studying-various examples of great painting provideia rich'

insight into the arts of other people%And understanding of their

wayp of life. The availability of Printed reproductions, slidie,

and films is _so great that the pages,of history may be brought

to life in the classroom.

2. Suggestions for appreciation of sculpture:
.

=
-

- ,

The study of worId:IAmoUs scUlpture can .be correiletadiiithf.. 16..
.

,
the social-studielcurticulUm at the seme.iime that the children.:

are participating in a creative ex0erionce in sculpturing. Have

them study; eppreciate, and absorb the beauties of the lines,

forms, materials, and textures of great' sculpture, but do not

allow them. to merely copy them..

If possible, make arrangements for the children to visit a

museum or gallery to 'observe some.fine.sculpture. If this is no

feasible, slides, filmstrips, and pictuleWare available. Seeing

a slide or filmstrip-of Prince Rahoetep and his wife, Nefertiti.

(Egypt,.4th't7na ty) is worth far more than reading a 4esiription-

of the sculptUre..

6n
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7GIN-reiihe student an opportunity t :S4fud.Y
. . 1--one -or two:other- periods of art history. For example, -disciass

the...words of Ghiberti, Donatello, and-Mielelangelo. ',Compare' them

.

the Contemporary- sculptors -- Henry Mboie4 Jean;Arp 6.g4;

Constantine 'Brancusi .and others.
. _

During the viewing, discussion takes place aboixt line form,

simplicity; balance inproportions, movement, and variety.bf

materials used in sculpture. If 'possible and convenient, invite
-4*

a sculptor to visit the ,,class.

Crafts and architecture (in a sense, functional sculptur

-maybe aiscussed- in.;-"a similar manner.
z

3... How_igelOolE at-nature:

Children need dirdct contact with nature... Field trips to

observe, to feel, and to analyze make:the:child keenly aware of

his environment.' Bring out natural principalS. ,of design' such as

"unity with variety." Note the, variety- in the, size. of leaves and

the color gradation in trees frail). the. darker older- leaves to the
. -

lighter, fresher- greens of the new growth. Study the bark textures A.

of various-kinds of trees, andfeel the difference between old and
N.

new bark. Observe the shimmering movements of a Silver Elm.

The'Se field trips-should-be carefUllY.-planned With the stu-

dents:'

4.- Hard we can enjoy _things. we live' with
a 2-v ,

Every day of their lives, children come in -contact with- things
-

These objects include such things as tablea,that are. main:featured.
. _



.
chaffs, television ,stts, autaaaobiles,. andso forth. The study of

- - :
these 'produCts 'can.: do much toward' helping: children develop their(

. _
_ .

...tastes and-appreciatiOn7:Zathe of theSe.objecta lack.'artist&c ex-

pression, but are -no less- functional, while others are both

functional ,and beautiful. De-velop the discussiOn in such a way

that the,children will become sensitivirt-o the beautiful and reject
.

---things .which are poor isird unae-sthetic in design.

It should be brought to. the attention of children' that

-glitter high7gloss, and gaudy colors seldam enhance the product

_ and never improve the. function.

.Children might it.lsci be ,iven an opportunity-.to design and

Create some object which is both beautiful. and functio nal. Fio.a.

*trips'may -also-be planned- to visit craftsmen's studios, shoe,...

furniture, or pottery factories.

Are the children

applique

..ceramiC

compose

contpur

draWing

faMiliar with words

Araphic art .

harmony

. -
such'as these?

sketch-e

marionette

.space relationship

structural. design

piddle ground

monogram

-,...decorative design pastel-

value

varied -line

wall hanging:.
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. .1"
BASIC MATERIALS A. WAYS OF41:TSIIF. THEM

,

A .

e b88ic.Materia.2s used in elementary achool-art. activ"-

ities vary only, slightly..froM -one grade to thecnext. Each medium

has its or peculiar Properties.which dictate' the manner which

a child will work and the ease. with which he will handle it. Pew

media are limited to use :,by -one age group or :ant ther.- For is

stance; construction paper can be used- just as effectivrely'bY'

kindergarten as by fifth graders: Ordinary wax crayons can be

equally suitable as a medium for both first g'raders.. and high

.school students. Oil paints are not necessarily more "grown-up"

than opaque watercolors. Clay, answers the expressional needs

7
.

-of the nursery school child as -effectively as it does the needs

of the mature sculptor.

The principal limitations. of _any art medium in th-eielemen-T

tart' \school- are thOse of safety and manipulation. In. the early

elementary,grades, for example; the. child_ ren are not.L.expected
,

..to use toxic :substanCes or substances requiring, the use of \

extreme heat.-or :very sha:rpttoOls for t

Apart from these -Obvieue restrictions , any ,material_

.. . -

is really, available,, and which- catchee the fancy of the -child;

?

"may become a '.vehicle for expressing his idealfland, conseiquentiy,-,

v`a potential art medium.

Caution should be taken,. howeVer;'-that,the,Wide and varied

use of media, sometimes called "the materials approach to art,"



.

is not stressed tile exclusion of the.basie-:developrnent of

drawing, -p nting, and sculptural skills. thLe folloWing pages

-`discuss- many v rled uses of the basic art. media. it ls'exPected

tat .clasaroom tea ers and art .speCialists..will-use-.ziany

t.hese material techniques, but will not attempt to -employ all

of them in a given year.

A new way of- using -a familiar-medium wilt often proviciey
\''

'much of. the inteiest for. an art \leisoa,-lout it is best 'always

. ,\
to provide additional motivati a subjective nature. The

teacher should not rely solely on clever techniques :but uss

them as.trapplementary stimuli:it ion to the basic motivat$.on.
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E"LiMpili.mLy4unoom.

Art Room Needs 7

-The'effectiveiess.Of the.eleMantary-art'Program isJ1s7.

termined by the philosoph'y of the sChool, the quality(sofihe

1;curricmamm, the quility'of-the inattction,-the-quEility

equipment andi supplies,, the rapport, between the students and
.

the':tekCher,'and-the adeqtacT.Of the facilities to used.

Art rocai =facilities -are pitticularlyimportent t
4

Dimensions of specially designed a ooms range frcmf

1,000 to 1.500 square feet. While sch enrollment and class

size,iliOtild'influence the size of heroa, it should.be%rem-

that the art.. program7With;.iC.sPedialt:476S4S4*.0400*at

etOrage, diSplay and work specemuat receive primary. consid-

eration.
,

.

-Ecellent .facilities can. help make an e*cellent-program

a reality. PiciplisTeannot create large, Ibrbe-"dimensional art

"formirwithout -adequate work area and-iiithout.functional storage

space. The art room facilities must provide-for all of the

e*iDes_ of projects which nay be possible in the art program.

Equipment facilities and space should4be provided: for such

diverse activities as ceramics, *eaving, printmaking, three-

:_dimensional design painting "projects.:



The art room itself presents a unique atmosphere for crea-

ing, exploring, .azit/:1.developla skills that could not possibly

prevail' the-rOigu.lar classSrooM.

Equipping the Art, Room
- 4c.

11-
11.v. Th furniture within the art roOrii-max,vai-y depending upon

the scope of the program number.of pupils to use the room and

needed movingabo2lt space at War c areas ,anci facility points: --
.(A- fe-ciliriepoint is an area .)of ,coon us ge.suc as sinks,

library areas, anci Cutting- boacls.) The elementary, art- room.

shoUid have at leeit :tWo --Sane art teachers j refer

davhble-tatand- sink 7,:zhile others' prefer two :separate--,siats stra-
. . .

tegiCaXly pleCea-, at--twO,-2.eparate points-in room.- Sinks,shOuld
_ .

be--.1arge,, deep, acid resistant with :clay traps-- and provid6 _both

hot and, cold watez'. ,Stitinless steel or MOnel Metal 'provide sat-

isfactory.-surraces.-' Soap- -containers- and towel dispensers should

also be prOvided. --
t

A. projection screen should be into the room as.well.-

as sufficient electrical outlets in 'each wall. Provision should
. ..*

made 'for-darkening the room and for the storage ,. of visual and

-audiovisUal materials and equipment.-7,_..

S'torage Space:

The storage problem in art-rooms must be solved in terms

of available srpace, facilities and the art program offered.



_ -.

Sortie _schools have central storage for .bulkly' art. materials'. Sep-
.

arate storage-rooms adjacent to the art room are. Considered best

toring large quantities. of paper, paint, and other supplies.

Stor ge for two-- and three-dimensional work-in-progress should

be adequate for the numb-ei 'of "student's participating, in the Tirol-

.Cabinets in art rooms should be planned for speciff.%:pur-

pOses`.- Storage space for wide materials in cabinets'ShOulde.be

". deal:vied with inside .measurements of at least' I inch -in excess

of the size of the- material-s to be stored.= Shelves in cabinets

shoiibd be -ad fCstab le. - Cabinets *shOuld have oVeriaangs and:toe

space. Tops of cabinetk used -f Or work areas should be:CoVereci.

with appropriate materials.

FUrniture and 'equipment shoUld be specifically

to fit 'the age- level Of. the itudentS using the room.
. .

Paints, acids, and Cleaners should-be stored in safety

cans and all such material 'carefully labeled. Storage of thes

items should be carefully planned to-Meet flre and safety

..Perforated pressboardarious hanging devices are

useful for -storing tools. Large,. easily, manipulated drawers...

fOr large watercolor and _poster -board 'provide easy access to.

such materials and afford sreater protection against damage to

-.costly paper and other materiA.s.



r

Floor coverings. and finishes for art rooms should be se-

lected with care becauSe of the na ure'-and variety of Ictivities

and equipment. Light-colored ruMber,- asphalt,-or vinyl asbestos_

often-used because they are easily ,maintained and are

seat ',to work on. Hardwood, such as makes an.
. -

attractive, sturdy, and nonali;ip_ry flOOr---which-. is also suitable

for a.tt rooms..

Other ConsiderationS,

AlthOUgh planning the colors% and ci*.iehes of iralls and

ceilings for art. rooms must direCtly involve-.the architect 'and .,

paint caniitittanei,;izheneve" r possible, the art.sUpeivisar2Or

teacher should-have-the' final decision on-Matters' of interior

colok selection.

All spaces for instruction should be properly dimensioned

and conditioned .for the safety and comfort of occupants.

substantiarmeasure, the educational usefulness of- a building

is dependent upon proper light, heat, and sound control and -the.

.aesthetics of the dimensions and finishes.:



THE DEVELOPMENTAL AGE LEVELS. OF CHILDREN/t- ART

-

The child between the-,:nental ages of two'-and for years (a
bhling stitge)

. Activities
A ,child.of this age, has no apparent .mc)tor-contrall-
or. Mental direetion.

Kiia of scribbling,
- .

conscious lineS :drawn repeatedly
.frolatight to left or : and ie e is frequent
miming: of controlled and:-uncantrolled.sdribbiing..:-.'

'Kinesthetic seiqsatton

A.
_

.041a .atHthis. stage has', usually :no._ other creative
mmxintension*: but ta_tre-..hd*.cziommil paper and

413 enjoyment Le 'dmeriln..frols thiS,Iiinesthetia sensa-:
tion and..itmMastery. -

Pi-74=3'4,4r II-12

As he progresses :thrauzh.-this age he diaciiret's
-e-i#dular -1-1,32es and slowly leaFrA-Itci.c-6111;c0.1
hand inovement enotigh-to,.prOduce a1,1_ eircular
line* and then- to :mix 'Stride:it and circular
linSa in the seine drawing.

Verbal descr-iption

At one time the child will verbalize to describe.
hie scribblings: "This dag.rr This tag *0
.ektreinsly- signLficant. because at this,.paint
thinking has dhanged. from kinesthetic thinking In
tiiitiE-biftmia2tian_to_tmaginative -thinking .in-terms
ofrpicturea-

The child enjoys color but ;b tao mnc of iv--
3! can 'interrupt. his ibbling eh involve the

icta.s-tety motor al, iet taus-Pt- remain of second
impi?rtanCe to; his 13



Stirmi lotion does not need to be:provided for a child.
this age. If time;- space; and tools are protrided '-

and the-_child is left alone he will develop- to his
fullest. If however a child offers an explanation
on his amn for his._ drawing the adult might respond. -
-in the following MOrmer:

Child- "This jis my father heeding sheep.'

Adult= "Where does-he:herd the sheep;
- . "Hotta.- Marcy sheep does he ; have?"

-"Do you herd. sheep scmetimeSr

The .child. between the mental. eked' Of five arid- ,seven years
(pre-sChematic stage)

.Prestheinatic: stage
.

entering sehool. for the first _time. may,
haVe-iaSsed through- the -ScribblingT.s.cage tatrY_

just. be leaving .it. ..The neat', stage -called
"prefiChemaiicr---; he is :searChing. for .

-represent- his. neW experiencea and knowledge.
During thiS :searCh..for scheirtior :form the Child
has established' a':,relatio-Ftifiip: with realiti..
ThiS `process is more important than the drairtitg..

Searching for. Ioria

When thd child 'makes. a' circular - ?notion for."head".:.
and a longitudinal motion foot "arms" and:.;"legs"
he is consciously:.searching for form. The child
may not 'feel a need. to represent,all portions of
the kodr.: Constant change of form symbols chir-
acterIze

,
period.::. 'There may be little vsable

distinction t'etween animal' and humin.-:form excetiti,
..for the number,

Natural ovr of creat
- . -

Nothing shld be -done_;sluring this stage to
the natural fl.cp7 of creat.ivit;1. There, will

#$
O

r-



drawing during-this,stage and' the child should be .en-
couraged to pilt dowif_his on ideas for this is his way
of'ziaking a statement 'in tangible -form abc4it things he
knows.% He is trying to find'his corn best methC;d of
'doing this.

D. Passive knowledge

.. ,_ The child in his draw ifg expresses only what is actively
important to him. during the process of -Creating: Educ--
attar' _consists to a great. extent in activating the passive
knowledge -of the child --7'--- the:knowledge 'the child has,- c.e..I
but does not use. , . .

, .

Adult "help"

1. At first the child use; -shaPe's _representing his ideas.
that are "geomeliric". An oval,maY- repre7,
sent the body:and 'the arms and legs may bOth Omit
directly frOm:the--head: unless an 'adult can see.the.,.
completed figure he could not recognIze it -ors such.
During thi_very iiiportant 'pei;iod,- which can sosei--,.
times last: through.the seventh yesr;-%12. adult. may z-do
a ,great: deal of harleby.trying to "help" -a 'Okla dr*.
A2i. adult Who..Aoes thishas- absolutely no understanding
of the process of creative -growth. :,Sosse of the most
corztonerrore are:

S.

Coloring books are probably the moat 'anti-creative,
stifeling material that can be presented to -a<-
child. -They can cause a child to lose his mode
of expression and can inhibit his freedom to ex-
press himself. Coloring books do not, teach
Children of this age to "stay within the lines".

child of this. ageis not physically capable of
"staying within the lines" and this is of no
value besides.

b. Slos:Tirie.T-th. ch. "how" to draw a specific 'form
is the stage showing a child a foreign lan-
guage.: ,qildren dcr.not see things the same as
adults do, and tO, impose adult standards upon
a child, which are far, beyond his reach, can

,-.make the child completely. diasatisfied with his
-own. Work. He can loose. faith- in own': ability,

-creatiim growth can:become suppressed; and
'Ile' may 'stop -drawing altogether.



le 'stereo-typed outlined reproductions
with step-by-step methodi to copy can indi-
eata---to- the child -that his own,-ideas are .

inadequate.-- Children -are -full of delightful,
free creativity but they may start to copy
these a.qf.f. stereo-typed-figures. and became
stifled and eventually, lose all interest in

drzwing.

d. If an adult innocently asks the wrIng kinds
of -questions' abcrut a child's drawi g it.mayr
indicate to_ the child.. he is -not perform.tng up

the adults' standards. When- the adult asks,
fat is :it?", this tells the .bi1d his draw-

ing.. not, recognizable by the adult. In .most

cases- the ;adult can not ,%-ecognize -subjec't in 1.

the drawing. This is k not the -fault:-of the child
but the fault Of the adult who may look fi§r a
subject in all- art. "Tell me about your drawing"
is a much better way to understand-a child's
drawing., Besides exercising and enlarging his
vocabulary this questiOn can help .the- child to
become more aware of his drawings and. find, more
meaning in them.

An astute teacher can recognize aichiid who has.-been
exposed to one or all of these errors . The child

4?-A-11 require considerable encour t before re-
-- 'gaining faith in his own abili o .express. himselffr

Sonie- times the harm done is so = t that the process

of rehabilitation may take quit a while..

Tin the early pert of this- stage the will. ex-
.

:press himself with large pictuiesuslng-_masse rit of

- -drips and spatters. He enjoys, the feel of

- the brusti-r and paint and the ability tedoverr large
areas -so easily:-

.

As the claild,re vainting .pro,gresses,-'.44, .snows-
.mo.re,controland -the use- l of more
become more' -apparent ands he, often outlinas- his sub=-

- jest and fills, them with-. eOioi. . More in4 ;lag of .

colors is eVident but there is still. --noobviouS.
lation between the actual ofi an object anr4



.

the -.color the- child uses. A man
blue"; green, or yellow depending
ent colors -appeal to the child...

may be purple,:
On hlow- the _differ-.

3. -In the later stages' of this periodci the child should
be expose' to more kinds of paint. He will find 'the
differences between' atercolors -.and -tempera interest-

,-
_lag and- will enjoy experimenting vrlth them,. He may
express moods and feelings with. shades and: tints in-

__stead .of using- pure hues. 'His color relationship..,

may still' be imaginative or they may-,be more true
to natiare. fr

-M. 'The base line
1.: The base line' should appear somewhere around the

mental; age of seven years. . c.
2. Space is anything outside the-i_child's own body. In

the earlier drawings of children the intei-relations

of things in-space are not subject ,to ang law. Since
the experience. of the self as a part of' environment

one ..of- the most iMportant assumptions far gtoper-.

ation and visual coordination, the `child's` Lability.'
to correlate things properly in space_ is -a.clear .
indication that he is neither 'ready' to_ -cooperate
socially; nor has \he the desire to coordinate letters
or to learn to. read.

Cutting and pasting

A five year old child may have some diffiCultg
ndling scissors or in some cases. he may,be able

o manipulate 'them in a fairly mature manner. The -

quality af scissors may have, a lot" to do it,

and/or if he is -left-handed. At: this. ,age tearing
should be used more than- cutting for in this way
the--child does not conaentrate, on "cutting on- the

line-tbut can be conCefned -aboutmore important -

things for this.a. likes making small sila13,s,
from large shape I the child does Citt.,paper --

remember to use -x thin Weight. `7,-' .

. six-Yearc-kd- discoVering texture to use.

with ihapes, 7co -'and; ;tikes. Small. pieces' of
w8ad-, and textured .paper,,can_.be used -.to

'achieve this 'goal.-- This child'w-j.11 be able to use -:
scissors Aiith gieaterease and should- be able -6
cut out a whale figure instead of cutting eacl parx
separately.

4'



.." . Flat two-dimentional collages can be expanded for
the seven year old by introducing three-dimentional
paper sculpture. String prints, sponge and-stick
-prints, plus simple-raonoprints will also Increase
his use of paper, paste,_and paint.

Modeling -materials

1. The use of three-ditentional_Materials is of great
value to the-five year old. Materials such as non-
hardening dough or clay wiAl offer him a media he

can-squeeze, squash, smash, hit, roll, pound,bufld
up, tear down, push,..pull, make_rough,_make smooth,
round, flat,'-.any shape he wants. ;This-is a good
emotional outlet and extremely important valu-
,able in communicating with his tactile senses in

.

his second language. 'Usually the child has little
concern about making any permanent ceramic `object,.
but he may a figure he is particularly proud-
Of and the teacher may want todisplay:it in the-
roam.for a short tine

s.

. The six- year -old will have more experiences behind
him to draw on for his inadogting projects.. He can_
tell three-dimentlorlal stories with his clay which
allows him to woric\on a bigger scale than drawing.
Be is exploring and .comhinations,of swwdust, aabes-.

tow, and different media gives him more opportunities'
for ,this exploration.

. -

3. -The.seVenar-.oIdis modeling becomes more :deiailed,-:

grgwini along with 'his visual chil-
dren: Co expreis themselmet-in'thia

:manner than. two-dimensionally,- and itjs important
that opportunity.-

J.. Subject matten.'bf art-

t

The.five-year-old.may freely tell about:the,subject
matter of his, art-work or remain silent..*Comments
should not'-beforeed from the child. The art work
is a statement by itself.

/

.

. -The-six7year-oid uaually has a variety of types ,of
pictures::

.

a. X7ray.or'see-through-pictures where walls of
buildings or automobiles appear transparent,

. the activity-inside.



N

. -Different.time seqUences in one isdctui.e-

c. 'Distortions' of things.and:People important
to the child.-- the more important the
subject tile bigger It.appears*.

.

d.. Folkiaver pictures'whiO-Show two-viegs of
things a mesa 46 seen from-the side, bUt7
a'scorral as seen from .the top

Animals ma still have characteristics
lk

Tile-ieven-yeai--.rold is developing-the Smaller.nms-
cles and can work in more detail. Human_figures-

,. become more cOmplexand, chasracters are more easily
discernible,

- .

Integration of art with other subjec matter,:

, 1. Social,stUdiea descriptions- of field
trips, :nature walks, and other'actimities piovide
a means of non-verbal expression'

, .

--

uSing geometric shapes.

:

-.1 . . ....

\ \ . ,
3, Language arts ,;--.. using.colages of "feeling pictures"'

,
can expand the use'ofdescifptive'aajectivee and .-

---_.
------Nftrbal expression :-,

- '." ' -: ..

4%-d§ciente ----
.

-' a:child Will.AiScover theHmiiing_Of
-. --

colors and may realize the "coolness" and'"warmness"
of certain huei.-..A 7colleCtion" tabie,can be.uied

7...:.. toconVey
.
fuse prOpertieS.of.;Ceitainmaterilavi (:.

,
_,,,,

. . Li: Collections . 1. , . 7

'1. Children can alWays'find.great interest. in an ob:-
ject .which 'may have tittle significance to an adulit.

--Provideka collection- table whiCh can be integrated
with, science for things that-are "nice to touch",.-
."pretty: to look at",''!soft, when you hold itt

. The six and seven-year oids should have-a.corner or
intere4t center which can.be used fot colleCtions
and/or art,appreciatlon.. A long piece ofmaterial-
Inmag.from the celliAE behindlia.tablewill'Pravide a

-



display area for 'pictures (not. ..necessarily just stu-:
:-fient-Work)` an'd-wbjecti,_ of Zinterest_to ,the children
This will be an area foom which pleasure Will be
derived simply'from its existence.

I. The child. - between the mental ages of eight ._,A.:, .,-(schematic stage) ', /,' `,

Schematic stage

1. -The human schema is ,the fd 'concept of the human.
.figure at which the child ha.s 'arrived after long'
struggles of searching. There is no limit' in the-
varietyl-of such form symbols.. They will use ovals,
_triang14s, squares,. circlek, -rectaiigles;"irregular
shapes,- thick or thin- lines`'used for body-i, -and-all- .
.kinds Of shapes for legs , arms, clothes;. and so
forth.

., .

Deviations from the above may be 'found in the exag-
geration of latportant parts of the body, neglect
or emission Of unimportant or 'Suppressed parto, and
aliso-.dur-Ing this ime-. there may be a change of emo-
tionally-. significant parts .

. -

1. There shoul naw be a definite- Order in social, re-
lationships' and the child may begin to 'think,. "I aur

. on,-the ground.' We are all osL,:the. g-gound-.-!t _Out of -
this comes the base line coy/eel:it. . (As mentioned
fore; ..the'-base shox.3.14:11ap'pear_ardtin0 the -mental..
:age of seven but may. Appear V.by accident-7'before this-

B. Space'

space. concept
' child to, 'Co

the most
71:s th efo
the int actio.
the baSeline icS-'a
is now ready to cooperate intentionally. *It- is' also
a sl.gn of .the child:s ability to- correlate objects

erly. with- one another. This again 'has' its pay,-
17 implications.- ;Tor instance, reading

'isame- coorelation. s necessary in relating

ciircred by, the/ child.) For the
be apart-of .his environment .is.

sex mption-for cooperation.
../ to recognize that
f. the fundaMental experience of

ear :indication that .the child

cho
. thi.

r Y-
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letters to one another in order to form a word. syM-
bol. We can speak of schemata, however, only when:
the representation of an object or space through '^

:repetition has become established.'

2.. Variations may still be 4entncertain students
Pictures in the form of: :

a. Multi-base lines

b. 'Fold-over pictures

c. X-ray piCtures

. Space and time representations of different
sequences in a single -space

Uivally at this-age the sun and sky become obvious -.
The sky avdathe earth will-meet .',

somewhere between the ages of eight.anatlen.

C. The eight-year-olds

1. Adult. help -- Help-mmst be carefully given at this

.age as with{ all ages. If a child is helped to im-
prove his powers of observation,'he .can learn to
underStand the "how and "why" -of .things-, and will
diScover many answers for himself. -Through this

,.increased understanding, he gains Self-Confidence -

and will continue producing creative work.

FormalAoetspective Formal teaching of perspec-
-7.tive should -not be'attempted-.for several years.
The child minstbe.-.reaOYto aCcept.this concept or
it 'will have no-.Value,even.thOugh heCan:see.--the
.iliustratioPointed out to him.. ,

3,-.Informal perspective -- -- Informal teaching of per-
.

sPective'can: be taught in the follOwingMannen:Ha
.Child finds that-Objects-which-Should appear to be
in the_distance'of his picties dO not look -right,

'Ite:ahbulgbe helpecVtat-discover What-happens when
..belooks,out:the.windOw. By_holdingup'one hand in
IrOnt.of:himi:hecanCoMpletelycover thehoUse.-.-
aciosa'the:street,_Ythough,he.knows_the.:houseis

:actuallylmuchjarger-than-he... This is the basic :-'
concept'Of:perspectiiie,--7,thingF far away appear .to-

.be small; thinga-Close'by appear to be-large.

1 ,



::1Design'principles---_Design principles should be
'taught to the eight-year-old.QuestionSand stater ..-.
.:Meldts similar to the following *y be

, .

7 "Iflo..things'Seem:tofit on the paper?"
"What_nice-thapes the'spaces between the 'objects

it

"Is the piCture too'heavyon-One side?"
"Are the lines too'busy?"

. .

Figure drawing - -- People will becomeSn-important
part of the eight-year-oles art work. Als-reprer.
sentation of the human-figure may retain'la,certain
amount of symbolism foUnd.in the seven- year -old but
-gradually morerealism;-'-detaiL and action:-.begin,to
-apPear::.No formal\,leatiOn in. ffultip drawing shoUld
be-taiiiht at.this age.'.The child must be allowed'
to develop,st his own pace.

6: Group work 4- Group work on murals, constructions,
puppets,_dild other projects mayhave begun.in.a s
lile-wRY--in earlier-grades but 'it new beComes more
important and his r inf;pence.upon the c Id

.as be enters the_ "gang age'. The eight-yea d is

.interested-in recording his own ideas with his peers,
whose encouragement and cooperation he needs. Often
group work means integration with other subject areas,-
but -there moist be an honest relationship between art .

'and the topics illustrated. 'Care must betaken .not

to over-integrate for fear ,of giving a biased 'approach.
An over emphasis' of group work deprives theChild of
the many individual art experiences whioithe' hould
have for a healthy,, creative growth.'

: .

. -Emotional outlet---- It must always ae-rememoered
that the child can participate. in many art experiences"
WithoUt attempting to.iepresent things as they appear.'

.to-the dye. Painting ormodeling, as aperional ekr
. pression of is feelings, is a vital "part of his

development. -An'art session. is a time in which he
-can .freely f nd an outlet for these.emotiond in a
-constructive mannet-witether, he.chooses:to do it in

--f-7--N__:terms. of ealispa-,_ falif6gy, or abstraction. --

8.
\

.Uswf_paper ---.-thereased dexte;itTin the of
materialajs evident and-:it May appear that he is
ready to accept new, different:'and exciting media



to.express his natural 'enthusiasm. Materials,:alone
shotild not be depended upon to motivate the':efght-
year-oldd.. A child, should become thoroughly..famili4r
with one--media-before-movingl-on----to-, the-next.-- He must --

.
have time, to ..enjoy it., to satisfy his innate curios-
ity,. to invent,. and to explore with': it ." In his use
of colored paper, for instance, he is ready to move
:toward basie;three-dipensionil forms by
alternate cutting, folding, scoring, and curlink
more advance manse= than had,been.pOssible,

seven- year -old. Exposing y extraneous
Materials _onlY,confuses him. the creative
.process

,

p: Artappreeiation Art :appreciation it mostly'icn
Reproductions or original paintings and

sculpture of good quality can,-be enjOxedAvithout
-undueemphasis upon, facttal.data or subject Matter.
'but rather for the f4eling and response in the viewer:

5

. .

D. e - nine - year -old
1.

1. The "gang" age The nine-yeart-old exhibits more
maturity 'and wants to be independent although he is
influenced by the "gene and the need for belonging
to some group or organization. The boys stick to-
gether, being increasingly boisterous, while the

k girls, displaying more feminine trai =eek e
other's company.

Emotional' outlet -.- --The importance f his not mak-
ing 'pictures-representative of natur= for their own
sake is to be stressed. He needs-to continue relat-
ing his feelings, experiences, and- a world to bid a.

drawings, providing an emotional tlet fot gin." He
may become increasingly-me tict!lou
things 'well, and will be disaPpoi ted if. hiS fork
does not matCh- hisexpectations 7 ossibly_he will
require: individual ,guidance. to. help, ev luate his
probleMS and to understand' how.Wcan solv, them.
-Bees:ate..2f the wide vati'Ation "-In- growth -i't'children
of r this age; 'easy. for some of.r.them, if not pro-
perly e raged,' to give up etireiy, resorting .tO
stilted ches or :stered,typed.

. Drawing --- As the drawing of the nine- year -old ad-
vances, he shows more understanding of.'basic perspective

-0
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,t f4rttr up- on the pagebyilacing.distanv °153 farther
and by'making the0 .11e elso-Unows how to
overlap. The bluotZtttp 41 ScY), formally. at- the_
top of the Papervm114::r=tk' etteuding to the

ra 3,n; the human fig78,horizon. _Leas
ttet.0; Pr'tpOr.tioned And c),tondi-spliye more set- 11,' 17"

esillt of ".the ._,child -.
'increased viii P-e..4-fatiess?
howevei:,.are lot I rtacw judged by adult
.standards.

Varlf.-724. tqletb°48 applying' Paint may
.,lead to experisaerVadtizus usi4kg sPotiges-', sticks,
:pieces of cardbosf 3 tree., 4_Ft- .1163 3tescils; brushes,
spatter technique"' tDrOal"...:J'Ilg' etc. Color is still 4;11

eiP5talused for its ono.- aPr-a42. but now correct color
reiatioahipe are,!L"e to evifttIce:

5: Thinking abstrac_ . Ole 'nixl..year-ol&prodUces
...less crude work 10:cjIllte 10-8__.e74isud_coordina4on
is -better. }le Es'14-Ars 5-Zealld" Prlde in .hi7r
efforts as zajszor d 10P, and a longer in-
terest span raske0 Aossibie Zilr..htm to work. on

extended 065jectSr %re abstractly. He

enjOys.creatiog Pi:!dilmniT11 forms in clay or
a. variety of saode.,144 alb, 'or making -.conatrile-
tions with variock;ttlis P!4e11a wire, toothpicks,
papier- mache, P10,4x4 of 17.!Illis combinations or card!.

He:alsc taatter and some of
the inexpensive 171''''''4rr 9-21'iteXIele available:,a

6. Group work Gtp ',work cau ,11% on a more mature'
leVel- now. ...More Ltt6e Plartling and better follow
through are evido:_1111.69fina., the

to shoulder Such activity' may
center around Ittli0 47:01 ccvnstk"tiotious:, possibly .irpu

f.siels D3331-211: tribes and/or pioneer
life.
tegrated witb o

In otder tizttorisys.ge Int.-cher exploration of
familiar mateia1;2414-ovitullae the awakened 'interest
in crafts, projec_,: may De. cciuk,e,ed of paint, chalk,
paper mosaics, ca"--.41,Otl-cri partr -(irk two- and three-
.4imeneions); carcP'" limn, Vire, papier mache,
seeds_ amid macaroda'LbatY canbi:nattorts of-. these or any
ether aiaterials. the intilortance of maintaining

. an hasest .relatio=l1s. between t and the subject
'studied must be 0;71ARIZ " Th-children gain far.

. more in projects- tl,tis,t3rPe 1.f there is teacher
pupil planning t0 meet weir easihetic needs and %,

interests.
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. /Balance in All art areas --- Planning of the art
'program =IS; be carefully done to avoid a eerie? of
purposeless exResures to busy: activities. Mere

sons,
'.,!well'as between group work and ind1.71,dua,4peti.."

micas. Responsible nine-yeav4Ide ceibiOleip-the

teacher in formulatinga flexible planfWithiq,4
guided, developmental, and meaningful framewor
Past art-kmowledge can be used as a base upon' Which

to build new experienees, 4rudilsoa logical and can-

-tinuous seqUence. Sucklealthytarticipaticnotpreeludes
the tempting :die of extraneoui4materials frequently''

-7--ElOoding the 'School supply 'marke*...Such exotic media
encourage gladhy art presentations of shprt durgtion,
placing undue emphasis upon the end prod ct'and harm-
ing creative growth. lk

.71

8. Art principles --- Art ,principleq_l'may-continue to

be taught incidentallY., as,witb the eight-year-olds.
Since the nineyear-olds usually accept constructive
criticism well from thefr peers, occasional class',
'evaluations may give them, needed opportunities to"

develop their own tress of good art relation
ships by using the tion methods described earlier.
For eiample, nine-year-olds might be asked the follow-

ing questions: "Do things -seem to fit together in
the painting?", "Do you like- the way she used rich

6olort/" "Does this picture have movement?"

g

9. .:Ait appreciation ---.Art appreciation is:a gradual,

,growing process, interwoven throughout all aspects

oethe program. Its quality depends increasingly
,upon the aesthetic awareness of the claseroam.teacher.
The teacher's interestn setting up'attractiveAsur-
.roundings, with poastbly.sCspecific beauty area
eremites an atmosphere which effects ithe children

.7

E. Desired growth of eight and nine-yearolds

. 1. The developthent of the eight and nine-year-olds in

art can be ..measured. in: several ways. If he has'
.shown.adequate'creatiV6 groWth, his-work will be
inventive, nonimitative and different:from that of

..bisclassmates. Hie 'art will show independence of

--thonght and.the.ability'to,a6ive'problemS.withoUt

a



a

S

the..1.1Se of .frtereci-,types , and .cop
o

He 11 be
relate' his world' to pictu & with

tsia -..t-of enti iCat on -; and
be variety.in his mode.

He.will 'show increased vi 1 awareness in the use
of Setter proportions,. t bility to create,the
illusion-of distance. e wi l'have develciped:, some
itensitivities to variations of line and shapes,
:deck and light. There Willbe-..increased responsivez.
nees to textures, as. evidenced by the appearance of
surface patterns in hf.s work.,

'There should .-be a fair. amoUiit of vistutX-.motor .con-
trol to enable him- to use his materials well and he, ).

should haVe.deveio-d. enough.maturity`-eo know how

to take care of The child: shOuld be able to
:lefty brush. strokes and ways of applii4g crayon and
chalic. He should-. be. able to handle; a-fill:pie methods.
of working with paper sculpture,, such_ as d.u*CiiiFincl.
folding without accidental tearing: Hia use of 'model-
ing materials may now exhibit-enough fileger aexterity
for the shaping and finishing 'of objectO to be pleas -
ing to him. Ideally, his technical ability should

be sufficient for his creative expresision.

There willC-be greater use, understanding, and con - -

trot of colors. The child should have the ability
-to mix painti, to gray and lighten them at will.
He will be: able to relate to nature properly and

yet use it emotionally.

5. Since there Are increased. group activities.- at .this"
age. it -is necessary for -the boys and .girls to have
developed enough maturity to happily and cooperative-

ly participate. in them. To learn respect for the -
work of others and be able -. to ahare.materials and
cleanup responsibilities- are prime requisites...

6. through6ut, the development of the art. program,-;as
it weaves- into the total -curriculinn, the eight and

nine-year-Old child should haversensitivity to and
appreciation for the' efforts of . other's. .

This-responsiveness possibly ukight start with the
art of his classmates as -they discuEizi and tc4:Instru
tively evaluate each other's umrk. It may broaden



as the 'chi
went of

en find enlktmaioiviti_onthrough. the enjori
e work of prOfes tiSts, leading-

oxiih a_ wellrintegrated _prOgramy.,___to in-
creased understanding and. respect for the -artwork

;of other cultUres.

IV. The child be the' ner4:531, 'es-es. of . eleven and

(Dawning Reali gang-age) _

A. -Definl:tton and charadteriiitips,of Reali*
.

.

Realism:. whenever an attempt is .made to r r sent
reality as a visual concept. 'Reality to ea of : .:i .0'f:

us is different --.just as each--of us is'differ_ent: .4
Realism is not to be cotqusedfrith naturalisci;,, --',- ,.' j.- -;.
naturalism refers to what- isrkreit' to an .ind4.4.51u44..: .\\"

-A innreT. day- is a Zmiximer day 7.,..-,-t_hat 'is nai e_,,....se-.-*`-' N----'

this is naturalism..71How. a- person feels or:: cts
to the suer day.' is ival hirr -w. this is'

- _- -: i
sm.

Representation of th h figure iii the most
obvious influ6nce of realism. Children of this
mental age level o not seem to draw what they .sesii
but rather what t y want to . Through the use
of details, they to make, the girls 'look 14ke. c-'

girls -and the boys I--&). like . oYs. Th..'. gicls may
attempt. to make their feMinin4 drawings excOssively
. pretty. with extra curls; eyelashes, and fancy dreises.
Their work wily! appear to be tight and stiff.- It
is posSible to help the6i loosen their draings by
self-Identification, by responding to the feeling
of what the fifFureiS doing rather then who she- id.
Because Cher--' is much integration in the.amiddle
grades in wh ch human figures are frequently used
in murals., 'It_ is important, for the best educatiOnal-
methods to be used ea that the task of drawing people
does_not .fall to .the one or-,tFo "talented class art-
ists".

:

.Charzicteristics of ieleven twelve-year-;Olda
_

1.; Sociak situations
vr

a: 'The.' average eleven- year -old has a fear of
being different frara his -peer., and .wants to,
be .a member of a grOup.' As the school year
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4Z -
_passes, p puoer.ty,growth may bring out estio-.

-'tiOnal. Changes i4ii611 will..influence his general
work; he is atit,:to.become very responsive one'
-moment:tand -"iinreepansjv.e--the-next---:--1).Uring __this
.period, -behavior. p;ablepis ,begi,n to. 4evelap and
there aisNikkely .tcik be 'rebellion against adult
dominatd.ok. The wise teacher -is aware...of), these.

generlil ch4traCqristica and will give
dUals the -licoufagemen.t, and _praime in guiding.-
then), toward:cOnittructiver,aCtivities..

The charactristios:of the Y twel-IT7year-.cild axe-.

varied, _ AltEcOugit ".bere':arei-Matty; preadolescents
.witMheie attending problems,_ there are atao
ifte childlike, less Mature stuilenti who are
seeking security in their, little gafga. The

1. more develpied twelve-year-olds reject the need
forbeingCpait of a group-, ieeking a. few close
friends. Since they .,are 'becoming more self=
conscious, they are paying more attention to
grooming.. They try to avoid .adult dotaination,
want to haVe their say and like -to bb treated
as mature individuals who can acce.responsi-

bilities.

a

Physical and mental growth

a.- For the eleven-year-old. physical and mental
growth frequently deVelops at different rates.
His-emotion:ai maturity,' his fibiiit-y and. in-.
terest gill influence his creative groirtb..
The wide range-.of individual-differences and
levels of development is -apparent in all areas
.of aChool work, but. especially in the field
of -.art where the child requires individual.
attention and upjleiVanding on the part Of the
teacher. Since girls mature earlier than boys,
they _seem to be more capable at this age, and _

Ma' y .eaaily- take over ,the class-art projects,_,"_
and cleanup responsibilities. The teacher. can
avoid this onesideness by wise group planning
including all thp not just the

-obviously ccxapetent.- ; Such, cooperation helps.
'fulfill needs_ for being treated as adults,
allowing each to. make his .own contribution
to the class.



There is very lit Ie difference between the
, .

art. of the'erevran-.year-olds and that 'of, die
.tweive-year.--olds .except SriL degree. The
twelve-year-Old is more advanced, but many:.
of the. issue 'problems occur. The child's
creative `rcrrei'th maybe unstable, reflecting
emotional 'and. physical . A -deepcon'....".

cern to represent nature realistically :dotpled'
With an. awareness of hciti.insufficiently de-.
ye/toped: fitt. k skills are may .iesult in

This child needs to be en7- .

-"-...-Couraged and helped to realize that -skill is'
muCh_letis iMportant' than his feelings and

tions. He'must be encouraged to:.translate
visual factS'.in creative -and.:iMaginati-cie"
He must. be given opportunities:, to drawhow
he feels about-piings,- relating himself to

..;_them. -Due 'to" the increaSed)sensitftity
the Preadrigelceitt,.his-,art. expression should

be:-acceptedii*thout -prestiini,him for .exP1±111-4"
ations- or .meanings.

.

fl

'Integrating 'art with other subjects'
7 %

4. When integrating art with other subject
areas, too much' representation and illustra-
tion will defeat the value of integration,
making. art the tool ,of other subjects rather

.:than the wonderful, creative experience it. ._
can be. The play'' of the .art _program,shauld
be very flexible.:. The inconsistent eleVen.
yeir-old' must 'n.o\t- be alloWed to loie confidence'
in his own ability. which could easily happen
at this time. He needs to; be challenged with-
out having his creative growth stitled undue
etiphasis- upon .the upern realistic
or. "pretty" pictures. He needs guidance f
developing- a conscious feeling of special rela-
tions, order, ,and design. He must have some,

time to work independently,: to- search and cr

cover. He shourdhave 'opportunities to exp riment
with colops? ..paiSits, and other pe- aps
icime 'transparent, %ana- to reac.--t-to oth changes

0,4 -in-in light and
,

shadow. _ 'fn crafts he should "hgve_
the tactile experierees that might be proVided

. by simple weaving with tilus7..tal materials,sUch
as graises , feathers, straw, car hemp.' _There



'

should be occalions or constructions, carving,
and modeling. shOuld ialnays be plenty
of Paper availablei-both white and colo*il for
cutting, shaping, droning, and painting. In
class,. the child Z have opportunities to.% /
dismiss. and 'enjoy these projects by his peer,,'
enjoyment which can lead naturally to the- salt,
isfying .atUdy of contelopOrary -artists and their

!work. -Through the -acquirekknOwledge..of other
cirl a in social studies, appreciation of the.
art ,of the past receives 'further encourage!.

The ant.progrard for the middle grades
. should' be broad, well-balanced and planned. to
foster althy, attitudes needed to '..'no; crea-

as
'ti gronth.

The same, care is'needed gUiding ".the 'art

gram for ,thei twelveryaar-olda las- for the eleVen-
year-Olds. There wouldbe,..ii.delir-ate:belanee
between,-intezration- with other'_enbjects and in-

dividual: creative work.; Formal techniques and

princiP/es, of art shoUld not .be taught, hitt the
can be helped to -increase' his powers to

.,,observatibrit, to seek excellence: and raise his

-von aeathaiic standardf.. opportpsitiess should
be

n: both and three dimensiOa., as veil
provid# fri7,icoltinued creative _se/f..e1pres-

:ston-iao

for the'enjoyatent Of good .art who
duces cannot help respon.ding ivarolly'ti? the work
of others,- because 'appreciation_ cannot be a.-

ifid:-Erlasattlae4ettillf;ftwiti.138.

Deilire'Eltrowth.
. .

:

1. An eleven or - :. lye -year ldih:ould have reached a-.
degree of develo -- 4 t. whe he can make an independ-
ent -statement through .01e 'of materials. Be A

should :be able_ to translate facts to art. for= .insag-

, iniatively. and creatively. It . should not be. necessary
tOr him to resort to copying. or the née of cliches,

.'nor 'should he -be 'unduly-7.in.f/uenced by tii*.-wark- of his
classmates....lifere should be no qtuestiop in disitn- . ti

-. iu'ishing his art work4r-rom.--that of his 'peers. .

,

2. The child: at. this age can haves aLlpod sense of order":
. and, arrangement is_expresaing'his i :ihrOugh,the

original-use of well-chosen-col emotive shapes

3LA
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varied lines, and interesting exturee.
t
His ,?er'cep- ._

tual awareness should. have -matte the point-where.
he can use elementary perspective (nearby objects
appear large * ihose f'ar away appear stial 1) ; include

......:7J. objeCts; . re d apparent differences "between them;
..

etsis-neciee5$ary to characterize human figures and

depict proper relationships; and shot., action. Be
should be able to indicate some understanding of

., light and. shadow. There should be- sufficient .devel-
.' owlet= in 'a manner satisfactory to his own needs,
based Upon his ability. It must be remembered that
his work is. not ready to be judged. by 'standards
at this 'we . ,

.

''' k s-
Since ther; are not definite archtypes to determine,
,the ideal degre of art performance, some teechers
may unwisely tend to eva to growth only by the dex---.
terity with which mate a

).

t; ,are handled. It is as -- ,

dangerous to stress the a quisition of motor \skills._
for "near peifect" drawing,-painting,. or modeling 'as
_it iis. -to '1;w

.ing in the oppo*ite direction, encouraging
:`haphazard accident sCribbadng or thoughtless piling

'--. pigether..of eaterials' as .ti tricky representation .of
"modern" art.

A.3,

The artwork of 'eleven and twelve- year-olds will;kahow.-
: much variance due ..to the wide-. span-; .'phYsically,

:mentally; socially,, and esapionallyr ,in;; the maturity,
rates. This 'vaiiance-"is ;further inlfliminced by their'

_ cultural environment. 'Although 'it is difficult to .

atiCruts a desired creative 'gr. owth,
:much, can be determined by .hit attitudes, his desire',
to take i.esponsibilits; search,' discolier; inquire'
about, accept and ,gthate h4 ideas 'with- his tea_ cher,
and- classmates, both in'studio'-creativity and art-
appreciatIon.

41,

The ,preadolescent- between the ueltal_:egeO-of: hirteen. and
fourteen (the pseudo- naturalistic-stage: the.stage of tea-

...

oning6

. , : .....-

A. Cheractelod..stics, of this age group ..-
42.-

. \I. , .

.1: Th ,students of 'this age are 'moving -or-Well into
pilk.idolescence,.development..' This is a time wheni;



1
...-

....

most girls start to dev lop mature sexual charactei-'.

istics but'most bpys o not. This is a time for
.' 'seeking greater pendence from adults and a time

for' following the demands of the crowd: The term
"child'" can no longer be applied in most cases; we<will use the term "student' here-. This is a timer

,' when, the .student tries to be as much like" his peera
-.- as possible in his 'clothes, hair, attitudes, ... .4-

'..But this is also a 'time of 'greater individual.differ--4
ences --- most noticeable in physica.1 dileferences: f.
but also in the.mental, emotional, and :social areas' '1-
,as well. -.Thin is an age when emotion and strong

T:- feelings begin to be-expressed, when the adUlt- word
is no longer accepted as gospel, -when the student.

.fiuds, that he is not a child,' but is also very sure
he is not: an.. Adult . The role ,of art in this_ stage
of development.-,should be both strong and clear: to
giVe support to his individuality, to provide a so-.
cially accepted release for his.emotions and tensions;
and to ease the transition fram the expression of a

f

child to the type of expression expected of an adult-.

.

. After a child .has gone thiOugh the gang ate, he en-.
otters a stage in Which he has developed intellectually"

to the'Oint where he can tackle almost any problem;
yet in..his reactions he is still-a child.'t The differ-

_
ence between-children and 'adults_ can best be ,seen in
the diversity of their imaginative activity. -This-
can. be observed in the different( types of playing.
The'child may play Lowboys or hide-ancirseek with_imicab,.\ energy; and-in the same way he will make a pencil- .--

'..:' into 'a bUcising horse. Such unawareness is character-
, istic of children. Their imagination turns-.the pencil

.

intte a bucking horse. .Al children use their imaii- .

Ination in 'such an .4ninhibited way; .if an adUlt were
to do the same.he would be considered strange:- To.

an 'adult a pencil is a pencil and-the pencil is 'for ,

Writing. The'khild18 imaginative activity isuncon-
scioulq. tie aduktgi imaginative activity in its effect

is:'con ,froll-tod: This change in the imaginatiVe ac&v-.,
,7itiy from _the unconscious to critica,onefs; signaled
by physikie. 'changes in Ahe.b.bdy, is of. the most -'

important characterist.i.cs ..of the .crisis' of adolescence.
. .. , .

-.a

.During tiiis stage; for the first-time, the atien
haa. to be shtfted, from the importance, of the Pg
process to an.' increased emphasis- on the. fins =I-

duct.- of this, .the final art product becomes,.

, ..
-1

more and- more significantwith increasing. eg4.
.... .

,, .,

.9 '09
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.
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4. Atthis age an important factor usually becomes
quite obvious in.the sensory reactions of the stu-
dents toward their artistic expeTlencet. It can .

be seen that some students prefer visual stimuli;
whileothers may-be more concerned with the inter-
pretationof subjective experiences.

a. Visual experiences are defined as those that
refer to our optical senses. They are con-
cerned with the differences of color, light,
and shadows,. introduced through atmospheric
conditions as wen as with the perspective
interpretation Of space.

b. SubjecttvglAnterpretations are those that em-
phasize the emotional relationship to the.
external world in reference to the body self.

c. Students who have a preference for visual ex -.
periences feel as spectators, looking at their,
work from outside., Subjectively minded people
feel involved in thei%workt

. Most students react in both ways, with a pre-
ference for one .or the other kind of experiences.

B. Figuie drawing.

1. Visually minded students will become more aware of
the changing optical effects experienced in differ-
ent light and space. They Swill draw clothes more
natural as soon as they observethe Change that takes
place'in apparel when we it down. The clothes fold
or wrinkle at the bent parts, lights and shadows are
determined by the changes of the sitting body. Before
reaching this stage, clothes are used only to show
sexual characteristics.

One of the first signs of the discovery of changing
effects is the drawing of joints. Usually, at this
tine, students desire to incl.:Ude joints in their
drawings of the human Figure.

The visually minded student concentrates more on the
mhole_and its changing effect.

,

The non-visually minded student concentrates more on
the details in which he is emotionally-interested.

7
85 -



The visually minded student will see the body as a
whole -- the non-visually minded student'is concerned
with details which are emotionally significant to him...,

C. Space

1. The visually minded student will discover perspective
on hikown. He may not realize what he has discov-
ered but-he must never be taught per'spective until
he asks:for it. This can be simply taught by observ-
ing nature with the teacher asking questions to let
the ,child discover' the process himSelf.

The non-visually minded.student may not be concerned
twith special reactions to portray his feelings. To

him his pictures have emotional significance and he
,concentrates more -on the self. The visually minded
student is concerned about the environment because
he thinks of himself as a spectator viewing the event
portrayed_in his picture.

D. Color

1..,The.visually minded student will see -colors and their
changing effects in different situations- and condi-
tioilS.

2.' The non-visually minded student will use colors to
convey his emotionalreactiansto situations.

'7
3. ContrarytO Many.outmoded psydhological' reports,

emotional reactions to colors degend. on.the-indi,!
vidual. These emdtponal'reactiOns depend on the
past experiendes of.the individual. To some people
the color red 'denoteS'horror, others it denotes
happiness -- due to the.past experiences of the in-,..
dividual. .

1g. Subject matter

.1. Most students of this age will. be able'to find sub-
-'. ject matter from within their own environment and

experience_ The teacher should try to, face problems
most of the students are concerned with at this age --
correct porportions on the human figure; perspective,
color discrimination.

2. \Posters, table decorations, and room decorations can.

be done by any claims. The art. -ti=ne should be spent
in activities more useful to the,individual.students.

0
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F. ApprOaches to teaching.' ,

It The student is now becoming more critical of his
-a" awn work. He sees the pressure to conform to the

-adult standards of behavior and the standards of
the "group". The teacher should develop an atti1-.
tude of ,encouragement when the studet,attempts:-
individuality in expression, exploration in untried
directionp, and deeper concentration in one area
of interest. .

. A meaningful art program is one that is void of
halfhearted attempts, stereotype work, .and copying.'
Meaningful. problems and topics, ones that' encourage
a-depth of expression, ones that stimulate-r:Ostu-
dents thinking are much more important than makingii,
"pretty" end products. Creati77.1=y now beComes'ame%"'
of the most vital areas of the art program..

%

3.. Art.is not merely a subStt matter, but is the
;expression-of the total being. - .- i, .

. .....

24
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MURALS

A :mural, in - schoolwork, is a design or4a pictOrial tepre-
.

sehtation executed on various Isinds of background materials using

a'variety'of media. It ciii be' either two- or three-dimensional.
--,...

.

,

.. .---

It is a group project with, every dhild participatiiig..
k

With proper motivation and
N._..guidande, creating a mural is

.

_ -

very exciting and challenging group'work. The teacher acts as

.a guide who helps the students organize committees, choose -mate_

rials suited for the'project,'and assist in the contents and

organization of the mural.
-.,

r _
.k, .

_ The mural can be correlated with social studies,

J

. . -

O

-r

holidays,

.current events, science, trips, and everyday expeiiences.

The aze of the mural may vary from small to the area of an

entire wan, dependinion theage' level and ability of the class.

e-.

:

Murals can be execgted using:
.'"

4P., a-

10
f'd

*Tempera-diad weterco4.or paint!
,

*Criol ,

.

.
. 0

'7*Mixed madia (crayon, paint)

*Three-dimensionil paper sculpture

*Collage_(Paper, cloth, etc.)

*Mosaic (sticks, stones, beidso paper,°vIny
etc,)

:88 -

*Appliqu&

*Stitchery:'

".

O.

ceramic tiles,
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PUPPETS -

Puppetry is an area which is thoroughly enjoyed by all'chil-

dren. It has appeal and excitement which few other projects can

equal, and is one in which the whole class can participate. It

helps to develop group working 'skills and leadership.

The lower grades can make simple puppets of cardboard fig-

ures with-sticks attached. A piece of fabric draped over a-finger

or fist and tied to form a head and dress, with features and other

details. crayoned or-painted orb; serves as an effective( handpuppet.

Children in the upper, elementary grades can make more elab-

orate hand puppets and marionettes. These puppets may be made in
4N,

.

various ways, using a w:_c.e variety of ma terials.

In the-lower grades, the puppet plays can be spontaneous;'

(either fanciful, mysteriou4, comic, or growing-out of 'social st4d-

otheInits in the school:curriculfim. -These plays are of
7 ._11

very-short -duration.

The stage can be made from a laige cardboard.b4,.Chaiipf

tables,-the teacher'

on the grade level.

desk,. or
)

more elaborate devices; depending_,/

--.

4 The upper grades should plan their.??uvin. AlaYs before start-
.

c.-

afrIng to make the puppets. 'The clas may.;sirite.several short plays
.

'or one 'long one, depending on the wishei Of the children.' The

-

,

\ - .

-.eacher should not underestimate their creative abilityiby haying
r

.heinwork on a play which ome adult-has written.

I E 4

.11



Since5in the upper grades there will be more involvement

inthi making of puppets, scenery, .stages, and properties, the .

.

;

-

class should be, divided Into-coMmittees. The students-can arrange./.!

le+

this largely on their own, with the teacher'acting-as a guide.
v.

S

This Icinia of .'activity offe7 all of the children inr the class.

-opportunities to work together, share ideas, and sh w respect

for one anther's work.

.3.171ce many articles and fine books have been published on

th subject, the teacher can find materials and choose the type;

of puppets to make,which will suit the grtide level of the students.

It must be. remembered that the basic objective iii_Creatiing

puppets is'the opportulAty offeied to design through another medium.

t

r



LETTERING AND POSTER MAKING

Lettering and posters are communications devices, and since
;

'communication is one of the primelunctions of art, they may right-

,fully be accorded a place in, the elementary school art program.

In including lessons in lettering and poster making in instruc-

tion, however, av'oid making these experiences dull, and tediouS

ones, encumbered by too many rules and regulations. Poster making

and lettering should be enjoyable experiences which the child will

Undertake with Confidence whenever the need arises for brief, pre-

cise and effective visual communications.

Below are a few "Do's" and "Don'ts" of lettering and poster

making. for elementary schools.
0 Vb.

Lettering

,D0

Use lettering as the need a-
rises for signs, posters, and
so forth;

Think of each letter asa de-
sign which may be widely var-
ied, but which must still be
easily recognized.

a C

A
Teach the diffeience between
capitals and lowercase letters
and urge consistency in their
use.

DON'T

Make pages of practice alphabets
which have no apparent use.

Try to teach children to make
specific style lettering or to
'imitate typeface such as Old
English, Bodoni, Raman GothiC,
and so forth.

Dictate proper prbportions of
capitals to lowercase letters
and become involved with rulers .

andtedious measurements.

Talk about words and phrases Crowdso much lettering on a sign

as "design units" within the or poster that the overall design

composition of a sign or pos- will be poor.

ter, each unit being a
beautiful part of the whole.



POSTERS

DO

ilose posters to-publicize things
of vital'interest to-the children,
such 'as school plays, elections,
.exhibits, and-projects growing
.-out of the curriculum.

Think of a poster lesson as an
opportunity for teaching about'
design (including line, form.)
color, texture., and special
relationships).

Make fosters on various surfaces
including constructions,. paper,
wrapping paper, cardboard, and
so forth.

pselaint, cut paper, felt tip
pens, and other media to make.
posters.

Plan layout roughly in advanCe
of working on the finished pro-.
,duct.

Encourage neatness of.'-product.

V

- 92. -

.

DON'T

.Use children's.time-and-effort
to make posters for adult grqups
in the community *whose special
interests may be of no concern
to.the childien.

Think only about cramming every
scrap of information onto. the -
pcister, A poster that contains
too much lettering and poorly
considered d sign may never be
read.

Think that every. poster must
.be made on an expensive poster
board. -1

Limit your medium to poster.
paint.

Waste so much time on prelim- -

inary planning that the fun and
spontaneity of the project wanes
before therfinal draft.

Become:so involved with eat-
nails that stiffness is the only
°result.
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RECOMMENDED ART ACTIVITIES
SUGGESTIONS REGARDING KINDS OF ACTIVITIES TO USE WITH CHILDREN
AT VARIOUS GRADE LEVELS

ART MEDIA

Crayons

Chalks (pastels and
soft-Colored chalks)

Drawing media
(miscellaneous)

Paints (opaque and
transparent water-
color)

Kindergarten - Grade 2

1. dr awing with the point
2. , broad stroke
3. crayon rubbings
4. stenciling
5. crayoned textured
6. 'crayon resist
,7. crayon textiles
-8. crayon over tempera
9. crayon under finger paint

10. rubbed, crayon
.

11. suggested Projects: posters,
murals, designs, illustrative
booklets

surfaces

1. drawing with the point
2. broad stroke

.

3. stencils
4. chalk on wet paper
5- chalk with buttermilk, liquid

'starch, or liquid soap
6. =chalk on textured surfaces
7. various colored chalks on

colored paper
8. suggested projects:. muraM,

designs; designs to music

1. drawing with sticks and
twigs using ink or paint

2. -lead Pencils .

3. ballpoint pens
4. brushes
5. suggested projects:

designs, sketches
murals,

1. 'painting with wet brush
2. bldtted painting
3. .paintingJonwet paper
4. ,spatter painting.
5. sponge painting
6, string dipped iirpaint
7. stenciling
8. finger -painting A,14

- 93 -
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RECOMMENDED ART ACTIVITIES -

ART MEDIA -.

Paints conIt.

. Kindergarten - Grade 2

9. painting on textured surfaces
1Q. suggested projects: murals,

movies, response to .music

Clays and other model- 1. modeling fthree-dimensional)
ing media 2. itbised and embossed slabs

- 3. si..MPle pottery
4.

Taper (papier.mache,
paper sculpture)

.1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Structuring media 1.

2.

3.
4.

Textiles 1.

2.
3.
4.

.Printing techniques 1-
2.
3.

; 5:
6.

103

suggested projects: pinched
pots, masks, figurines, tea
tiles, plaques', trivets

two and ehree-dibensional cut
paper
elementary paper sculpture
cut and torn paper mosiacs
paper strip weaving
papier-mache.strips over rolled
newspaper and stuffed-paper bags
suggested projects: paper
dolls, masks, kites, murals,
booklets, dioramas

box and paper towel core
structures .

miscellaneous materials- scrap
wool, spools,, wire mesh
dioramas
suggested projects: stabiles
and'free'form sculpture "

.

.eleur.6htaiy lcrOli wowing
spool weaving
elementary stitchery
suggested projec ti. mats,
hangings, belt dolls, rugs

finger printing
gadget printing
Vegetable'printing

Sabnoprinting
roll-on printing
suggested projects: wrapping
paper, booklet, booklet covers,
designs



ACOMMENDED ART ACTIVITIES

.ART

Miscellaneous

Kindergarten - Grade 2

1. mosaics'of.seeds, pebbles,
and aasorted. materials

2. collages
3, puppets with sticks and paper

bags
4. salt and corn starch beads
5. basketry



RECOMMEN
I

DED ART ACTIV#IES

ART MEDIA

Crayons-

tn.

ea,

lks _(p to stand
soft-tcq.pred -chalks)

Drawing media
(miscellaneous)

0.

Paints (opaque and
transparent water-
color)

Grades 3-5
,

1. drawing
. 2. broad strokes
3. crayon rubbings
4. stenciling

- 5. crayoned textiles mit

-6.- crayon resist
7. crayon, over tempeia

. 8. crayon over fingerpaint
9. rUbbtd crayon

"16. -crayon _glaze
11.,Frayo1377Dgraving
12.; -chipped,.and ironed -crayons

.113: crayon on textured surface
)l4-;-\: suggested project ,poster's

lustratiRns, murals; designs,.
ooklet covers, curtains

1. drawing with the p int
2. 'broad strokes
3, stencils

O

4. chalk on wet paper;
5. chalk with buttermilk, liquid

soap r
6. -chalk on textured surfaces
7. various colored chalks on

colored paper
8s suggested projects: =rills,/

designs; ;pictures

1: 'drawing with sticks and twigs'
using-paint or ink

-2. lead-pencils
3. colored pencils
4. ball point pens
5. :shoe polish daubers
6- brushes
7. feathers
8. felt' pens
9. chaicoal or charcoai pencils

.10. suggested projects: murals,'
designs, sketches, illustrations

1. painting with wet brush
2. painting-with-dry brush



RECOMMENDED ART ACTIVITIES

ART MEDIA

Paitts,(Con't.)

Inks and dyes

Grades 3-5 .`*,

.3.` painting on Wet.. paper.
4. splatter painting
5.. sponge' painting

-/:6.'-'string painting
, 7.- stenciling

,.8. fingei- painting,7;
'9. paint#,;tg-on*.tstitred
10. blottelapaintibth

print- and. foldePtiapr.:'..

'stra4.,blowing.
-Pettit ',on i4et surfaCes

painting.*Iih410.:4-4 media
15. Suggested ploledts:

response tOi'music, portraits',
'. illustrations, ters

scaPes,
.-

1. elementary' tie dyeing
2.: ink Over' teMpera. .

.

:3.' drawing with ink
4'. suggested projects::iscarves,

wall hangin,gs,* articles of
clothing -

Clays and other modeling 1. madeltrig (three-dimensional)
'media 2. incised and ,embossed slabs ''''

. 3; simple pottery, .,pinch and
slab, type ...t,ir:,-,

4. suggested projects:: masks,
.. figurines, plaques, vases,

candle holders, beads

Paper (papieri-mache, 1. two and' three-dimensiona.1 cut
paper sculpture) paper , ,

_ 2. paper sculpture
3. cut 'and torn pa r mosaics
4: papier-mache pu sculpture
5.-papfer-mache strips over rolled

newspapers or armatures
.6. single form .1aMinated. papier-

_
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RECCMIENDED ART ACTIVITIES r .,r 4-

ART MEDIA Grades 3-5
;-

Carving media
--.--'

lc,
1 p. soap; care ig

.... 24f,--.Plaster
, . .

'3. -.'buildiiig'supply compani-pro-:".":
:.- ------,,.A ,

?dileCts such as foam glass, -
fie brick,' feather rock

-\

.
e'..4 :

suggested. projects ts: scalp-
,-- ture, plaques .A

.-
' -

;; ,,
StrUdtuFing media , 1. box and tower structures

2. 'miscellaneous materials:
- .,. . scrap wood, spools, -wire mesh

3. string sculpture
i 4. wire sculpture and combinations'

5: toothpick sculpture _'r
- 6.- reed sculpture

7.. suggested projedtse stabiles,,

mobiles s,
k

Textiles

Printing techniques

1. simple loom weaving
2, straw weaving
3. spool weaving
4. rake type loom weaving
5. reed weaving
6. stitchery
7. applique
8. stenciling
9. block piinting

IO. braiding
11: suggested projects: scarves,

_small lugs, pot holders, mats,.
purses, wall hangings, curtains,
belts; afghans

a

1._ gadget and nature form printing
2. vegetable printing
3, monoprinting
4. 3r11-on printing
5. blli.t-up block printing
6. wax*printing
7.. suggested projects: wrapping

paper, covers for boxes, book-
lets, designs, cards, fabrics

1 0
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.RECOMMENDED ART ACTIVITIES

ART MEDIA ,

Crayons;

4

.10

Grades 6-8,-

..
1.. drawing', ,

.

2.: broad strokes
.3.4. -crayan!rubbings. ,..

4. `'stenciling
.

.:

5. crayon textiles
6'. crayon resist
7. Crayon over tempera.'
S. crayon over finger pailit ,_

'9. rubbed crayon ' _

10, crayon glaze , .

Al. crayon engraving );

,

, ---1

12. -chipped and ironed'Craynns -

113. melZedcrayon
/

t'. 14. crayon on. texturd.surfacei
''' 15. suggested projects: murals,

designs, sketching, booklets,
. .. illustiations, curtains,' ,

- r..,,,-c....:
f

stained glass windows .
/

Chalks-(pastels and soft 1. drawipgwith'the point
colored .halks) 2. broad stroke

3.. stencils
4.' chalk on wet paper
5. chalk with buttermilk, liquid

soap
6. chalk on textured surfaces).
`7. various colored challks on

. colored paper /

8. suggested projects: murals,
designs, pictures

Drawing media '1. 'drawing with sticks and twigs
Z. lead pei isils .

dolored.penclb.
4. shoe dauber's

5.
e
.ball.point pens

6. brushes..
7. feathers,
8. felt pens 1%

9. charcoalor charco41 pendils'
10. grease,pncile-
11. suggested projects: murals,

d26igns sketches,'Illustrations
a

-' 11:
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- RECOMMENDED ART ACTIVITIES

ART MEDIA
.

Grades 6'-8
.

Paints '(opaque and -_-_ '1. painting ,with wet brush.

transpakent watercolor) 2, painting with dri brush

'A 3. 'painting with- wet papef.
4. splatter paimting
5., sponge'painting
6. string painting
7. stenciling .

8. finger painting
9. painting on'textiired surfaced -7

7 10. blotted"painting, gath. Mono-
Trint-and, folded paper.
u3nglings\

blowing
13. powdered paint on wet

* ; 4 ..... surfaced. \ ' ,

14. painting with mixed media

. '15. 'suggeated.projects: murals;

.
, !response'to\music-, portraits,- .

5
Allustrations, podters, ldnd-.'

* ..-

. stages, still-lifer

..-

inks-anirdyes 1/: e/eMentaiy tie dyeing
-/:e.- ink over tempera
3 drawing with ink
4. brush painting with.-dye .

, 5. . suggested projects:' sear-ves,
wall hangings, articles of

. .

. alothing -

c :

4 // ,
, .

Clays and other modeling 111 modeling (three-dimensional)..
media 2, incised and embossed, slabs.

3., : simple pottery, pinch and
slab type° -

suggested prbjects: , masks,
'figurines, plaques, vases,
candle holders, beads,

P

(- , t
Pa'er (papier-mache,

. paper sculpture)

-

1.' two and three-dimensiona
cut-paper .

2. parkr:sculptUte
3.. cut andtorn papeg-moseics..
4.. papier-mache pulp'scuIpture
.5. papier-madhe strips over

rolled newspaper,or.armatures

- 101 -L
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REC0124ENDED*3ART

ART MEDIA

D

/ to.

(conit.

9 D

Careinglmedia
12. wood

1!"

PITIES

%.
)

. Graded. 6-8

.1' 6. '!single form laminated '-

)
.r

. plipierz.mache
, 7. crepleml:tissue paPierMidche:

t.. 8. -aliggestedptajects. pianke-,
, kits, orients; boOkS,'

. r ,
. .--. -.

...1. $
e

soap carving .

Struct1ring media

. Textiles

Printing. techniques

8: plaster
4. salt block
5. mixture. .

6. 'suggested-projects: sculpture,
plaques, totem poles

1. _boi and towel core structures'
2. miseellaneous materi

scrap wood, spools, wig mesh,
3. string sculpture ;
4. wire sculpture and'combinatiosh
5. toothpick sculpture
6. "reed sculpturea
7.. suggested-projects:. sthbiles,

mobiles,

1. harness loom weaving
2. simple loom weaving
3. spool-weaving'
4. ralce type loom weaving
5.: read weaving
6. stitchery:
7. applique
8 . stenciling
9, block printing

10.. rughooking.
:11. braiding

:2 ati1
13. suggested projects: scarves~;

holders, mats,
purse mall hanginge,'curtains,

ts, afelans, tablecloths,
skirts

1. adget=and nature printing
2. Vegetable printing

_

102 -
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RECOMMENDED ART, ACtIVITIES

ART MEDIA , .. Grkdes d-8, -

`Printing teChniques 3.

7

:i(con't.P , 4.
5..

'6.

7.

morioprinting
roll-on printing
built-up Thlock.printing
wax printing
silk screen-ftinting

4, eoap printing
linOletxm block printing ,

10%; t.iod block printing.
A:11. plaster block engraving
12.; clap' block printing .
13.P.glisiss,lithography
14. suggested prOjectd. box

covers,-cards, booklets,
fabrics, designs wall

-hangings,

Miscellaneous 1. mosaics of seed,-pebbes, ;

and assorted materials
2. collages ,c

=hand and.finger puppets of
all varieties

-4, m arionettes
5. ,simplp jewelry: -caged stones?

tooled foil

I-

pins,...papier-mache,
beads and'bracelets, clay beads,
seed beads, plaster of paris
pin6 and earrings, wood

6. basketry
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GESSO t

10 teaspoons whiting (precipitated chalk)
s

eater to make a thick cream-... -

- 6 teaspoons. glue .

1 teaspoon varnish
4 teaspoons .boiled linseed...oil-,.

, .
..,',

,The whiting can be purchased at most hardware stores.. Boil for"

.4) minutes in a double boiler. Color by.,adding powder paint.
'-'

RECIPES
P'r

3 1

kr fr.

SELF-HARDENING CLAY

This clay hardens- in drying and requires no firing. It can' be,
brought commercially in craft stores or supply houses.i. .It

practical "to use fhen you have no kiln, or when you do note-wish

to -fire. young children's work. To make your own, -add:
1 part_dextriii to

19-parts .of-Olair -flour :.
Dextrin- added tv clay will :harden the pieces so they will be sub-

r 'stint/al enough to -1,914 without firing. Be sure to 'use the 4r...xtin

made from yellow corn. ____ (White aextrin is not satisfatory).`7,:Dex-
trin mar also be worked into wet clay. Use one teaspoonful -of
dextrin to one pound tf wet clay- The pieces may .be printed when
dry.

t

dir

4

5

SILK SCREEN PAINT

1. Plain finger paint (creamy ccrnsistency)
2. ..Commircial silk screen pain
3. :Tempera silk screen- paint:

tempera paint
soap flakes
water-

add a small quantity of soap flakes to the tempera Lto
give it a viscosity and to deter drying;' add water 'to
it only if necessary. If paint is too thick, it will
clog the' screen: if it is too-thin, it will run

4.- Liquid tarcb.' silk screen paint:
liquid' starch
powder paint

add liquic3, starch to pdwder paint' until it is the ,con--
sistency-pf light paste

11)
- 104--
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; BLOCK PRINTING' INKS

Mater Soluable .

1. commercial type
'2. dry tempera and liquid starch

,e;

_

Oik base (--. - ,

1. \commercial type : , i
.

.
2. 2 parts powder.paitt

.-

1
N. -1' part linseed oil

,
- .1 part varnish.- .?.. , -,

.. , Illx to the consistency of a smooth paste-. This spreads on evenly,
buts.44.11'not dry_quickly. Good for a paper witti a rough-textured.
surface.

!-..

. -

Varnish base .1 .

' 3 parts pa;rderRaint
1 part Tarnish j;

Mix,With a pallette knife on glass., Use a' brayer or printing
- roller, rolling backandforth until the mixture is taCky-be-
fore applying it to- the black:. This will ,dry quicker than the
oil-ipase ink and is suitable tO',.uge on-non-absorilirnt,-smooth

',finish paper. s mixture can be thiinmea with matured--7-a-lcohoi$

- (

SAT i4b.CORNSTARCH,14IX

Cup salt
k.eup.cornstazch ) stir thoroughly,
V: -cup water )

MIX above ingredients and cook over low heat stirrink constant-
ly;' When mixture turns to one lumps'it is ready to work. Must
be shaped quickly. 2If left over, night, cover with damp cloth to
geeip-rcture soft.fIt is difficult to create-anything over .

high.? A hole in the bottom of the figure-'6ill speed drying. Fig-
ures-Should dry about 2 weekg-before painting. Can be painted
withcwater color or tempera and codted with shellac or varnish.'

.

Suggestions:
puppet heads
small sculpture pieces
farm animals
Christmas ornaments

Asbestos 'Modeling Materials: To one Cup of powdered asbestos
(from hardware store) add one teaspoon powdered wheat paste.
Moisten with enough water t5make it a consistency for mod-_,

cling.
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Fabric Paint: if fabric aint that is "'fast" may be made by mixing
..... the whitepf ,an -egg or powdered albumen (one to three parts)
,....._

with tempera wader colon. To this mixture, add 1, teaspoon .

? --L Of -vinegar. After the design has bethi-paipted on the fabric,
place the fabric 'face down between two papers.' Steam with
a hot iron and -damp cloth. This sets the colors and makes
theM fast. --

,. . .") 1">
Fixatives: Mix one part shellac with two parts denatured afeohol.

: Spray on chalk,.. charcoal, so* pastel pictures with an atom-
izer 'or insect spray gun. ,

P-9/
'Useiskim milk.- (All cream must be taken off.) Lay the chalk
or charcoal painting flat on a table front down. Paint the
back of the painting with, skiMmed milk. Let the i''.:'v'-

stay'flat until dry. This will prevent smudgini.the smear-
,-

1.$

Use whey from sour milk as as fixative on chalk
,

pictures. C.

, . .
,

not hoick the spray too Close '6 the picture.
, .

- .

Flamepri:tofing Solution: Nix nine ounces borax and four ounces
boric 'acid. in one _gallon warm water., Apply to fabrics, i,

paper streamers,- and all other inflammabkeems,it- by dipp3'S:1g,

brushing, or sprayg. Washing removes the- solution. Ill4.-;

.
peat .the prcicess ifk.you wish ti*materialto remain flame
proof. t

, ,1

Textile Paint Substitute: Nix 12 drops vinegar, 6 drops lemon
,o

juice, and 3 ounces of turpentine with- tempera or -oil
paints. After the material has been painted and dried,

, -

the colors may be set by using a -pressing cloth saturated
with diluted white vinegar and pressing with a hot iron.



'PI PAINT
e.

1. -moist tempera paint
2, paint liquid starch on paper and add liquid or dry-paint

34. -laundry starch finger paint:
2 quarts boiling water
cup soap flakes

I cup laundry starch.
li:Cup talcum powder

,

,..,/.
.. Dilute starch in a cupful of cold water. Add remaining water

Slowly, stirring starchconstantly to avoid lumping. Stir in
-61 /

aoip'flakes and talcum-powder. This will 'rake about 5 pints.

- loap-flIkes added to the paint, acts as a binder. `This recipe
can be used to Xingerpaint on glass or aver a heavy-coat of

- ,

ctaytins.

.0"

,
\

4. cornstarch finger paint;
' 1/2-cis?. cornstarch

1 quart boiling water

Dissolve the starch in a small
add the hot water. Cook until
2 tablespoons of glycerine; to
or °A ofWintergreen

.4!

amouniof cold water and gradually
clear.. To keep from drying add
keep from souring add oil of cloves.

For color use poster paint, . India ink, or powder paint mixed with
water to a consistency of a smooth paste.

PATIER-MACEE'

1. Flour-and sak mixture
In a large pan mix-
1 cup flour
2 tablespoons 'salt
1 cup cold water

Beat .out all lumps,
add 6 cups hot water,
cook, stirring constantly, toa boil.
Mixture will be,thick-easy'to carry from home to classroom;.
can be thinned fto desired consistency. 4
'Will keep about 3 days in a cool place.

2. Liquid starch
Add lk:sallons of water to 2 gallon starch
Will keep a long time. .

107-



EImers.glue
Mix k glue and water .

Should be used as soon as possible, mixture will separate

Any of the above methods canbe used with'strips of newspaper
over a frame of chicken wire or plastic bottles. The floor and.
starch mixtures Can be used to soak small pieces of paper over
night and modeled like clay.

SALT DOUGH

1/2 cup flour
cup salt

Mix thOrbughly, adding li',few drops of water at a time until a
ball of dough forws. ?owdered tempera may be.added to ttnt mix-
ture. ;

Suggestions: lapel pins
Christmas ornaments
relief maps

WOOD STAINS

1. Mix powdered tempera paint with. linseed, oil -or. turpentine
until flawing honsittency-is.reached.

42.. Rub crayons with the grain of the wood. Rub the 4goad.vigor-
ously with a cloth saturated in linseed oils.

, 3.. Waterproof lacquer - mix powder-paint with a gide:oil.

4. Enamel - add.clear shellac,- lacquer, or.varnishpo the pow-.
der paint untila desired brushing consistency it reaChed.'

MODELING MATERIALS

1. Pla-ster of Paris

J

'Pour the approximate amount of water needed for a mold into
a container (one quart of water for 4 cups' of platter of parts
is a good proportion to use). Add plaster until a small mound
stays on the surface of the water, and then stir until ier.thick-
ens. Pour into a mold,-form, box, or any container which will'
hold plaster firm until it sets. The fdrm or box should be.a
little larger-than the size of the finished carving. After

- 108 1;2,



plaster has set,
still wet, it is
eral.days or can
with tools.

'it .canbe removed from the form. Even though
ready for carving. It will stay daW0Wfor sev-
be resoaked'in water and then carved or shaped

2. Zonalite Mixture I
O

4,parts,courseZonaiite (a building-material)
2 parts sand
2 parts cement \
water

Mix. ingredients andpour into a wax carton. Allw
zihree diTs2 Peel the carton away and, carve with a
nail file or tongue depressor.- Paint"with: varnish_

3. Zonalite Mixture II

1,, part dry ZOnal4e
3 parts vermiculite
water

5

to dry for
coping saw,
or shellac.

Add ''water gradually until the mixture looks like a cooked cereal.
, Pour into a'box or-form and allow it to dry for 1, week, then
carve.

4. Dough

Modeling material.
4 cups flour

, 2 cups water
11/2 cups salt

coloring as desired

Mix flour with table salt, add coloril4 tO'water and mix all ingre-
dients. together. If too spongy,add more salt. Knead thoroughly.
Mixture keeps in good conditian'for a week and may be reused-daily.
Store in covered crock.

'5. Paraffin

Melt paraffin in a pan placed in-very hot water, never directly
over the fire. Pour it into another container.. When it has so-
lidified but is still soft, model it as you would any other plastic
material. The warmth of the hands will keep it soft, especially'if
you dip your hands in warmigxber.

If color is wanted, shave a little wax crayon intothe paraffin
while it,is melting.. A marbleized effect 1.s brought about by
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r adding the wax after the paraffin is fomelted. CruCciaed colored
chalk may also be added.

When th e object is Molded, dip it in cold water' to harden. -Pol-
ish the paraffin by rubbing it with a cotton cloth.

SAWDUST 1.19DEIING
. -

--,

1. Sawdust
Wall pAper,paste -

Water

Illx equfil parts: If tioie)mixture is sticky, add, more sawdust.

2. 2 cupa,. sawdust \ . . ....

,
9

,

1 cup plaster.ofparis ,. .

cup'wheat_Paste or, wall paper paste.
2 cups water 47

111x 'ingredients. Add water gradually until a modeling consibt=
ency is reached. Excellent for puppet heads,-frufts,-Vegetables,
masks, figurds, animals. '

7 .

.3. Textured Sawdust

Sawdust
Powdered ,:paint
water'

e s

1.1Mxpowder paint with water: to a.tfiin creamiconsistency. Spread
- r

on a newspaper to dry. Use it to sprinkle on -a glued surface for
a textured effect.

INEXPENSIVE SUBSTITUTE -FOR CLAY

."1. Crepe Clay
0

I fold of crepe paper - any color
1 tablespoon of salt mixed with
I cup flour
water

-;

Cut thedrepe paper into tiny pieces (confetti size). Place in
:a large-bowl; .1(143 only enough water to cover the paper. Allow.
it to soak for 15 minutes and pour off the excess water; add.
enough of the flour- salt mixture to make a stiff dough. Knead
well until it is blended-with the crepe paper.

1



2'. "Flour Clay -

a

1 cup fEsur.
1 cup ball'
1 rounded teaspoon powdered alum

Add water slowly and knead until a clitylike consistencis reached.

3. Corn:4terch Clay'

cup cornstarch
1:cup salt
1 cup-boiling water:

. .
Boil,to a soft ball stage and. knead on w per until malleable.
Wrap -in a wet cloth to keep afew days. -These 'substitutes_may , =,
be. handled exactly like clay.' They may be-pressed on maps to
make ,a when dry, either substitute can be
Theyretain,shape withoUt crumbling. -.For a colored.mixtureadd
.powder paint to thewater'when mixing it.

4. ,Sawdust wheat paste clay mixture

8 parts-sawdust-
1 part_wheatpaste
.2 patsdry clay
5'parta water.-

MLx together awdust,-wheat paste-, and dry clay. Add water. This
mixture is espe lally'good fOr,Twdeling clay puppet heads. When
thoroughly dried, it is almost as hard as wood.

QUickdrying. pulp papier- mache'

4 cups,papier-mache:pulp
1. cup plaster of Patis.
k-.-tcaspooncOmmercial-glue-

. _
. . . . .

Knead to,.the cOnSkatency .Of heavy dough.
to six

6. Modeling pulp

,Add one' cup of plater of "Pfis -to one gallon of any papier-Mach&
Mix thoroughly. -Suit ble for modeling fruit, vegetables,

toys, animals, etc.

It will dry in from three



7. Crepe papier-mache'

-To make crepe papier-mach6, prepare a_packed cupful of crepe paper
cut in small pieces. Add enough water towet thZ paper thoroughly
and. soak overnight. Then mix and rub the wet paper into a very . - -

fine pulp. vexp add 4 to 5 tablespoonfuls of flour and 2 table-
spoonfuls of salt, .Work this mixture tthonal.4hly.until'It is the
consistency of clay. Library paste can. be added if desired. Mix
a batd.h.for each color to be used.

8. Papier-*adhe pulp-
-

_Tear newspapers into small' pieces.
day boil for two hours. Drain the
Add. one cupful of school paste or
well-mixed pulp. The mass'is then
medium.-

Soak in water overnight. _Next
excess water, leaving the .pulp.
wheat flour to 5 cupfuls of
'ready to be used as a modeling

9. Single forth laminated papier -mache
('

Paste six layers of newspaper together. Add a seventh layer of
paper,toweling. Cut the.pasted layers into and'interesting forth
and gently shape the edges. Pinch them securely. Let dry thor-
.oughly. Decorate With paint.

10. Clay Papier-mache

Soak newspaper in slip "(liquid clay)- instead of the usual wheat
paste and water. This mixture is excellent for making.a firm, .

yet brittle Object. The finished piece will crack and break when
dropped or'hit with a hard object. This is ideal for making a
pinata at Christmas time.

-PAPER. SCULPTURE

Manipulation of paper for sculpture effects, paper sculpture; is
a method of handling dry paper to develop a three-dimensional
object. Paste, staples, pins, clips, paper fasteners, or .tape
can be used to attach one dry piece of paper to-another.

, .

Sothe.basic approaches to manipulation n7-and cutting the papeZ -Should
be taught. Experimentation by the students should be encouraged.

Paper Sculpture is created by punching holes, cutting, tearing,
bending, twisting, fluting, scoring, perforating, pleating, curl-
lng fringing, pinking, rolling, weaving and braiding paper and
fastening it into three-dimensional-forms._

a.

la



a

,d;

Children should be taught hosi'.to,cut shapes from folded paper, ..

such as circles, squares and cones,-Cinders and triangles; how
\
to cut surface texture on the forms-thAy have created.

1.. 'Box Sculpture 7

.

Free - standing, three-
. ensional objects miybe created-in all

the elementary grades , Materials needed for:this activity are
a collection of an'a94gortmen .of boxes which; vary in size and

shape, mailing tubes of dif engths And-diameters, spools,4111110k
paper rolled jiato cylinderical

0
s es, colorful magazine-pages,

metallic, cellophane, -rough and smooth papers, paper-bags and .

sand paper..} The paperIcan be rolled, pleated, folded and fringed.
Paste;--glue', paper fasteners, staples, stringu-dhd wire are also

1 - ,neede. s, t

7

Younger children can paste the containers together and create
shapekat randoin and paint ..thtin. Older children should make 'plans
before starting, perhaps arranging the material together several
different ways before the final decision.

Details should be" encouraged and added, such as cut-paper and-ko-'

sale designs. Buttons, beads, Shells,and small stones also add
interest as well as texture tip the. box sculpture. .

-2._ Free-standing forms .,

.-
.

Colored oraonstruction paper rolled, folded into cylinders, cones,
,rsquares, rectangles, di,. triangles is fastened together to create

..

interesting-and unus*1 foi-ms: .

,

i . .

The main problem in this project la-to develop free standing forms.
The base'cw appenages must supportlthe completed object. Through
experimentation, children will discover which shapes will be the
beat for- the -base and how; to --fasten the partstogether. SufTle-
ment the trinimings with a variety .of miscellaneous materials, such

-----..

as buttons, pins,
.with

and metallic paper.
,

3. Pidtureaking with Par).

-The-paper far this project shottd be varied in color, texture,
and weight and should be available in several shapes And sizes.
0ddit and ends of paper; from newsprint td corrugated cardboard,
including metallic and shiny,'matte as well as transparent, should
be provided so that children can select whatever type they may
require. Allow the children to select their awn choice of paper
which is stimulating and exciting; always encourage experimentation.-

113
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t. Af

,

Ordinary idhoo paste,for the younger children is sufficient': ..For
older pchildr , provide a-variety of paste, glue, musilage, 'and
paper .cement. Paste *can be spread on witil fingers, brush, or paste

-

sticks. Instruc 't e children not to use. too much paste but spread

.-

it thinly, so the finished picture will not be messy..

The paper may-be torn as well as cut.

The children should be taught to -fold, bend, twist, stretch, score,
.fringe, curl and pleat the paper. Principles of good design should
be encouraged at all times.

The-upper eldthentary school children should be encouraged to build
up their composition. with 'paper_ to-develop a three-dimensional
effect. D

,

For, ,added. interest, children should be encouraged to experiment'
with varied media used over detail. Papers (shiny,

Ymetallic, or-corrugatedsequips, glitte' , ribbons, and other,shiny
.:surface materials will add interest to the design. _ -

CARVING NED bA

The carving media are those mat rial= wh
large chunks ore are pressed or'Mblde in
worked-. Stone, wood, plaster, paraffin,
licks, and various plastics are examples
may be carved' also, although it is generally considered a model-
ing medium.

is occur naturally in
t lumps prior to being
soap, styrofoam; salt
of carving 'media. Clay

Carving is-a subtractive approach to. sculpture.- The, carver begins
with the solid-chunk and scrapes, chips, cuts, files, or sands_
away parts of the chunk which he does: not want, leaving those parts-

,

which will compose the'desired sculptural forms. Small bits are
constantly subtracted from the whole-and, oike severed, are not-re-
joined to the sculpture.. The carving' process differs from the
modelingprocess inthat the latter is an additive approach to
sculpture where bits of plastic materials (such as clay) are added.
and blended onto a beginning lump, which is small, until the final ,
work_is built up.

1. Soap

This is probably the easiest and most yielding material for carving
in the elementary grades. Carve and scrapeiwith, tongue.. depreisors,
popsicle sticks, scissors; blades, fingernail files, or other tools
which are not dangerously sharp, Keep designs simple and avoid
thin forms;which will break easily.- Try making smooth, curving,
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abstract shapeswith rounded corners and hollowed depre;sionse
Try raprwsentational forms pf people, animals, birds; and fish.
Texture the surfaces with Scratchesand lines to,suggest hair;
fur, or feathersor polish to a high glosswith a soft cloth...
Becausecf the more advanced thinking involved in carving; third.
grade is probably the earliest. practical level for introducing it.

2.

.Using the paraffin blocks available in the grocery stores, carve
low relief (baSe-relief) sculptures into -17 inch blocks, or melt
several blocks together'Wnd pour into a milk to form a lar-
ger block.--eld candles and wax crayons May e adde to the melted

heyfor color. Carve as soap. Do.not throw a.ay the scraps.
they can be,melted-down and used'again.

3. Woods

Soft woods 'such a balsa, soft pine, or basswood may beo, rved by
older. elementary school children. Forms should be car fully plenned-
in advance and possibly drdwn on .the surface -of the blolCk.

Large areas of wood toibe removed may be cut out .with` a coping' saw
prior to carving smaller forms with a knife. Wood files or rasps
will help to.round out the curves./ Textures may bo-chippe or,

gauged into 'the surfaces or. pieces may be sanded smooth. Tie ve un-
finished, or Wax, shellac, or varnish the.,surfaces. Detail may
also be painted on the sculpture. Since the use of sharp k
or linoleum gouges is required, avoid wood carving until -fifth or
sixth .grade. Even then, not all children will have.the strength
and manual dexterity required.

es

4. Plaster

Piaster :of Paris may be carved almost as easily as wax or 'soap,
but is less yielding and somewhat brittle. Mix with water and

- cast in a milk carton or other small box. Various grainy substan-
ces such as'sand, sifted dirt, saw dust, used coffee groundi,
vermiculite may be".added to achieve the gggnular 4ffect of stone
Add .a small amount of tempera for interesting tonal effects. When
carving, avoid slender appendages which will crack off. 'Surfaces
may be textured or. smooth.- Be careful note to wash plaster down the
drain where it will harden ancclog the .pipes. If several periods
are devotedto carving the blacks, wrap it in wet towels between
work sessians- .The.maist block carves easily and is notdusty.

5. Foam Glass

This is an insulating.material which may be purchased at a building

1:2-7
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.supply house.; It is very
"safe" tools. -

6 SaltBlock
v*:

7
easily carved with a nail file or ,other

Salt licks are cast.blocki of'salt, white or colored used for farm
animals..; Salt carves like soft stone. Use stone chisels and mai:-
lets. . Smooth surfaces with files or-sandpaper ± White salt lick
resembles fine -grain marble.

.7 . Clay carvings

This may be done by forming a solid block of cloy (5.iell wedged and-
free of bubbles) and carVing like soap. Allow the clay to dry to
"leather hardness" for best results. It may be polished to a high
gloss by rubbing with a dry cloth_or paper towels. If the piece
is not thicker than three-fourths of an--inch, it may be fired.
Thick pieces must be hollowed out prior to firing. 41111

CUT PAPER MIJRAI:

6
Creating a cut paper mural is- am exciting experience for chi ldren.
First, a topic should be decided upon, with the class sharing, in
the general planning. Originally, imagination, and responsibility
by every member in the class are the basis of-a successful mural.

A variety:of paper is needed' for this activity. Children can-.help
to collect an assortment of paper (from tissue paper to. a-4rd-
board and boxes of all sizes and shapes) which will add to:the three,
'dimensional design. Before starting the mural, the students should
be taught how to manupulate paper. -

Forms made of modified cubes, cylinders; cones and other geometric
shfpes can be :paste or glued to the background. Other materials
two- and three-dimen ional, such as wire, string, and small -pieces
of.wood- of various s zes-and shapes, can be used. Odds and ends
of butons, rick-rac , braid, paper doilies, and self-edgings are
only a Ifew of the ex ras that make a mural 'exciting. Crayons,
tempera,- chalk,- wate ,and -color,' and ccit6red. paper add
to- the attractiveness of the mural. .

Care should be-taken-not to paste every Bing down flat. Good col*
or distribution, composition, center of*j_nterest, unity, balance, -

proportion will help, make an outstanding mural. Avoid the -ocCiar-
rence of too many islated forms in:"<spade by, slacoei'aging placement
of one object over another, -forming, a' pleasing overlapping pattern.

. .



- Clay - pinch modeled figure

Making a small pi:nchomodeled figure offers an excellent opportu-
nity for the development of the creative imagination in children.

Figures made in this way should be small 'Start with aportion
of wedged clay of medium-soft consistency about the'size and shape

of a cheese -spread7.glass. .
-grasp this elongated' cylinder in-the

.right hand and squeeze: While still holding-the clay, strike one
end- of. the wad lightly on the table top.to flatten_it-

(

'!

Set the'flattened end, of the.wad on a tile or plaster bat so brk
can be turned and seen from all sides during the modeling..

Examine the squeezed clay for suggestions _of form or fi eand.
add any details, needed to amplify it. Ears can be pinched to
shape; eyes made by pinching bits from the mass, and parts of the
shape; accented With finger. modeling. Let the fingers be"the only
modeling .tools, and remove none of the clay of the original cyclin-
der for the most direct effects.

.

When m,odeling of the-figre is complete, let it dry very slowly
and completel.y.before firing..

Clay - pinch pot method

The ancient pinch pot method of making pots serves as_an excel
'introcluction, to clay. The size of the pot is determined by the
ahx)unt of clay that can easily be held and worked with the hands.

Materials needed:
,

clay .

,

simple tools for smoothing and polishing
Steps in.constructing the pot: _

_ 1., roll tl7e clay into a-ball, one that can be held
easily -In the hands .

2.. hold the clay in_bothshands and press the thumbs .

Into the ball, making a center depression
3, slowly pinch the' clay outward, forming the walls

of the pot . ,

IA. pinch_ 'the wa71 nit it is of,even thickness .

5. smooth the pow 1th the fingers or a wooden 63o1
until its surface_has a uniform quality; the finger

_
pattern.need not be smoothed away but m4y be retained
as a art of the design; .the even, regular pattern
of th nger marks on the surface is traditionally
prized.as characteristic of a fine pinch pot
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A.

STRUCTURING MEDIA

Structuring media include materials which may be foined together
to form acanstructian in space. Ma4erials for these activities
411.re varied and'abundant. -Finished compositions might be construc-
ted of objects and materials, or stress objects*that. have been
created by man. These varied materials may be used as'camplete
forms in themselves-or may be altered, carved, bent, or painted
by the student. .4a-be products of -these class projects are often
the highlight of aclass or schdol exhibit.'

1. Wire sculpture.

Any.s ft, easily pliable wire of copper, allrminumi or the stove-
pipe variety is

busable.
A small block.d&TAM444 or heavy piece of

caidboard can be used for -a base if desired. The material is best
used in a three-dimensional manner by shapingi,Zoiling'(winding on
-over pencils or dowels), and binding. The sculpture should be
:viewed frequently fram all sides during its execution to maintain
interesting form and to check that the material is not used only
in an outline or two-dimensional manner. To insure against.ac4-.
dents, the sharp ends of the wire should be bent into small loops
before working, since pieces approximately 24 to 30 inches in

'length must be usdd. Others are added as needed..

2. Wire sculpture with mixed media

After the wire cuipture has been formed, it may be left in ,its -

original state or it may be finished.by using the following.
methods:

A. Wire-can be completely or partially draped with fabric
and dipped into liquid plaster of Paris. This method
results in an interesting trea t which when hardened,
may be painted, sprayed or left lee.

j''"..
.B.- By covering the wire with 'sawdus wheat paste, clay mix-

tures, or other media. thicknds and variation can be
added to thewire, -resulting in a more interesting piece
of sculpture that may or not be painted.

`r.:Wire, and wire screening May:alsa'be used, 44ther-together
or in coMbthations With the desCribed coating.mixturei.-.

D. Wire and scrap materials, including 'cut tin cans can be
manipulated (for example, wire scieening),-though caution
is adVieed-when'using sharp or jagged edged materials
with children of any age.



t

3. Pipe c lease
Le.

The use of these ;is 'limited because of their short length, but.

they may be employed in -much the same .way: as 'wire sculpture: They
are recommended-for smaller childrir.,'

Aet;

4. TOothpick Sculpture
1-

,,-,.':..,
--. it..vf.`st,4 ..\..,,,,,,,r......t i

c!..,-_.-..,...,
-Toothpicks--may -be -adhered- to.--eackh.oth ee-dimensional - -
manner with quick drying airplanetype .glue-1 niti may be `coated

or 'dipped with plaster -cif -Paris or "mixed-'mecala.,,,for variations.
Tall, unusual structures or hanging. art. forms 'cab be created..

.. AT

fl

5. Wood. Structure

Small - pieces, of wood may- be grouped and arranged .in:an' interesting
manner to create -a. three-dimensional fOrm. Nail, glue, staple, or
otherwise join them together.

6. Reed Sculpture .

Reeds soaked in water can, be shaped and
Lure. Thy pieces are glued or bound to
can be embellished by colored tissue or.

7.. Plastid" Sculpture

made into unusual scuip-
each other with thread ,and
oZer materials. -

Plastic, preferably clear, may be heated and. formed into interest-
ingi. permanent. shapes. For variety; 'the material may be-engraved
and/or combined with different, media.

8. Cardboard structure

-Cut _and scored pi:eci:63 'of
glued to create tc:Wering

9. Box sculpture

cardboard can be balance, stacked,- and
forrcls or delicately -balanced shapes.

7/
Boxes can be used in -several ..way;s to crest art forms. They. can
be arranged next to each other, combining various shapes; And be
glued,.., stapled, and. painte4".;- Smaller toxes Can be placed within
a-large ciixl to form. intepting patterns:- They also may be sprayed

J ....
-a4d:Pa:in .- - ,

10. String sculpture

String may be laced through or across a fra.iiework made of wood or
embroidery hoops. Nails may- be driVen into the frame around which

_string may-be wrapped, -or holes may be drilled in the wood through



which the string may be threaded. Heavy wire also. can be formed
into interesting.shapes, and string can be tied or glued to them.
The possibilities for creating various designs'are endless. For
beginners, cigar or heavy candy boxes may be used for a frame by
removing- the lid. The bottom should remain intact 'to insure firm-
ness.

11. "Stabile sculpture fn"

Stabile sculpture .1sa fixed sculptural construction using any-de------
--sirable Media, including those. described and usually formed in an

ab'straCt manner.,

12. . Mobile Sculpture

-Mobile sculpture is a delicately balanced sculptural c nstruction
usually abstract, which-is put into movement by air cu4rents, re-
stating in,a constantly changing overall arrangement. Any materials
may be used, but frequently the arms or spines are of slender wire
from which a few.well-chosen objects are hi/era by thread or very fine
string' in such a way that they avoid touching each other as they
move.

FABRIC CLEANERS

To
r .

emove:

1. Candlewax or Paraffin - use carbon tetrachloride.

2..-Glue- sponge with-lukewarm water.

Ink spots on fingers- rub on a little ammonia and rinse in
clear water.

4. Tar- use carbon tetrachloride or commercial automobile tar
f- 'remover.

5. Gum-,use carbon tetrachloride.
-

.

Grease and oil stains -I place 'material to be cleaned at least
one inch deep- in cornmeal or salt.

CLEANERS AND THINNERS

1. Water-base paints: Watercolor, powder paint,_India ink, or:
finger paint- water is best for< both cleaner, and thinner.
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2. Shellac: Alcohol for both cleaner and thinner.

3. Rubber Cement:

a. An eraser or a ball of dry cement is used for cleaning-

b. Benzene for thinning

4. Varnish: turpentine 'for cleaner and thinner

5. Printer's Ink:

a. Carbon tetrachl oride for cleaner
. t b. Varnish for thinner

/N-
6. Enamel: turpentibe for both cleaner and thinner

7. Oil Paint:

a. Cleaner- turpentine, soap or detergent.5
b. Thinner- turpentine. or linseed oil

(1) turpentine pi-oduces a dull finish.'
'(2) linseed oil produces a glossy finish

A

1_33
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BULLETIN BOARDS - GENERAL

In all grades the children can make a board by putting their own
work or items they find interesting. In the lower, grades the
teacher can make the background and border.

PAPIER-MACI1

If some forms (plastic bottles; wire, cardboard boxes) are used
under the papier-mache the objects will dry faster.

Be sure the object is-completely dry before painting. If the ob-
ject molds the mild can-be brushed:off and painted over.

Miscellaneous Drawing Media and-Tools

1. Leaded pencils arc.: the most readily available drawing tools.
Provide soft-ldad pencils, perhaps even the broad flat-surface
pencils occasionally, using newsprint, mhnilla, shirt-back
cardboards, etc. The drawing surface should have "tooth" (be
slightly'rough). 'Draw lightly or press dawn-hard. Try smudg-
ing areas or lines to achieve soft grays.

2. Colored pencils permit the drawing of precise and delicate col-
ored lines. They be used to shade and build up tonal areas.
Use them crisply or smudge them with facial tissues of fingers.
In the case of water-soluble "leads", the draAng may be soft-
ened and.blended by wiping with a moist sponge or held under
running water. Draw on white or light colored paper or cloth:

3. Grease pencils come in several colors and black. ,They will
mark on smooth surfaces_ such as glass or plastic, as well\as
on paper. They produce dark lines or delicate tones, depend--
ing on various hand pressures. Try them in combination with
watercolor or draw on plastic detergent bottles to create surf
face details for animal or people forms.

4. Penholders -and-points: a wide-variety of penpoints. may be in-
serted into the common straight penholders. Use with India -

wink or colored ink. Work directly with ink, avoiding merely
"Inking-In'l pencil drawings. For diff4rent effects, vary Both
the sizeof
Draw .on dry
Combine pen
painting.

' 4the point and the quality of the wotking surface.
paper for .sharp lines or wel'paper,for
drawings with loose, wet, trartsparentyater color

5. Felt pens: are available with various colored inks. Effects
from bold, dark lines to soft shadings may-be achieved by

an"

f
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varying hand pressure. They will mark permanently on any. sur-
.face. Use them for drawing on materials that'resist other inks
and paints.-

6. Charcoal is one Of the oldest and finest drawingluedia. It is
capable of producing a very wide range oi'light and dark grays
and blacks. It may be,used crisply or blended and rubbed to
produce sensitive shadings and achieve volume thrpugh lights
and shadaWs. Work on white or pastel colored papers. "Fix"
the surface by sprayingrwith a Shellac and alcOhol solution
or with 4 plastic pressUrized:spray.

7. Sticks and twigs of varying sizes and flexibilities may be
dipped in thin paint or ink and used as "pens",or "brushes".
Try drawing with the sharp end of-a toothpick to make crisp
lines; then use the chewed end of a green twig to introdace
fuzzy, mealy lines into the same drawing. Drag, push, dot,
and skitter a brittle twing over'a surface to achieve varied
linear:effects.

B. Brushes of-all sizes and oUalities may be used to'cliFaw lines
as well as to'paint big flat areas. Try,drawing on.varlous-
Surfaces such as wrappingpaper, standard art papers; printed
or unprinted newspaper stock. Try big coarse brushes mg.d fine
soft ones. Try a pastry brush or the brush on-the end of a
typewriter eraser.

Liquid shoe polish and daubers proVide a completJ ndrawing kit".
Shoe polish makes big, bold lines when the daube is wet or
soft graved lines when it is almost dry. Draw o big sheets
of brown-- wrapping paper _or on printed or unprint d newspaper
stock..

10. Feathers o.. varying sizesand spring texture mARb lines of de
lightful lquallqi. DipHan ink or thin paint and draw big,- -free,
pictures. \,,--

:-.

USE OF COLORED CHALK

'1. *Dry'clialk drawing

iThe.chalk is used as any drawing media making fine.or broad strokes
using the end. or side of the chalk.,

2. Chalk rubbings, textures

By drawing. with the point or side of 'chalk upon thin paper placed

over a textured area, the underneath texture will appear as a rub-
bing upon the paper surface.
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3. Chalk smudge stencils.

The effect is similar to that achieved by crayon smudge stencil
method, but is easier for little children toj,roduce.

4. Chalk on sandpaper

Using the sandpaper, wet or dry, apply colored chalk to AchieVe
.unusual effects.

5. Wet chalk on dry paper

Chalk can be dipped in water and applied immediately to the p4per
for a rich, colorful effect. Since the chalk dries quickly-, fre--
quent dipping is necessary to keep it moist.

6. -Dry' chalk on wet paper

Moisten the paper and draw upon it
or side. Try:smudging the chalked
clan: Moist newspapers' underneath
the necessai-ydampness.

7. Dry chalk

;With dry chalk, using the point
areas with fingers:for varia7
help thelsurface paper, retain

Dry chalk can be used with buttermilk, liquid'itarch-, powdered milk,
or powdered starch and-used with water. After the surface oftlie.
paper:has been covered with one of these ~media,_' draw uPon-,the paper'
in any manner desired, then use fingers,or hands:as in finger paint-
ing.techniques.

,
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a :Colored Chalk

WET CHATACDRAWINGS-__-

Paper (manila or construction)
Newspaper-'

Process: Wet .chalk produces mcft.eybrilliant colors and can be
.4one by either wetting:. the pa or- the chalk.. Wet
the chalk is messieff shou/ e limited to tie
grades.

If you wet construCtion.paper, place it on a .newspz
the cOlorzaight fade on _the' table.

Suggestioiis: Horaogen47ze,z1,milk or buttermilk can be used for
ferent effepts_ paint milk on paper and use dry chz

Also to-one3quart of water, add 7 rounded tablespoc
of-wheat paste, .stir well or shake in tightly close

. 7

Crayon rubbings .

Textured objects, cut.paper designS, string, and other um
rials may be.placed under a light or Medium weight paper

ofsurface owhich is rubbed with the side of-the crayon.
design underneath will appear.uponthe surface of the pal

USE- OF C4AYONS--

2. Crayon resist_

Heavily cover the paper with crayon, leaving occasional %
areds. , Use a large brush dipped in slightly thinnPd opac
watercolor; Cover the-entire crayoned area quickly,: The
.the crayon resists the water base paint causes unusual el
Although black paint is frequently used for this techniqt
other colors":also produce interesting - results. 'A delicai
quality may be achieved:by covering a crayon drawing will

transparent watercolor. .

Crayon under finget paint --

&Slid. heavy crayon coloring on finger paint paper or an



Chipped and ironed crayons

Crayons may be chipped or scraped with knives or scissor blE
The collected chip may be closely arranged up.4:.-aper whick
then covered with another piece of paper and pv,,-ed with a-
warm Iron. When these chips are sufficiently ted, tc
sheet may be peeled off, "or, for variation,
.before removal. Either the original, the monoprint, or botf
ma.y"be used.C.

Crayon on textiles

Crayoned designs upon fabrics can become'fairly permanent at
washable by using_ a warm iron to press the finished: p'ece be
ween two sheets 9A plain paper. until .the drawing is Ible
on the wrong side of' the textile. By experimenting With Var
ions degrees'-'cif pressure and methods 4'f- application of the
-unusual results can occur. \More variation is possible by tb
choice of*ffe ent weaves of fabric..

Crayon glaze

Crayons may be applied heavily upon drawingipaper, then _sera
off by a knife or .single-edge razor blade. The soft colors
the crayon remains upon the surface. This technique can be
successfully with other- 12iedia... It shoUld not be confused wi
crayon engraving.

Crayon engraving

The entire surface of the paper should be heavily covered wi
crayons,.--preferably' light, bright colors. This is then cove
ed with a layer of -chalk dust from a chalk eraser. The area
is then covered solidly with biaclrk or dark crayon which-may
be burnished with the palm of the hand. 'Using a tool such a.
a partially unfolded "paper clip on, Compass _point, scratch -a.
design into the top -covering of crayon -to .reveal the ciDIors
underneath. A variation can. be a-chieved by covering the.fir
layer of crayon With any color of, water paint., to whi

b
c:

4, small amount of' liquid -soap has -dded. The additidn
fiquid soap to..-the paint permits it .to adhere to ..the crayone
surface. Then scratc4 design ":as-,deatribed above.

Other effects result frail placing textured objects underneat-
the paper, as in crayon rubbings, and scrgt,ing the surface
w-itha sink.e-edge' razor blade.



Crayons on sandpaper.
0

,

When sandpaper is used as surface upon, which to draw,, rich
textural effects can.be achieved.

9. Crayon' smudge stencils

.After cutting- a stencil) from any firm paper place the stencil
N. on' a piece of paper and Eirmly push the color, a*zr from the

stencil edge onto the surface beneath.

10. Rubbed crayon drawing)

Any drawing with thickly applied crayon may rubbed; with
tissue -or the palm of the.hsnd. Varied effects, some of pa
meat_' quality, result.
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PAPIER-NACRE SCULPTURE

Papier-mache pulp-tear absorbent piper into very small pieces
and'soak'inwarmHwater for at least 36 hours. Prepare.ihe pulp;
According to a. favorite recipe..

The prepared pulp may be modeled as cfay.or any other plastic 134d1-

eling material. It Can be pulled Or pushed until 'the mass has. -4;5

achieved the desired 'Shape. It is dvisable to use the pulp
ture to model objects. It may be modeled over light bulbs, bal,
bottles, tin. cans, paperboxes, wooden blocks and wire. If prief-

'erence is' for a smooth object, _continually smooth it during the
modeling _process. -44kbecomes.very.hard when thoroughly-dried.
The object may be sandpapered; holes may be bored into it; or it
may be .carved. Tempera,aFatercolor, or enamel paints may be used
to paint the object and, if .preferred, it may 'be- shellacked. pea-
orations such.as beads, buttons, or yarn will enhance the appearance
of the object.

Strip newspaper mache over a.framework..

A. framewoik of an object is first constructed from a coat- anger,
bailing wire, chicken wire, rolled, newspaper with wire inside,

. rolled newspaper tied with string, wood or crushed newspaper filled
with papet bags, or cardboard rolls. Use string, wire, rubberbends,
or tape to hold the frame work in position. Small wads,of.newspaper.

- may be "added to-build up the_forms. Strips of pasted newspaper- may1
also be used to hold the shape in place. Have ready newspaper

..strips torn :.vertically into about .I-inch strips.

Nhen..thebitsireeshape:hit' been. obtained, several coats' of :Ape
. .

1

Ptr#00-,satUratedwith' papier-mache paste .will :str,engthen the.. form...

..apd. add to durability,- Apply the-_sirips in7.:all'directfions to
inspire strength ;' cark must be taken- ghat there is a constant
lapping of the ends. in the pasting:process:. Alternating. colated
newspaper 'witk,a :layer of white will make it. easier'. for siudents-
to cover the form:- -Tidtue paper;, soft Taper -napkins, ,cleansing
tissue,. or toilet paper may be :pasted aver.-:the form for either a .
smroth 'or. textured surfaCe:..

;:

After the form-has dried. thor;aghly, it may be painted with a vari-
ety of different 'paint mixtures (See recipes)' and shellacked.
Materials frouithe scrap' box may be added to -enhance. the foim.

.

2.- Papier-mache over a removable fOundation

A Variety \/f creative objects can be made over a base and later.
removed.- Various fOrndations such as bawls, pliteb, hollow. con-
tainers,:plastic eggs, light bulbs, stones, balloons, vegetables,

'4



"frults,-'gourds, and stuffed paper bags are usable. Modeling clay
Is also recommended. The Child can create his own foundatTan in

Tofacilitate easy removal of the foundation, grease it with petro
leum jelly, wax it, apply two thickness of wet paper strips, or
cover it with waxed paper or plastic wrap. Apply`the papier=macke
strips to the base by overlapping the edges and pressing the down
to-fit the contour, of the form smoothly. Colored newspaper strips'
can be alternated with plain paper strips. This helps the children
to count the layers..

Care must be taken not to have too muchpaste.on the strips. If

the paper is too slippery, it is too hard to-handle. About four
layers'of pasted strips can be applied without danger of mildew.
When dry, more layers can be added or more stuffing or wads of
newspaper used for additional thickness, if desired. Appendages
such as legs, arms, tails, ears and noses can be attached at this
time before the final-stage pasting.

When thoroughly dry, if.thebase such as a light. bulb or clay form
IS to be removed, use a'Paring-.knife. to cut lengthwise around the
form. 'YWith the papei7 'Shell in two pieces, r ve the inside base.

not always necessary to.remove.the foun

Stones, marbles, balls, beans, or
form to, give .t a tinkling sound.

Bind the halves together with'papier-mache.strips: Finish the
smoothing ca=refully to hide the seam.

T

The dried papier-maChe form can be sanded .and: finished with cray-

. ons, crayon resist, enamel, or awder tempera,,paint. Surface
rued by gluing fabrics, colored and
la's:. These materials can be applied

in small sections to give Mosaic .effects or in larger sections to
'give othei effects.

3. Papier-mache built up over a permanent foundation

peas can be placed inside the

effects can'be enrichedand v
glazed paperi and other mat

Use papier-mache- pulp or paper strips-.OVermailing tubes,'.-paper-
plates, or a collection of bokesbr a-Narid:v of sizes.: .- .

.
.

. .. .-.- ..

,

The boxeb or-mailing tubes can be glued, tie tapled or fastened.
The'openings:In the boxes can. be cut _or flaps. left open or cut off.
Objects may be .padded with wads, of crushed newspaper strips.' When
the desired shape ha& been achieved; 'several Coats of-paOier7mache
strips will strengthen the form:and additsdurability..-



After the form has dried thoroughly, it can:be sanded and painted
with tempera,.watercolor,. enamel paint. See peint recipes-. mosaic
effect can also be achieved by using colored,.metallic and other
paper. Texture-can be added by use of seeds, sand, cornmeal, and.
so forth. The vohole,creation can be enhanced by shellacking, if

"'so desired.

IIsSue-papiermadhe
. :

Soak torn tissure 'paper:pleces In creamy wallpaper paste. Mix. the

materials into a workable pulp.__Either the methods of push and
pull or'the additive way of modeling may be used, depending on the
age level of the class. When .the forms are thoroughly dry and
sanded, they are' ready to be painted and decorated. Tempera, water-
color,' or enamel paint can be applied. 1,

5. Crepe papier-mache
4

Prepare'the crepe papier-mache according to the recipe. -Let_the
students model in'the same -manner as clay or any other plastic
material by pulling or pushing the mass until the desired shape-
has been obtained. When thoroughly dry, the objects will be very
durable and' light-aswell at colorful. Materials from the sciap
box may be added to make an interesting creation.

In addition, free-form shaped atones or gourds can be used as a
./base to add the crepe papier-mache. The children can create in-
teresting, imaginative forms. The dye in the crepe will stain
hands and clothing.

6. Miscellaneous Dapier-mache

During the schOol:year,many times one of the units-of-work can
. I

be enriched or made more meaningful through special
_ . .

projects, such as making relief Map,.-adioraMa,.shield,:cattle.,
, /

and so-.forth. In many instances, 'papier-mathe may be the very
.material which. easily.dolveS.the'probleM.. -..

.
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Opaque and TranspaTent Watercolors

Paints- a mixture of pigment in some suitable liquid or cake form
'which can be used to adhere to and cover a surface in thin-
coats. There'are two basic-types, opaque and transparent..

Opaque watercolors- consists of pigment suspended in a liquid of
light creamy consistency which thoroughly covers the paint
ing surfaci--.

Liquid tempera is a ready-mixed opaque paint- in 4iquid form.
Dry tempera Is opaque paint in powder form which can be
mixed with any suitable liquid, such as water, liquid softp,
liquid starch, buttermilk, etc.
Fingerpaint is a thick paint, with the smooth consistency
of- corn starch. pudding. As it is spread over a moist paper
surface, the varied pressures of fingers and-hands cause :

it to distribute itself in uneven thickness, sometimes thin-
ning to transparency and sometimes building up to opaque
ridges.

Transparent watercolor consists of a dye like paint of-thin quality
thrOugh which the pigment surfaces or outlinea are discernible..

PaintIng with opaque watercolors

I.. "Juicy Painting"- Painting with brushes loaded with tempera
which is- the consistency of light cream.. The paper may be
dry, .colored, white, printed or unprinted newspaper stock.
Work .broadly on a large surface, avoiding small details-1r

. Dry brush- The smallest amount of paint is used 'on the. brush

on dry white or Colored paper, 'printed or unprinted.newsprint.
.Dry brushstrokes are textured and rough. This provides-inter-

.
eating contrast when used'in'the same picture-with "juicy"

Sponge painting- Paint with several .sizes of sponges. ranging

from small, scraps. to whole rectangular pieces. Work directly
on.different kinds Of paper, without preliminary pencil er
brush drawing. Smear, wipe, pounce, trail or dot the paint
to achieve various 'textural and-tonal effects-.

4. Spatter painting- Force paint through a wire screen, -using a
sponge.or brush. Paint 'is_ dropped on paper. Build ug a picture.



with spatters or achieve shapes and Masses by-covering parts
Of the -pagr: with cutpaper- shapes.

5; String. painting- -.DiP the String into thin paint.. Arrange the
string on the paper; While the string. is still wet, eithar
fold the .paper or PlaCe. another :sheet over, it and :press Pull

the extended end or . ends of the string. The process may be
repeated with the same color or with a different _color.. .

Liquide tempera under India° Ink- Paint the picture or design ..

with liquid tempera..._ Let dry. Vold the painting under run-
.. ning water, allowipart-- of the ink to cling for textural
toning effects. --==%

7. Liquid tempera under' crayon- Paint the picture or design with
temp'era paints of normal consistency. When dry, cover each
painted color with a contrastingayon dolor. Run hot tap -

water over the crayon to soften it, and wash bits of the cray-
,

on away.

S. Liquid tempera and sandpaper- Cover cardboard a" light

coat of thinned glue. Paint a design or pictUre th liquid
tempera of normal consistency. Paint two -or three coats of
each color over the picture. When thoroughly dry, sandpaper.
the painting until the bottom color shows through in some:
areas. ,Dust well end shellac or varnish,

. Powdered tempera .and .wet paner7 Dampen the .paper wel- and -

sprinkle- with the. desired. powdered tempera colors, building
up the painting either with or 'without using the brushes.`

0. Liquid tempera "blob" painting- Place drops of tempera, one
or More color'6, on the surface of the paper. FOld and press
the paper or press another sheet of paper against the sur- -4

face- so the paint will be squeezed and Bliotted. "Accidental
designs so attained may be "finished products" or .the teacher
may try to discover representational forms, having the student'
add clarifying details with a brush or crayon.

f

11. Liquid tempera dn wet paper- Thoroughly soak .the paper. Blot
the pools of water. Paint -directly-on the wet paper, encour-
.aging the colors to blend together in a fuzzy manner. Paintirig

may be completed by-adding ,details after the paper has dried.

Finger painting- Either commercial or homemade finger *tint
may be used on wet shinny surface paper. :-Experiment by using
various ,kinds of strokes and the many...ways of using the hand

fingers..and fiers. For more finished effects, smooth' with a- hot
-iron when dry.
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PAINTING WITH TRANSPARENT WATERCOLORS

/

I. Dry brush- With small amount of paint on the brush, swish the
brush over the paper to achieve the desired :textural effect:

2. -TranzIparent watercolor on'-wet paper- E.101.. thc paper and
paint on it directly. The watercolors will fade and blend
in a fuzzy manner. Same areas will accidently be left un-
painted and will add sparkle to!ihe painting.

.

3. Mingling, of transparent/'watertOlor;', "Blobs" of paint on either
dry-or wet paper.vill pioduce interesting effects. Tilt the
paper and let the blobs run together, or mingle a blob into
a little puddle of water next to it. Use pencils, ends of
brushes, or scraps of paper to guide and control the minglings.
Observe and identify the hues and tints so produced.

. Transparent watercolor "blob" and folded paper- Drop "blobs"
of paint on the paper and fold it. Rub aver the folded paper
and open. it up. This may be repeated again, using diffeient
colors or as manias desired. Sometimes the effects produced
will suggest subject matter that can be enhanced by more con.;
trolled overpainti'ng.

5. Straw blowing- prop several " blobs" of watercolor on the paper.
Blow through the straw over the "blob" and lgt the paint run
into interesting patterns and effects.

°

Watercolor painting on tissue paper- Drop "blobs" of paint on
tissue paper, and outline the designs with tempera paint. Work
either abstractly or representationally.

Watercolor and crayons- Draw heavily'with crayon, leaving some
of thp°paper untouched. Complete the or design with
watercolor paints. /

.

WaterColor and: rubber cement,- Paint out same;parts of the paper
'with-rubber cemenf4and.allow to dry-- COver the paper with
watercolors and allow to dry. -After, the paint is thoroughly.
dry, "erase" the rubber cement.and.interesting White-.spots
will appear. This process may bye repeated seteral:ti9eS over
the same paper...

INKS.AND-DYEs'

1. Silhouettes- Paint directly with' .the brush and ink on dry paper.
Either draW outlines with the brush and fill in; or start with-
-indefinite large areas of. ink and "build out"the Coretour de-

' tails..
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2. Ink drawings-. Dip the pen, small.irush, wooden stick, or' lol-
lipop stick into the ink anduse it as a drawing instrument.
watercolor or colored inks and-dyes may be used over the ink
drawing.

Ink and string "technique- Dip the string into the ink. Lay.

...I:a string in any desired arrangement on the paper but allow
an end of the string to ;rail off the paper. Ccrver this with

a second' piece of paper.. a board over this and press
lightly. Pull the string out from betyeen the board and paper.
This process may be repeated with different colored ink..

4 . Ink and tempera paint- Paint a design with tempera. Let dry
- and cover with colored waterproof inks Hold under running
water. to wash off some of the surface paint.

5. Dye on cloth

/Old
Materials: . to sheets, _mattress 'covers,

ang white cotton material
dye

,pe

'1"mooedElre: - 3.. 'Boil dye, let cool and store in
large glass 'jars with lids

2. Fill baby food jars with each
color for pupils to use

3. .Pupils simply 'paint on the
material with the dye.

6. Batik (Basic method) -

Materials: Material. (white cotton. or silk)
Dyes (colored waterproof inks and-

felt tip pens can. also be used)
Paraffin
Brushes (old ones that can be thrown away

or-used only for this project) (Wax can
-be r_emoved- from brushes with mineral
solvents;\)

Electric hot .plate for heating wax (if
heated over open flame, use an .asbes,tos

mat)
Double boiler or tin can placed in a_ pa

of water.
Electric iron
Waxed paper, newsprint., newspaper
Large glass, copper,, or enamel container

in which to dye the fabric



Rubber gloves (optional)
Stirring sticks
Plastic clotheslines and clothespins
Acetic acid for fixing the dye (household
vinegar will do)

Solvents for removing the wax (nineral
spirits, commercial cleaning fluids,
sAsoline, kerosene)

Starch solution (optional)

I4ocedure: 1. Washing and pressing'the 'fabric before
dyeing will remove any filler from the
fabric and prevent shrinkage later

2. Apply a thin starch solution to the
fabric and press it; this permits a
smooth application of the wax and
prevents edges .of the wax frombleed-
ing dulni the waxing process; this
"step is optional for bleeding may be

,

de_ sired -1-
3. 'A complete color sketch of the design

'is very helpful before starting the
waxing process.

4. Draw the" design on the fabric with
charcoal,__it will eventually wash
out, pencil will not.
The wax is now heated and the .fabric
placed on waxed paper or other non-
absorbent material, the wax is applied
to the part of the design that is to
remain white after the first dyeing

6. The wax sAeould-penetrate the fabric
immediately upon contact, if it does
not it should be reheated; look at
the back of the fabric, if the _wax
has not penetrated it may have to
be applied to the back

7. The first 'color should be the lightes
all-other-colors will go on top Of
this and be influenced by it

8. Mix the dyeas followsy4
a. dilute in'hot water
b. strain to remove any undiluted

particles
c. add mough water to cover fabiics
d. wet fabric before immersion in dye
e. stir constantly for even application
f. remave carefUlly from dye bath

r-
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G.-g rinse-in clear- ...Etter to. remove
excess dje-

IA hang .to dry
9. Dye water should be kept Juke warn.to

cool; hot water-will melt the wax and
cold water will make the wax. too brittle

10. Enough water should be,used in the dye
bath to cover the piece d.letely;
pure soap may be. -added to elp the
.color .go on evenly; one. tablespoon
of powdered soap is.enarigh;. boap-pow-..
der can be added tc, the final clear
rinses to, help set the dye

.11., Dye becomes.' streaked if applied to
dry fabrics; the-color will appear
brighter and darker when the fabric
is wet so it should be left in the
bath longer titian the color desired
After the dye is 'appliect, the 'fabric
should-be rinsed Carefully to remove
.excess-' 3`dye, blotted, and hung- to dry

.13. _When the fabric is completely dry a
second coat of wax is applied' to- all
areas that are to remain the : cotor
of the first .dye; follow the same
directions ,pr the first7waxing

A 14.. .These-,steps are. repeated for each
color -to.: be dyed; the wax is not
removed until- all colors have been
applied

15. To remove the ,wax -after the" final
dyeing place several sheets of 22i4s-
paper on the table and then a sheet:'

of blank newsprint, the fabric, news-
_ print and .several. sheets of newipaper;'

press with iron it enough to remove
wax; this should) be ,done several .times
to remoire- all wax using absorbent paper
each time'

16:P Fabric canfalso- be dipped in'L a vat of
gasoline, .kerosene, or inexpensive
solvent to 'dissolVe the Wax

17. Article should not be washed bizt
cleaned;_to,fix the dye, -saturate A
clot4 with white household -Vinegar,
lay it on top of the batik and press
it with au, iron,

A



7. Batik (Direct painpIng method)

Materials:

Procedure:

A

same as for above.

1. Fabric is olaced on waxed paper
and heated wax is brushed on areas-
to remain white

2. Paint unwaxed _areas with dye . or- .

waterproof inks, allow to dry .1
3. Cover first dyed. areas with wax

and apply/ second color, repeat
until acolors are applied

. Entire surface 3.s now covered with
wax and allowed to dry.

. The fabric is' now crumpled and dipped
into the final,. darkest dye bath

-6. The dye-penetrates. the fabric where
the cracked:wax. exposeS- it to create
an overall patterii of dark veined -lines

7. Remove the wax by rubbing the .dried
fabric; this wax may be saved and
used again.

. RemoVe 'the remai=ning wax with an
iron described in the above_project

8._ Tie and Dye

Materials: Cloth .

DYe

Procedure.:

4

String, thread, o :waxed-str=g

1. Ga'ther up the cloth here and there --
,

. and tie it tightly with the string
.

2. 'Immerse inerse it the dye bath .

3. When. you remove the string you haveremove
. a dyed cloth' with. undyed. dots; rings,
or squirea ..

.

3:
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These materials will be needed for most-of t'h mall owing projects:
e . .

. . 1._

':,
.

. . .

1. Printer's ink (see. blOckp-rinting inks- Recipes)
1 _

\ ,2. Brayers (rollers)

ti
3. Large piece of glass or wax paper on which to spread ink

.

"4. Spoons to rub prints.or printing press

5. Newspapers-

6. printing paper (any paper that is fair.ly pbsorbent)

PRINTING (GLASS LITIFlOGRAPtit)

Materials

Procedure:

Sheet of glass
Wax crayons,; candles
Sponges.
Printing ink (ern.- base)"

or grease-_penciAs

. .

4.

1. Wash glass. to, get any grease off
2: Draw design 'on glass with crayon', Candle,

or girease.pencil .-
3. Moisteil the glass with a -clean, wet sponge
4; Ink with oil base ink - ink will stick on

_
-wax, lines, not on the wet glass

5. Wet paper and lay on glass: 7 .

6. Press gently- with clean hands: or a soft cloth
I ,

..' . ...
,140NOPRINTS

-Procedure: 1. For each pupil 'put .e. smallamount of ink
..(printing),. liaseline mixed with powdered

.

- tempera, or oil paint .on apiece of -glass,.
,

waxed. paper, or- a -table -. . . '_ --p.:.;..z.,
. Pupils-.may uSe, hands or any- small tools -

sticks,.ma-terial, forks 7." to make a design
%. in the ink

.

3._ When. design is completed, place paper on

38-



-design and rub gentlymith clean hands -
this will prOduce.one (iono7) print

. Prints may.be- hung from a line if no room .'
is available to lay them Out

. If loictures are .hung;'ink must be kept to
a tacky consistency-or'it will run

PRINTING (CLAY)

Materials:' Clay (that has hardened) natural clay' is very
good for this.

Rolling pin
Printing ink (oil or water base)"

Procedure: 1. Rollout 1/2 inch thick slabs of clay
2. Let clay dry to a Ieater -hard consistency
3. Cut designs in leather-hard clay
4. Ink design
5. Use gentle pressure to print (always lay paper

on print).

PRINTING (PLASTER BLOCKS)

a

Materials: Pipster of Paris.
Box stops
Carving tools (sticks, old silverware, etc.)
Gil base printing ink

Procedure: 1. Cast 1/2 inch blocks of-plaster in box tops
(if blocks are used for plaques after
printing, place a_smarlmetal hook in the
top of the block and use the bottom for-
printing)

2. Carve and/or cut -tire block when the plaster
is hard but still moist (carving on dry
blocks creates duet)

3. bry the blocks thoroughly before printing
4. Ink the blocks and use gentle pressure forr

,printing

WAX BLACK PRINTING

Materials: 1/2 inch thick pafaffin blOcks

'151
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Procedure:'

WOODCUTS

Cutting tools (any fairly sharp instruments)
Printing ink (oil base)

r

1. Students carve designs in paraffin
2, Ink- -the

3. Place, paper on blocks
4.' Gently rub paper with hand

Materials: Scrap blocks of"soft wood (pine)
Wood cutting tools
Brayers.
Printing ink (water or oil base)

Procedure: 44 1. Have students make a sketch of design using
only solid black and white areas

2. Explain the design will be backward when
printed (

3. Draw-sketdh. on block of wood
'4. Have students. cut away those parts of the

sketch which. appear white ".

5. ,,Spread ink on apiece of:glasS or waked,
paper and.roll brayer back.and forth to
event distribute ink on brayer

5. When blocks arecarved, rollbrayer over
them to -;st zn.even. distribution.of.ink.
Fiz,ce paper......o± inked block and rub with a

spoon
8. Prints may be Sung from a lineI.rfthclOthes-

pins to dry if there is no place'.tolaY'thimi.-

CORREGATED CARDBOARD PRINfING

Matekials: Corregated carAcard
Scissors and ra or blade
Brayers
Printing i (water-base,

Procedure: HaVd students make a sketch of design using
only solid black and -white areas

2. Explain that the design will 'be backward
d--when printe

3. Draw sketch on cardboard.:



4. Have students cut away the top layer -
t or paper on those parts of the design

which Appear white .

5. .Spread ,ink on piece-of :glass or waxed
:paper and:r011 brayer over ink to get.
;Ian even:coae. -.

6.:-.Whenboards.are completed, roll inked
brayer over. board

7. Place paper on inked'board.and'kub
with a.apoon. .-

8. Prints may be hung from a line-with
clothespins to dry,

PRESSED CARDBOARD PRINTING

Materials:

ocedure:

Presied cardboard. (any cardboard, used or new
that is not corregated maybe used)

Scissors
Glue

1. Have pupils 'make a sketch of design
uaing:only,black and whiteareas

2. Explain. that the design will be
_backward when print4d

3. _Draw sketch on cardboard '.
Havej)upils.-cut black areaS:..(negative
Spaces)cut.:and glue:. them ot,:another
piece of Cardboard-(this piece can.-
4be corrugated) in exaCtlythe same.
:placetfaey appear on the firstibpardr:
Whdinglue.IS Afy follow steps 5;78.1,am

.
.

above procedure

PRINTING (WOOD AND'RUIBBER INNER TUBE)\

Scrap blocks of wood
Old inner tubes
Scissors
Glue

Materials:

Procedure: 1. `love pupils make a-sketch ofdesign":-
using only black'and white Areas-,

.2. Explain that the design will be back-_.
ward,whenHprinted-

.



PRINTING (SCRAP MATERIALS)

3. .Draw black portions of design-an a
piede of the inner tube

4. Have pupgs cut negative areas out
and glue them on the piece of wood
in the same place as on the design
Mhen glue dry:foiIow steps 5.-8_,

on above procedure

Materials:

Procedure:

.Procedure:

. -

r-

Cardboard
Glue
Scrap material-

cloth, gauze,
raised. paper,

toothpicks, string, yarn,
net, matches, screen wire,
rick-rack, etc..

. Cut a piece of cardboard for each child;
it should be ..smaller than ,the printing
paper

.

2ip, Rave. pupils glue scrap material onto
the cardboard to create -a design

3. ,When glue-is dry, ink brayer and roll
across the top of the print.

4. Put paper on top of print-and-rub with
back of.spOon- .

Prints can be hung to dry

Cardbo&rd_
Paraffin
Talcum powder (or white chalk dust).
India ink or black tempera mixed with liquid

starch

. Rub paraffin well into cardboard
continuing until a thick layer-of
wax is- on the board.'

2. Dust powder over sUrface of board to
achieve a proper texture for the ink

3. Cover the entire surfacewith ink and
let it dry thoroughly

4. The student may now draw a design on,
the board using pins, penpoiits, knives,
.or other pointed objects



SANDPAPhit PRINTS

Materials:

Procedure:

Fine grade.sandpaper
Crayons
Printing'ink (water base)

I. Draw directly on sandpaper with crayons
making heavy marks and build up wax
(the wax is the part that will be printed)

. Ink sandpaper
. -

.

. 'Place printing paper on several newspapers
and place the print-face. doWn on the print,
ing 'paper

,
.

4. Rub the, back of the. print with the smooth
side of a spoon.:

5. Print canpe4inked again 'and again for
more prins . -

.

MARBLE PAPER

Materials:

Procedure:

w.

.Large water container (dishpan, cooky tin,
baby bathtub)

Oil paint
Turpentine'

1. Mix a small amount of oil-paint'with.
turpentine and place'on top, of the water;'
this will,float and not)nbc.

2. 44ivethestudenta make a 'design by using
various:colors:andswirling-the-paint

3 dace paper cn_water and temoveimmedi
4. Oil will stick to paperA
5. Let dry flat,

53
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GENERAL PROJECTS

1. COLLAGE.

Materials: Paper or cardboard
Glue
Scissors
Paint (optional)
Crayons (optional)
Scrap material- cloth, papers, cellophane,

foil, leather, wood, saw dust, feathers,
bark, stones, sand, weeds, buttons, yarn,
string, wire, pop can tops, wooden spoons,
bottles caps, toothpicks, old jewelry, etc.

Procedure: 1. Pupils glue scraps onto paper or card-
board in any design

2. Paint and/or crayons May be used-to create
various effects

MONTAGE

Materials: Paper or cardboard
Glue
Scissors
Magazines or old catalogues
Paint (optional)
Tissue paper (optional)
Crayons (optional)

Procedure:

O

l., A montage is a-collage using pictures
or items that are the same- a montage
of-different pictures of houses placed'
on the paper lila pleasing design,. a
montage'of. different pictures of
a montage. of different piecesof material,
buttons,-Teceds: piece's' of batk, jewelry, etc.

2. After pupil have Collected the items or
es the will use, have the= glue

ese o per. .or cardboard

aint, tis paper, or crayons, or-a
c-ombination f hese materials may be

-.used with- the pictures tooffer.variety



3. PLASTER CASTING

Materials: Strong shallow cardboard boxes or box lids
Plaster of Paris
Wet sand
Objects (scrap material)

Procedure: 1. ,Fill boxes k fUll with sand
2. Wet sand just .enough for it to absorb water
3. Have pupils make design, in wet sand, either

drawing a design with a stick or-pressing
objects into the sand (shells, jar lids)

4. Mix plaster (always add plaster slowly to
water--never add water to plaster)

5. Carefully pour plaster on wet sand,.
6. When plastei "sets up", a hook can'be added

in bddk to hang placque (be sure to note '-top
and bottom of placque on the box so you will
not put the hook in the wrong end)

7. Place the boxes in an out-of-the-way place-
to dry for about a week

8. When thoroughly dry (the plaster will be
room temperature) carefully lift cast and
brUsh loose sand away with a dry brush

4. 3-D PAPER DWELLINGS

_ .

Materials: Scrap material
Drinking straws .

Corregated cardboard
.Construction paper.
Paste .

Scissors
Stapler

' Drinking strawa,,andcorregated cardboard
(with one outside layer.of-paper-torn'offX;
can-be .used for.logcabin or Kogan -type
4Wellings .

Paper.-dividers fram'Colltaccold tablets ;;t

Can be used for ski scraper -type. buildings:

Suggestions: 3., Use 'fors tidying ,..ifferent cultures.and
their dwel ings

2. Use for making model communities
3. Use for studying immediate community,
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5. CROWNS AND HATS

Materials: Heavy cardboard
Aluminum and gold foil
Colored paper,
Scissors
Paste
Stapler

-Procedure: 11 Draw several shapes of crowns and hats on
the board to give the children an idea and
erase so the children will not copy exactly

2. Show how to measure head with cardboard.
before drawing (be sure the piece's of Card-

, board are large enough for heads)
3. Let children use their imaginati s

4.: .-This project is especially good use before
an assembly program

6, PE CLEANER SCULPTURE

Mate:fials:
-

Pipe cleaners
Stapler
Cardboard

Procedure:- I. Explain to the children that their sculpture
will be seen from all sides

2. Let children use their imaginations.
3. Sculpture' may be stapled to pieces of card-

board

7. PAPER PLATES AND AUTUMN LEAVES
y-

Materials: Paper plates
Paste
Paint

Procedure:

" N

1. Take a walk and have class collect leaves,
twigs, dried weeds, small atones, pieces of--
wood, etc.
Paint plates with *autumn colOrs
Paste objects on plates

4.. Punch.hole in plates to hang

, .

1:53.
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. PAPER MOSAICS .

Materials: Construction paper
Magazines
Cardboard
Scissors
Glue

Procedure: 1. Cut paper or cardboard into small sh apes
(primary teachers should do this on the
paper cutter)
Have the. pupils arrange pieces into a design
or picture being sure to cover the entire
paper

3. Glue pieces onto the paper
4. Paint or crayons may be added

9. GEOMETRIC SHAPES.

Nateria/S:. Colored paper
Magazines.
Scissors.
Paste

Predure: 1. This project would be good to go'elong.w#h-
-gy a math-unit on geometric shapes

2:. Using triangles, squares; rectangles, and
circles, make; 1.,piciure. or design. cutting
oxitshapes'andglueing 'on paper

3. These-shapes can be found .1.ii pictures from
magazines and can be used for a.montage

-2

10. MASKS - LARGE PAPER BAGS.

Materials : One._ bag per student
Construction paper
Crepe paper
Paint
Crayons
Tape, glue or stapler

Procedure: 1.' Have pupils work in pairs at first;, one puts..:
tiie bag on his head and. the other draWs the
eyes, nose.and mouth for the other.one- .

2. Slots maybe cut, for the-shouldera of`bag.are
to .fit all the` -way gown.bru-=the head'

1.5--
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Heads may be decorated with paper and. paint
to create hats, hair, horns,etc.

11. MASKS - PAPER PLATES AND PAPIER -MACHE

Materials: Paper plates
Newspaper
Liquid starch or any other papier-mache material.
String
Paint

,,Scrap material = cardboard rolls, paper cups,
ice cream cups, wooden spoons

'Glue

ProCedure: 1. ..-:Have children cut eyesnoses, and mouths
in :paper - plates

2. Let them choose scrap materials to make long
noses, horns, ears, etc. and attach theM to
the plates with tape.

3. C0Ver the entire mask.with.papl.er7cadheXliquid
starCh'and.water will be easier to work with
but will make the masks. rigid and usualLy'
will not list through one assembly program;
.white glue and water is harder to,work: with
but will make'the masks flexible and almost
permanent; commercial papier-miChe pulp is
not suitable for this project)

4.. paint:Wheix dry
5. Put holes-in each-side and tie string to

'hold the mask on the head

12. PAPER BEADS ,

Colored magazine -pages
...Glue, 'wheat paste, paste, or liquilIstarch
String or thread and
Large needle
Toothpicks

od
Liquitex or. varnish

_Procedure: 1. CUt colored magazine pages into 11/2" x 21/2"
diamond shapes .

:2. Roll these shapes around a toothpick, Blueing
the tips

3, Beads an be left as are or colored with
tempera .

. Thread beads on a string and spray with varnish
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-13. CARTOONING

Materials: Crayons
*Pencils
Paper

Procedure: I. Drawfree forms or shapes
v 2. Study shapes to findan'animal'or hUman

figure
3. Addfaatures to the-Shapes
4. The ,same process may be used using numbers,

letters,; or-free-form string designs

14. BREAD DOUGH "CLAY"

Materiallsi: Two pieces of white bread per pupil
White, glue (about two tablespoons per pupil)
SciSsors'
Paper clips
Toothpicks
String
Poster paint
Small brushes
Aluminum pie tins

-, Plastic lotIV;,.

Proceduier 1. Remoliehe crust from the bread and tear
into Small pieces

2. Add ,glue, a little at a time, and work mix -
tUre into -a consistency of dough

3. 'Wash hands
4.- 'Paint can be either mixed with theiough or

painted on afterward (if it is painted on it
is mare likely to flake off later)

5. Manipulate dough into desired shapes and,
place on Plastic bags to dry ,

6. Holes should be made when-the dough is wet-
7. Can be used for beads, pendants, ings,

.

wall pla6queetc.

. EGG CARTONS

Materials: ...Egg cartons

Glue
Scissors
Paint

or 2 per child)
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,

oceduie: 1. ,tet students go on their own initative and

c
xi create animals of their own design

7. Only, help those children who are not working,
this__1.s a great project to further creativity

. ----:----------
.

Suggestions: Halloween-witches, black cats -;

Thanksgiving- turkeys, ftlgrims

=

Chilstmas- Santa Claus, reindeer, wreaths, trees,
- 'tree decorations, candle holders

Easier- rabbits, C!lickens
Anytime- caterpillars, dogs, horses

16. YARN BOBBLES

Material's: - Wallpaper paste, flour and water.paste, liquid
starch, or Elmere glue and water

_Yarn (aboui5 yards per student)"
Balloons (oneper'student) %.

String

Procedure:

' 17. YARN RUG

Wet yarn_ iii.,paste mixture 'until,thoroughfg.
soaked , ,

. Blow up:balloon, knot the end-and tie on d
long piece of string

3. Wrap the yarn around the balloon'until it .

is about half covered
4. Let this hang until the yarn is dry
5: When yarn is dry, puncture the balloon and

carefully remove it
6. The yarn will maintain the shape of tbe

balloon

- Materials: Cardboard strips (corrugated is :).st, cut
in 4" x 12". strips, about F '.Qtrf_ps per
child)

Yarn
Large darning needles

Procedure: 1._ Wrap yarn around each strip of-cardboard
twice

2. When all strips are covered, use the
darning needles to sew the strips loosely-

. ,,together . .

"3. -',Rieces of rubber can be attached to the
underside of the rug to prevent if from
slipping

15 -
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18. HOT PLATE

19.

Materials: ' Yarn (about 23/4.yards per child)
Needle and thread

ProcedurCr
2.

YARN HAT

Mater ails:

Procedure:

20. PICTURE FRAME

?

Each child needs 9-strands of_yarmil_
Knot all the ends together and ,divide.
the yarn into3 groupa of 3 strands
each

3. Braid the yarn to the end and tie the
end in a knot

4 Coil the braid into a flatrrouud shape.
sewing it into place with a needli.tand
thread

rn (about 24 strands, 18" to 24" long)
Elastic bands (one per child to fit. around

each head)
-.0

1. .Knot lengths of yarn in middle, knot
all lengths together to make one knot

2. Tie ends of yarn to then elastic band
to form a hat

'Materials: Cardboard
Yarn

Procedure: 1. \To make a picture frame that is oval
or round in shape, cut out the-Shape-
of the picture to be exposed:-,-

2. 'This will.be.the inner shape of the
-frame

3. Make the frame 1" wider than the inner
shape, cut this out and trace its.out-.
'line three times on cardboard

4. Cut and glue the'se3 cardboard frames
together "

5. Starting at the top of tie shaped frame
wind a layer of yarn closely around the f,
frame' to cover the cardboard; do this

.(twice-

6. Finish by knotting a double loop of
yarn at the top for hanging

1 6 .3
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7. Before fraMing your picture, trim its'
corners and with a needle and thread,
tack the picture to the back of the
frame bystitahiAg,down the 4 corners

21. BOY AND GIRL DOLLS.

Materials: One skein of yard per doll It

ProCeduxe: 1. Open the skein and tie the yarn together
'at the top

2. Insert a sMali bajl of-yain.for-the head
under the knot and tie the yarn for ,the,

a. neck
.3. Cut the loop at the bottom and take a

group of pieces on each side, braid them
for the arms .

.

Cut the braided pieces arm ltngth
Tie waist .

4.
5.
6. For a girl doll, cut

length ex4ept enough
7. For boy dolls, start

1" from the waist
Tie ends of ,arms and
and feet

rest of pieces skirt
pieces for legs
braiding. legs about

legs to make. hands

petails.can be-added with thread and buttons

- 7
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SPOOL Loam

Materials:,

Procedure:

Large empty thread spool7.(about 21/2 Inches long)
Yarn

e

A steel or aluminum knitting meedleOr:/a nail,
small brads- ,

HamMer the brads 'into one end of the spool
evenly.around,;he-hole

2 Slant the brad slightly toward tOwardthe
outside-edge°

.-
3. Thread a long yara.ndedle and pass it

through the hole Inthe spool , .

=)4i Pull the yarn through so that a tail_. of
about 6" is exppsed below'the spool

5. _ Loop the yarn around each brad and .keep
it tight

6. Wind the' yarn around the-outside, of the
2 brads



'Using the knitting needle, the
-loop -up and over the strand and off
the:brad _

Continue_ this process
9. Each tithe this is done a stitch is made

10.. To cast off 'the stitches, break off the
yarn; leaving about- a 6" tail'

11. Thread a yarn needles (blunt tapestry
needle) with the tail

12. Pull yarn through next stitch and slip
stitch"off the brads

13. The,knitted rope whic-a is produced 'can
be used to make' pot holders, beanies;'
glace rat; and rugs

-

BOX LOOM

Supply an assortment of boxes, such as cigar, cheese, apple, and
other tYpes. 'Awn a loom-is made from a large box, such as a
fruit sbox, a narrow Piece of wood rcr-: be. sawed off both sides to
make them lower than the sides of the box. Sandpapei" the -efgesi.
Lowered sides on the box`make weaving easier for the children.
Nail tke brads equal distance apart on the two narrow ends. :Stang,
the loom in the same manner-as the simple wooden loom.

SIMPLE WOODEN LOOM

Materials: Tre:To short strips of soft pine (1" x 2 ") sanded
Two longer wooden strips
Brads (1" long)
Carpet warp or string
Yarn
Cardboard shuttle

1. The two short strips are nailed on top of -
the two longer woOden strips to form a
frame :'of sUitable size,'

2. Brads -should be nailed on the short ends,
evenly at yhatever distance desired

. Start at any corner with-the 'carpet wasp
or' string and tie ftto the corner nail
Stietch opPosite side and go, around

e backs of two .it back, and
op it -b`ehind the- second and third nails,

hen back to the opposite side and so- on
until the stringing of the. loom. .is .coMpleted

16-
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SIMPLE -WOOLiEN;.1,0011.--: continued

The 'yarn for the weft lengths. can be
precUt to -lengths -4.'j..zi-ches longer. than

..the' width of, the laoia (thi. is recom-
mended for younger

. Or a cardboard shUttle can be made and
the long p-lece.Of yarn tiedthrough
the eye
The weft is woven tintil .the length:is
used. up and theproceSY iS repeated to
conclusion-

. PEcture frames, wooden-.rulerS,: and wooden
baaids caz also be used for thiS type of
loom



-OATMEAL OR- SALT BOX LOOM

Mark off notches at'the top and bottom of the box as for a flat
caraboard pulse lOomr A few minutes of experimenting will easily
show haw to string the loom.

Fold *in half a 9X12 inch or larger
sheet of cons truceion,paper , depending
on grade level .

Cut 1", or or 3/4" wide -slits-
3. -.Ctit strips of paper any width deltired

andweave over and under
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CONSTRUCTION PAPER STRIP LOOM- -. continued

CARDL,ARD PURSE Leek

This is =dee the saine way as the
board loom; except- the warp-thread is
She cardboard.. Aiways have an uneven

simple rectangular card-
strung on both sides of
number-.of warp, threads.

RECTANGULAR C.AR- DBOkkRD LOOM

Materials: -

procedure:

Heavy piece -of cardboard (9x12" or larger)
Yarn
Shuttle, (piece of cardboard or wooden-ice
cream stick)

1. N6tch two 9" sides --half an inch
for yc...ger children and a_quarter
of an (inch for upper grade children



2....String the warp threads back-and forth
the length-of the *-ardboard and under
the notches"

,Now iS-ready"-to add the-
zontal threads called the woof or the :
weft .

. The weft. yarn is wound, around the shuttle _
The weft threats go., over .and under the
warp threads the full width of the loom

the\children to weave - .evenly -; each-
.rOw of weft ..must be evenly 'placed before
the.next row is started; show the impot-'
tence-,tef even-tensicaneStraight edges
A pieee of mask a .-.pladed over the
warp threads help .hold them in that ;
general area;'.as the .weaving progresses,
the masking- -tape `May .be- Moved to another'

When-the :piece is finished, remove it.
from:. the To.= and overcast:. the two :ends
'So that, the weaving- will not ravel out ..

A. purse may -.be made from this type of
-woven piece, :by. folding it,over; sew

the, ,

ends together and-add-'.a 4.pper to the
Other eide;.-several, aE 'these rectangles
woven together,may be sewed.:togethee for

-.,an-afgha#, doll blanke,s, or 'a rug for a.
coil honse



.07

Soda straws
Large beads or buttons
Yarn, _

1: Cut the soda straws into '4" lengths
Measure-.four lengths of carpet warp,
string, or_ cotton filler' and allow

some.. extra fol.' fringe^ and shrinkage
Tie a large knot at the end of each

warp thread -with. a large bead or
button to prevent it from pulling
through the, straw

. Push one -warp thrqugh each of" the
pieces of . straw

. Tie the fou'r warps at the other end
together into a knot
_Tie one ': end of the.weaving ma.teria
( the weft) to an outside_ straw,--and
carry _the'weft over-:and .under. alter-

_nating the straws . 4\

When- another length of weft is n ed,

-simply tie it onto the old one and
arrange the weaving so _that these_knots
are all on the underside of the-work
Keep pushing the woven material down
onto the length of the warp, it _should
Nick down.' firmly and entirely %cover the

Warp- .

Finish off with knotting fOr a fringe

or stitching on the seiiing- machine

ere are many ways' these 'narrow bands
can...be used: 'sewed together for purses,
belt's, hair bands, or head bands



ProcedUie:

Cardboara
Crepe paper and/or yaTn-

1. On the cardboard draw two' circles:
one abqut 2" greater in diameter than.
'the finished bowl should be, the other
.to be the bottom
Divide the circumference into equal
parts for two-strand weaving, or divide
it into unequal number of parts for
one-strand weaving (one-strand weaving
is easier for the lower grade children)
Do not let the divisions be more thah
lk" wide at the outer edge

4. Connect the division to the center by
lines
Make a dot to each side 'of 'the divi-

. sion line where it is cut by thefinner
circle; this forms triangular points
toward-the denter'; cut these points aWay:.
If a gaskt or -bowl is to be waven,.bend
the o up to the inner circle._

. Weaving is. with 1r' wide stripsi,of.
crepe paper that have beened by-
hand, or with yarn..



ROUND CARDBOARD LOOM - continued

8. For weaving with an -un number of
spokes ;" paste one 'end o r -the twisted
crepe paper to the bottom- of one of

.- the spokes (at. the inner circle); pro-'
-ceed to-weave the strand under and--
.over the spokes

9. Idhen\ the strand is- used up-, paste the,
end of a new strand-to the last one
and roll the patched ends between the
fingers. and proceed to weaye_ to the

-veryi4; paste-the end; a little of
the Cardboard -spokes will show

.. 'ifor double strand "weaVing vw-fth the
even number_ of apokes, slip- the iniddle
of one of the strands around a Spoke
a

.

the bottom--airnd up under
-L.--

the, first .s-poke; take -the, original top,_
end of the strand down .over tife first
spoke and tip under the second..spoke;
proceed, .always taking the back -atrand
down -under and 'up before' you let loose
of -it; this' is important for
Weaving . .

fOr binding, use three strands of the
. ..

saw* twisted crepe .paper and braid
it into a loose flat braid_

12 . Cover exposed bottom_ of the bOwl. with
wheat paste:or school .paste; lay one
end -clowij in the paste against the weair-
iitg andrcoil- it around in smaller circles
till.the,bottom is covered; repeat this
on the cent part on the opposite side

13. Put 'paste o the exposed cardboard at
the top to:yr./the bowl and place the braid
on the inside edge, letting it extend
a little above the edge and continue
with 'it entirely around the bowl; also
repeat thi,s -Oic the outer top edge of
the bowl; .pastt :the -ends

/4. Add handles and- you have baskets; .these
can be varnished

,



heddle.

warp threads.

shuttle

weft thieads-

( Hungarian Redd le- Loonr).

711aterials:- Popsicle ,sticks' (9 or 11 per- lo-om.

or tongue dePressors -

Cardboard;`- : :

Tani;
<

Procedure:
.__.

1. 'Drill a hole; in: the" center . ach
length-w4se stick-;*.ehichWill ld."
every pt leer, warp thread

2; Glue, and tie_ two _sticki to each_F-.en

(top and bottora)::t6 hoid::the stick
in-placeir.-ti_a,e-spaces:-betweentheTs-ti-ck-S

for . every..other warp .:thread;
Makes a heddle device which .allows the,
alternate warp thread to slide up end
down 'in the _long grooves as one weaves

. One end of the- warp is faatened to the
weavers belt and the other to a door -:

knob, Chair, or .nail '
4. Insert three pieces of. cardboard .(I"x6")

into the warp threads .(at the end nearest
the weaver) by and _lowering the
loom .

.

5. Begin weaving with. the:yarn you have
wrapped-around the _cardboard shuttle

6. :Push the -loom 5:lown to pass the shuttle
through from right to, left and .lift it
to : .pass 'tite._. shuttle from 'left to. right

-pack. the :,W -1-ven threads dOmpactXy

a wide tOothed -comb; --this is called a
`tie lt

There are various way
bent; otting the ends f the warp
threads_ together lock; 1.11 the weft
threads so they will not unravel; weft
threads; _can be knotted 'into two of the
warp threads to hold it -secure.-;-

sh the

I. 7 1
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BELT LOOM - continued-
.

, .
length can be left'as a fringe and

a simple. knOt tied' ta secure the
belt; an alternate methOd is- to cut

111:.

off the fringe, turn under the ends,
..and sew them -down. tightly; -ix loop
of_yarn and a large :widen button

. will make the fastening

REED WEAVING

Materials:

Procedure:

Reeds
Round wooden. base,
Reed spokes

1. Before starting,' the reeds must be
soakeil in water; to start a basket,
a round wooden bAse with an odd' number
of -holes into -which 'reed spokes-are..

,.inserted may be used
These ,spokes can be cut, any length
desired, depending. on the size and
height the basket is to be
Lets spokes extend 2kv, 'below the base -

and finish by weaving ill" such a way
as -to lock" the ends

4. The damp round reed is woven in the
same manner as simple weaving,_ 'over
and under

5. The top edges can be finished by lock-
ingthe ends; handles' may be attached

BRAIDED MATERIAL WEAVING

NOterials:

Procedure:

Cotton, silk, wool, or nylon materials
(torn or cut into strips)

Larg'b upholstery.
Coarse "carpet warp'

i. Take strips of Material and sew them,.
into longer'lengths; they should be
"rolled into balls for easier handling
-Take, three strips and bi-aidthem;
keep the tension as even .4s possible.;
a _loose, T4aid.is preferred

N,



BRAIDED MATERIAL WEAVING - coat ad

3.5 4/ben enough braided lengths have, be4n
made, use a .'--"T.3e---upholstery needle-
and 'carpet warp; begin. the sewing of
the rug with the braid twisted into_
a small-circle or and sew -'around
and ,around until the braid gives out
or the desired size-is

-

a



- MACRAME -

Materials:

Procedure

Yarn, cord, twine, jute, or line

'1*. This project can be used to make head,=

bands, belts, guitar .straps, -edging..

f jor- curtains, dresses, ackets, etc.-
To measure yarn, take length of arti-
cle and use, four times that length:.
(ex:' belt to. be:301' -.-=- each piece- of
yarw4should be 120" long)

. The width of the article "is--determined -

by_ hOw many,rows-oriTtni ots desire4; "One
knot requires- foUr /lengths, of yarn; the
usual belt or headband will require

.- ...

about two rows' of knots (depending u
the type of yarn or: string used)
Lay all strings out on the floor and
tie the- entire.'group of strings At a
knot in the, Middle (figure 1 next page)- .

5. Roll up one end in a ball 'and-: wrap with .":

two rUbbet band's; this Nrill make your.
wo-kkeasei- to "handle (figure 2)

.6. Wrap each string once around a pencil
to sepatate them; for: knotting (figure 3)
after knotting about five or six rows -,
Zhis: can be 'removed 7 ''---7\"1 '.

7. 'Make a row of knots (remember: each
knot requires' four strings), alternate
each row: first row has two knots, .sec- ---

and row has one knot, third row has two
.....,-,--

.
-knots fourth row has one knot, etc.

8 / Work ng with eactt, group of four strings,
pla e the string on the far ,right of a
group over the middle two, under. the
last ;figure' 4)

'
Take the. last string and place it under

.. the middle two _end over:-, th,e far.-righ.t -
--i--

.

-string (figure
/0 Pull the knot, sliding ,;it up' the middle

.two strings. "(figure 6

NOW YOU HAVE IT.AF_A

To _Complete the4:no t. 'prode'ss is

zepeafed- starting on t e trppaiipe ailie; 2'.
ft. the- far-, ;left :string- is placed over yhe-

tWo strings and under the far,'
right string (figure '7)
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-MACRAME (Continued)"
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MACRAME (continued)

12. The far right string is placed under'
the-midd-le-two-an.d over .the far left
string "(figure 8)

13... The knot is now complete,' the same pro- _

cess is repeated 'with the remaiting- -
group or. groups of four. strings. (figures
'10 and 11)
When both knots are complete, the two

- outside. strings on _each side are sep.
-erste& and the four strings ,in the .

middle are k6otted in the same 'manner
described .

.

15; Repeat this proceis =until the proper
_7.%length is 'Achieved -(figUre 15)

16.... When the end of the piece is. reached;
the< stringis can be tied.:either. way
shown_ in figure 16 and the extra
string can be used - as fringe .

.mil onYMPON 111
111
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MACRAME (ccnitirrued)
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MACRAME (continued)

Variations:

Figure 1.8

. .

;When knotting, the starting
-string-in--the grodp._of_.four_____
determines. hose ,-)the. knot .come

out; in figure &7, the ktiot'

is ..staited .wi.' -the. far .right

string; in fl."' _re 1814'...the knot
isa 'started wi. *the far_ /eft .,:-.-.-..
string; when- using- two or more
different colors of yarn for a
belt% the design'will come out
looking even. if the 'knot in
-fgure17- is used on the far'.
right. 'edge. of the belt -and.. the

knot in figure 18 is used for,

the far left edge.
2. Beads may be placed on the

. yarn 'and -tied in with the
knots Or hung from the.
bottom edge of the belt

. As in all weaving, tens ion
should''be kei* the same -.
throughout the .pieee . or

t? the width of the. length
will vary as to the tight.:
- ness or looseness of the

ots .

. 11 hangings 'May be made by
starting the piece on a
length of wood or metal for .

e
. easy hanging -

a

5. Variation can be made by just
knotting the middle strings :

for_ a few -inches and then:

knotting the outside strings,.
_then altetnating, again as .in,
figure 1St, this .will, leave .

' -spaces in the. piece; drift
wood, material, or- any .number
of things can be -Maven into

. these spaces for an interesting
effect

k
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Periodicals

* AMERICAN ARTIST .

Watson-Guilt ill Pub. Co.,-2160 P ttersOn St. 'Cincinnati,
R Ohio, 452714.: "Lth-ly except Jul -August: $8.00.

. An. adult magazine. 11* senior gh school Students.
_BeaUtiful,illustrations, some color.

ARTIST, JR. .
J -

1346 .Ghapel St., New. Haven, Conn., '06511:c: $4.00.

The sub-title i8- "The Art 164gazine for 'the- Classroom."
Since it is indeiced, in -Subje6t Index to Children"s
Magazines,:.the- school library should have a copy. It
is au. attractive 8. page magazine with illustrations in
'color and in. black and white. EaCh issue i "on same

, topic 'such <as Holiday Greetings, &Ur Town,* Men Who'
.Made -Or Capitol, Color, etc. '\

ART NEWS
Newsweek., Inc. .444 ladieon Ave.-, New YOrk, -14"
10022. Monthly, 'Septembet-4une $11.50.

Ir
Articles .about- tists 'and movements; .many illuittfc
caw nting the text; international art news; competi-
tions scholarships; exhibitsI\ , :

ARTS.ARD ACTIVITIES -

Publishers' Development corp., 8150 Central .Park, Ave.,
Skokie,. Ill. MoiithlycePt. July and August. $7.096

. .

.Contains excellent-'motivation for 'artwork inImany.
Creativity rather than .copying is streeitek in all types.
of- at._ For .t lementary- thr-bugh senior high' school. .Also-
publishes a Yearbook. $2.50: -

DESIGN
1100 -Waterway Blvd ., Indianfmolia, Ind. 46202 Bi-emotttblY
except July. an& August .

Emphasis on indus ial and. commercial art, also on creative
art._ All ages...,. a. lease's. -



-".

S61001.. ARTS
Worcester, Mass. 01608. Monthl eMber-June. $7.00.

Drawing as well as crafts is emphasized. The magazine

slanted towai.e.art education.

s

..

.,v

Our special thanka. to the.Bureau of. Elementary Curriculum
Development, York-State .

Education ,Depai-tment for Let -

ting us Model .t s art -guile after -.the New York- State

Curriculum Guide.

1 4-1
--j_
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GLOSSARY

Abstract

cAesthetics
casthetics)

AnalOgOilS400lors,

Applique

N

- .

A type of art derived from realism but
Stripped of most or' all details, leav-
ing only basic essentials by the use of
lines, shapes, colors, and:texturea.
It also may include art executed with-
out reference to actual objects.

SepAitivity to beauty and art. The
phAbsophy of beauty. .

Those colors situated next to each
other on the color Wheel.

The application, sewing, or. fastening
of one Materiel upon another for,orna-.
mentation.-

Architect A person who designst plans, aid oVer-
sees the construction of buildings,

Architecture The art or science of building. AL_

building or 'structure made by man.

Area

Artist

Armature

Any flat surface.

One who works with sensitivity in the
arts such as painting, sculpture,
graphics, ceramics, textiles, etc.

A framework of or wood.used inside
a piece of senlptnre to support it until
the substance of'which it is made hard-
ens or becomes firm.

Arrangement AnOrderly 4e7sika_ or array of shapes,
lines, or objects,

Asymmetrical Bavingsa-vesuai,balance not derived from:
symmetry. Containing dissimilar sizes,
shapes-, 6plorS, etc.., on the opposite
sidei of an aid or middle line.

Background Those'poitions or areas of a compost-
tion which are in back of -the primary-
or .dcminaut subject matte or.desiga-:'
areas.

y.
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Balance

Balaa wood

Bas-relief

Batik

Equilibrium. established by harmonious
arrangements. The counterpoise of
visual weights of values and shapes
in a design.

A lightweight wood used for carving
and making models.

Sculpture in which the figures project
slightly from the background.

A process of covering certain areas. of
cloth with wax in a design before dip-'
ping the fabric into dye. When the wax.
is removed by a warm iron, the area
covered by it is exposed, revealing the
original color of-the fabric.

Beater Device with which each row of weaving
is beaten to mike the work firm and
even.

Bisque Clay hardened by exposure to high tem-
perature and not glazed,

. Block letters

Block print

Brad

Simple, angular lettersof uniform width
frequently used foi posters.

A design cut-Amto any material such as
linoleuMF..or wood for reproduction pur-.
poses. AUp a product ofthis process.

f

A thin, small-headed nail, often a
finishing nail.

.1

Brayer A small roller, usually of rubber,-for
inking blocks, type, 0,- plates by hand.

Burlap A coarsely woven textured cloth, usually
of jute.

Calligraphy

',Capital letter

Caricature .

NJ

Beautiful handwriting or penmanship,

A large letter used at the beginning
of a sentence or a4proper tame.

A descriptkve picture marked by ridic-
ulous exaggeration or distortion.

13;
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Cartoon

_Carving

Casein .

.
Center of interest.-

Ceramics

Chlircoal.

Chasing

Chiaroscuro

Chip carving

chisel'-

,Chroma

Clay

,471,,iglfe,"

r . s#

C 10i 13 614107

Coil method.

I

A.Preliminary drawing for a.painting.
Also,a sketchy picture or caricature.-

The-art_or craft of'making designs or
sculpture by cutting or chiseling.

A

A heavy, water-soluble paint-with,a

0

The ittirt of composition first.to attract
attention. ,

\
The term used for the art of mradingc
modOlpg, and objects. in

r

A type of pencil or stick used for-draw-
ing obtained 'by imperfect. combustion of
organic Matter,,umally-wood.' .

,..t.

A method of ornamenting-metal,or other'.
surfaces by engraving or indenting it.

The distriblItion,of light's and shades
in a picture. A style of art using
only light and dark.

1
Carving in. soft woods by reMO4ini:small
chips of simple design.

A cutting tool_with a beveled edge used
for cuttbag, engraving, or carving.

The. relative purity of a colOr. ColOi,

intensity. -

.

A nstpural earthy material, plastic-when
wet,"that id used for pottery cr model-
ing.

, (
kmethod of enameling in which sex-JO
of petal or eloisons arelrolderea415, a
best, forming-,tells into.whicti enaal
is poured andfused., .. .

-
,

A process ,.of making pottery by ro ling
.

pl,pce)S of Clay which"are
used to'build up the,sides of bowls or
dottainers,
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Collage An arrangement of various materials
pasted or fastened to a flat surface.

Color -A sensation evoked as a response to the
stimulation of the eye and its attached
.nervous nechaniams by radiant energy of

. _

.certain wave-lengths and intensities.

ComPlementary.colors Thote:Colord opposite each other on the
7CoiorWheel, which, When mixed together'
in-equet'amounts, produce a. neutral tone.

.

Compose To arranie.into a compotition.-

Composition The a ,rtof,combining the parts of a work
to 'produce a harmonious whole. The way

- in *Rich areas of a.drawineor painting
relate to each other.

A.mixture of clay' aud.glalze with &pre-
, determined melting point used to time

firings of ceramics in a kiln.

One who is a co*Oitent critical judge
of anything.
.

. Construction The three - dimensional arrangement of
4.7o or more forms into a built-up design
using wire, wood, or s varietyof mate -
rials .

\.
01742teltr An ontline-or border creating the illusion

of mass in space.

The opposition or unlikeness of. things
compared.

;

Cone

0,Connoisietrr,

Cool colors

Correlation

Crafts

Those colors suggesting a sense of cool--
nets such as green, blueesand violet.

A.relationthip between'things.:that are
so connected .ofte implies t4e oher.

The'practical,applied area of art
ing skill in.structuring or handitaft.

Creative Using imagination to produce something
new out of existing Materialt. HAVing
the desire to create. -

A
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Crayon

Crayon- resist

Cubism

.

Dadaism

Design

Diorama

e

DominanceO

Drawing

5.

z.

A slender pigmented cylinder used for
drawing or marking,. usually made of
wax.

The use of.crayon drawing over which
water color is applied-. The-wax
binder in the crayon rejects` the
watercolor.

A post - impressionistic movement...in art,
originating. in Prance',, circa 1904,
which objects 'in natUre are--reduced to
gebmetric planes, facets, or pasSages,
often overlapping or. transparent. The
subject matter Is frequently difficult
or impossible to idenify. Picasso and
Braque are credited with. originating
the movement, r.

A moveTent in 'art which devoted its
energies.ana talent principally to
destroying; ridiculing, and challenging
those Academic and traditional, art forms
which had grown stagnant,. and tnicreative:

. \
..,The arrangement of component parts .Which
make up a composition or other work.or
art. Also, the prelimiaay.plaa for
same. :,-

k.small, scenic representation with
diminutive three-dimensional_ figures
and landscape objects in .front of a
painted backdrop. Often enclosed, in
a small box,. ill atiaated, ,and viewed

from a small opening.

A'governing design Principle or.point
of emphasis in a work of art,,. possessing
ascendancy over,::6ther4factors in: the

, .

design.
,,

.
,

al_
a ,. :. .

A .wooden or met 1-46d;, circular in cross.
. . _.

section. .,.
.

s.

Theme act of creating a picture by means
of an arrangement of_lines made with a
marking iustrument such as a pencil,
crayon, charcoal, pert,. or brush. 'Also,
the picture so-created. ;

197'
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Easel.

Elements ipf deiign

Elliptical

Emboss

Einbroider

Emphasis

Enamel .

Encaustids

a

Englobe

EnsaiairiAg

.

EsthetIcs,

Etching

T %,

A,stain or coloring agent whichis of
such-fineness and solubility that it
is used in solution to change. the color
of fibers and fabrics.

A framework'used to support a painting
surface at a convenient height and .angle
for the artist. .

Line,form, space, color, texture.
essentials of all we see.

(
Pertaining -to an ellipse or/foreshortOned
(perspectively flattened) circle.

To decorate or embellish the surface
with a raised-design.

The e-art of decorating a fabric,.paper,
or other pliable material with raised :
needlework designs, using.ccilored Or,
metallic- threads and other fibers.

That portion or aspect of a design or
picture in which the most intense,ex--
pression is found.

Prefired glass Which is ground to a
powder, applied to metal surfaces, and
refired and fused to the surface by
exposure to extreme heat in a kiln...

.

The art of painting with colored.rn
.:'-which is fused to the painting surface
by exposure to heat.

- .

,Variouily colored clays which are thinned
to a creamy. .consistency and,used,as a
surface decorating-slip (liquid-clay)-.
on ceramic objects.

f

The process of.scratching a line design
into a metal plate withNa,stylus, rub7-
bing ink into .she lines, and printing
the .design on paper.

See Aesthetics

An engraving process in Which the llnes
are eaten into the metal plate.by an acid.

3
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Experiment,:

Expressionism

Eye level.

In art, an exploratory, trial-and-error.
process by means of which one learns to
manipulate line, color, forms, and space
in various media to achieve desired
results

A broadly varied term used toodeseribe
those art movements .in which. the -artists
are more concerned with the expression
of emotion than-with.controlled design
or representation.

The inferred horizontal line which
passes through the optical center of
a picture.

Fabric A cloth made by weaving, knitting, or
compressing fibers together.

Facade The front elevation of a building..

Fantasy

FauVism

anger painting

Unrestrained imagination and.the results
thereof. Fantasy has little or no basis
in reality..

An art movement following impressionism
in France, the participating artists of
which had in common with each
other, except/for the desire to paint
freely and expressively, without2the
rules and restrictions of academic
realism and impressionism. '

A-painting process in which a picture
is formed by spreading a special water -
soluble paint on a non-porous paper by
means of the fingers,... hands, and fore-
arms.

firing The process of submitting clay work or
enamels to extreme heat in a kiln.

An- alcohol - thinned shellac or plastic
spray which-is applied to Charcoal,.
Chalk, or pastel drawing to prevent
rubbing ,off-;---

Color which dries with a dull, non-
glossy surface.

Fixative

Flat color

1 9-P;
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Foam glass

r

Ground slass, carbon, and 'sulphur,
highly expanded by gaseousabubbles and
/baked in blocks. Designed aninsu-
lating material, 1t serves deally as
an easily carved. sculptura medium.

Foil" Thin sheeti of metal. ;

Foreground

;..

Fore-shorten

Free form

Fresco

Frieze`

Those portions, areas, Or aesgn elements
which occupy the forward areas in a com-
position and which comprise, the primary
pictorial or design interest in 'the com-
position.

To shorten by proportionately contracting
in the directions of depth so that an
illusion of- projection or extension in
space is obtained.

One of the "elements of =design " (apart
from color, line, spaCe, and texture)
which is involved with solid masses and
shapes, or their representations.

. Form and shape which do not::.tonform to
specifically defined contours,.AMoeboid
in nature, nongeametric,.and generally
non-representational.

. :
Futurism' . An art movement originating in Italy,

. comparatively recently. It is allied
. r 'with cubism, but'is more representa-

- ,
tional in nature. It is explosively
emotional in its effort to express the
dynamlc,chaniges in human living, both

,
-:..

N
.

.
in the present and the projected future.

..

.

A painting technique iii which water-
. soluble paint is applied to, a moist

. ,plaster surface. The 'paint sinks into
'the plaster,.creating a permanent
chemical bond.

In architecture, the horizontal band
on the supporting wall below the roof.

. In Greek temples, the r ze is getter-
ally ornamented in sculpt ral relief
of A story-telling sort.

; N



Genre Painting in which scenes and objects
of everyday life are represented
realistically.

Geometric. Pertaining.to the basic regular shapes
of mathematics, such as triangles,
squares, circles, cubes, rectangles,
cylinders.

Gesso A chalky, white plaster'wtich is often
spread on wooden or masonite panels as
a surface for painting.

Gesture drawing A freely:and quickly sketched drawing
expressing deliberate motion.

Glaze The thin glasslike surface generally
found on pottery. Also a, thin trans-.
parent layer of-paint app ed over
another color to modify

Glossy Smooth and shinning, polished.

Gothic

Gouache

.

Grayed rcolors .

.Greenware
,

Grog

Pertaining to the arts and architecture
of medieval Europe, especially the church
architecture of France and Germany.

.

A method of painting with opaque white.
pigment and other colors in a water-,

soluble gum base.

A chisellike tool with a U- or. V-shaped
end.

Painting, drawing, engraving, and other
arts involving the use of lines or
.strokes upon a flat surface.

Colori whichi%tave been neutralized by.
the addition of;complemehtary colors.

Clay objects which have been air dried,
but. which havie not yet been fired in a
kiln. i

Ceramic material which has been fired
and ground into fine fragments. Grog.

may be mixed With moist clay to give
addAd'stability and to lesien shrinkage
during firing..
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Grout

Gum arabic

'Harness

Heddle

Highlight

Horizon line

Horizontal

Icon

A fine plaaterlike cement used.to fill
in the spices between the tesera in
mosaics.

A gum obtained generally 'from the mimosa
,tree. Solution made from gum arabic is

. used as.a binder for pigments or ceramic
glazes. -

.A state of "visual rightness" and com..
patibility between colors or. parts. of

. a design or composition giving an:effect
of an esthetically pleasing whole.

The part of a loOm 'Comprising the needles,
by means of which the warp threads are
raised and depressed.

Frame, cords, or wires with eyes, through
which the warp threads are passed.

'A spot or area in a drawing or paintin
which is of the very lightest value);

A,generally horizontal line in a picture
where earth and sky meet.

Parallel to the horizon and at righ
anglesvto a vertical line.

That property by. mean of which we ideh-
tify a color by name and distinguish it. ,

from other colors. For example; red, Y

yellow, and blue are'three'differenrhues.:,

An image or_repreSenteitton, generally
of.a religious nature. In the Western
-church, an icon may be-sdulptural, but
in the Eastern church it t always
be a flat image.

Illumination .
The adornment?of a letter, manuscript.
page, or boolewAh brilliant colors,.
gold, silver, elaborate flourishes,
miniature designs, etc. An art-2devel
opedby the monks.ol the medieval
church.

3



Illustration

xessionism

A picture designed'to elucidate and
decorate a story, poem, or other writing.

An art movement, essentially realistic,
in which the painter attempts to depict-
the effects'of a light as it is reflected
from oblects. Generally--painted in out-
of-door light impressionistic paintings
have heavily textured biushstrokes,
red outlines; pure colors, and an absence
of brown, or black pigments. Orinated
in France3' circa 1870, .aa.a reac=-..on to

academic realism.
. .

.
Cutting a:design'or picture into a smooth
surface such as clay, linoleum, wood, or
soap, etc., using a 'sharp-Tointed tool.'

The brilliance, brightness, or-=dullness
of 'a color. .When a hue is pure, its
-Intensity is greatest. -When- it is lulled
'iqith-"bi.ack, white, or its.comPlement,
its intensity is lessened.

rft,

.A style of. type in which the characters
:slant upward to the right. Used to
-,:denoie,-'6Mphasis; .importance, antithesis,.-.

etc.

An,oven.(electr:,;,,gas,,or woodftred)
capable df reaching extremely high heats.
Iri art:senercily td-fire ceramic
:or enamelled objects.

Pertaining-to t1.1 sense,- which is felt
in-the large movement'. of the joints,
muscles,'and tendons.- The free and
soinewbflt unconscious drawing which is
dzme 1; 7Droad, rioinhmic Sweeps. of the
arm and hand.

A. spirit vgrrE.sh, such as shellac or,
more'propeilyi a natural varnish ob-
tained in lapin and-China from the sap
of the sumac tree. It is clear, may
be biightly'pclished, and is .applied
in multiple, thin coatings on wood or
over painted surfaces.
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Layout

Lettering The art of arrgnging letters to form :

words and phrases. It is a hand process
done with pens, brulthes, inks, etc. and'
should not be confused with printed
letters.

c4
Light In drawing or painting, that part of a-

'-picture which represents those areas
upon.which.lighE is supposed to fall,
as opposed to those areas which repre
sent shadows.

The preliminary plan for the arrangement
of the parts of a design or picture.

Line

Linear,design

Linoleum

.Lithography

Local color

Loom

Lowercase letters

1-Sacriani

A continuous mark made by a pencil,
brush, crayon, etc., forming an element

4of,a design as opposed,to shading or
)color.

.

A design, representatioeal or abstract,
composed of lines without solid areas
of tone or color.

A floor covering composed of ground
cork and resinous bindeh laid over
a burlap ba91cing. Used in art as a
printing medium similar to the wood.
block.

The art or process of drawing with a
greasy medium on a smooth stone or
metal surface, applying ink to the
design in multiple copies.

.
-

That color.which is intrinsic to the
surface of an. object as opposed to
color reflected from other objects or
sources of light.

A framework or machine for interweaving
yarns or-threads into a fabric.

Small letters as opposed to capital
letters such as a, b, c, instead of
A, B, C.

An ancient art of knotting

2
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A banter like ,tool generally. made of
wood, leather;'.or rUbber, rather than

-,
metal and havirit a large striking
surface. -

...- MWmulagript Words written or lettered by hand as
. . .opposed to.printed words;-- _ %

, A doll or puppet bairilai free-M-oving.
joints and suspended;,trOm a network
of strings by means42Vidlichitim

.t- operator ConirOls-,,itC4Rov&men.

In pictorial ,works 1.4.tne areas of color, :,

. texture, or .tone.. Its csCiaiture, goner-
, , ally- large areas pE solichmediftm as

opposed, to the open spaces-betweesn or '-
.around-them .. -

. ?
,._.,

.

A smoothor textured cArdboard used--to
surround a picture with an unornamented
area. An opening is cut-.in the mat

* -slightly. 'smaller than the picturs, which
. is secured in place behind the, mat.

,

Materials Anything tangible that mayqie used in
the creation,. of a two- or' three-
dimensional work.

. Having a dull or noglossy, but genpgally
uniformly colored surface.

.

Medium (media) The paint, clay, penci1s-,.Chalks, or
.:. N , other materials by means of which the,

.artist expresses his,creative ideas
in visual form..

.1Wrionette

Mat-

Matte.' ,

Middle ground

--. Mobile
- .

Mode l-

cP;

J

That part-of a painting or picture half-
way between the spectator and the distancg,
or background. ,

A sculptural design wi many parts
which-move in free but delicately
balanced orbits, in relation to one
another-

1) To sculpture in a soft, plastic mate-
rial such as clay or wax
2) A. person who poses for an artist
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Modeling

Mold

Monochromatic

liondgram

*./

Monoprint

r.

MOntage,

a

Motif

Mural

Naturalistic
.

-Negative space

?.

4

4

1)'Sculpturing)with a soft Plastic
material-iuch as clay or wax
2).' Posing for an

A coi-acaVity anything is shaped.
dicdat

HaVing Only_one dolor

-

.A character or cipher compos'ect-'of two
or more singlsD.iettera interwoven;and-
Combligd to form...a-single character;

-00Mmonly'used tb_symboltze A.persop._
or an idea

A design in inks: or other moist or oily
pigments, which is intended to be reprO-
duced only once by being pressed_together:
with a single'sheet of

A piciuretomposed of many heterogeneous
pieces of-jother pictures, printed matter,
or textures. The pieces are glued to:a
background in_.overlapping fashion to -,

Create a newly unified design.

A state of mind, feeling, or heart as'
reflected in a work or art through'
color, line, form, texture, and space;

A picture Composed 'of many small separate
bits Of clay, glass, marble, paper, etc., -
which are cemented to a baCkground.

A salient design feature..in a work of
art which characterizes the work and
which may occur once or repeatedly.

A picture, generally a large one de-
signed to decorate a wall.

_Adhering closely to or copying forms
as they appear in nature.

, The-unoccupied but definitely circum-
scribes; and delimited space existing
between and among masses and shapes in
a composition. For example,- the bole
which remains after a shape has been
cut from a piece of paper. .
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Neutral- ors

'Nonobjective

Nib

Oblique

Oblong.

Opaque

1

, Colors which have been grayed by the
addition of thiir.complements.

Pertaining .to a pi6isure or sculpture
which neither derives frOm nor proposes
to represent au object 'found_ in nature.

/fn 7' s

The pointed, fiat, or rpund0. writing
surfaces of a Pen. -

Slanting: neither horizontal nor
vertical.

A rectangle with unequal adjacent sides.

Impervious to light, not transparent.

Order' .

.
. In architecture, a style of building,

.
eepecially, of colums a.4.4 capital, Buell
as'the'Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian -

orders of qleek architecture.

Overglaze

Overlap

Palette

Palette Xnife

Papier -mache

Paraffin

A

1) Coloring Whi...ch is applied aver.dekamiC-,
glaze
2) Thin layers of transparent aint
applied over proviously.appl _paint
to.modify it.

.

To extend over and beyond', as one
object extending over another:

1) A thin board with,a thumbhole
.one endfor holding it, on which an
arti'mt). lays and,maxes his colors
21 The set or range of colors- used,;
by an:artist.

A smell knife, used for applying paint
thickly toia painting. 4,

A sculptural medium- composed of wet,
mashed. paper with a paste binder, the
consistency' of oatmeal when wet, but
hard and rigid when' dry.

An inflammable, easi/y.melted, wet' de
rived from petroleum. Used as both
a/carving'and modeling medium.
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Parallel , _... .

Existing aide by side ;at an equal dis-,
Lance,, but never meetlitg:no *Atter how

a.
1 far extended. . '-' i ..,

.. .
0 . .

'.. Pastel color Color which, is- high in value {light) ,

-d ..
- . and low in ,intensity (soft);

Y.' ;

1

Pastels -Highly refined and- ground, pigments
:.... ..- pressed into chalklike -stidts 'for, -drawing. .

.-,-. ---0.'., . .-- . - ,
. Pattern 1) Anything- designe as a guide -dr model

..

.

.. for making identical -replicas of an

' 1 - original, form
,.. . 2) The effect produced by. the repetition'.

1

4 ...(4 , ,, of- many small and similar ";design. motifs.
.. i---
.....,--4. - - n a 6.1.,rglisic,e. .-

1 4

Period
, .

'A length of time in the histor'y, of art.
which is characterized by a partiaular
style of draWing, painting, sculpture" .
or architecture. _ ,. , ,

. .

Perspective The art an science repreeenting
threerdimensional surface by, means of
:a coayleinetwork of straight liines.
:and vanishing points.: 'C'"

: .. .f
. .

Photography The process of making pictures by expos-
ins light-sensitive emulsions tojight.

a

Pictorial Having the qualities ,of a picture and I
generally, though not necessarily, -
representing objects ---1..n. nature.

Pigment

Pinch pot.

'Plane

Plastic-

Substance which imports color to paint,
inks, chalks, crayons, etc.

A pot whictiis made from lump of clay;
ithelltmip is 1.4:erked with the fingers
until a pot is formed.

A flat. surface,.

1). A material capable'of being formed,
moldedRr modeled, such as clay, plaster,
or. wax.
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Plastic (can't

,Portrait

Positive. space

. Poster

v. A

2) Substances, both organic and- inor-
ganic, Which are arinade- and capable
of- being formed andl.qabidd.
3) Description of ttbise sculptural
tediniques..:_employing plastic._materisls.

Post- impressionism

Potter's wheel
.

°Pottery

../

i

Primary &olors

Print

Printing:

A. representation of a person, generally. -
of the face.

The occupied space within an area made,
by space.

A placard, gene,?ally decorative oi-Pic-
torial-,,intended to convey a message or
further a. cause or point of. view. -A

lim;ted_number of words are used in
conjunction with the pictorial aspects
of the .composition.

That period of art immediately following
impressionism which built upon the fd.un-.
dations of -these earlier movements,
adding new dimensions of individuality
and personal expression.

A mechanism used for -spinning clay
__TtOts,.. A. horizontak_disk revolves on
a vertical spindle, turning the clay
as the potter's hands shape. the pot.

Ware made of c1.4y and' fired in ..ceramic
kiln. a narrow' sense, 'the coarser
vessels called earthenware as opposed
to- the finer .ware called orcelain.

Those colors in %grms of which all other
colors may be described or frouvwhieh
all other colors may be evoked by mix-
ture. - In painting,,red, yellow, and
blue are the primary colors.,

A designreeulting fAM,the process of
inking the' surface of 'a plate upon
which cs.a. design has been incised or
built up and then transferred to paper,
cloth, or .any ,other material: °'

The process bymeans of whichsa design,
'letter, or picture is s'tar*ed:..,upon. a
paper, cloth, or other surface-.
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.Proportion.

_1

pet

Quill
a

Rasp

4
Realisn

The relationship of one part -to another

-.-or to the whole.

, A doll7like figure, created of various
iiindsof materials with jointed nubs,-
moved 131. h4cnd or%Stick or strings.

A feather, Wof a goose, formed into

.a pen-for writing.

f course form of file, having.separate

\,K

Vointlike teeth.

The painting tradition(in any society'
or time) in wh}ch the artist 'strives .*.

'toaChieve a naturalistic representation 0

of the external appearance of his sub--
ject matter.

Rae& A plant with a fibroui and pliant stem,
used used for such crafts as basketry
and weaving. Also, in a loom, the

, series-of. parallel strips that force
the weft up to the web and separate.the
threads of the warp.'

Relief In sculpture, figures which project from
a. background to which they are attached.
Cut deeply, thef are high relief;%cut
in g shallow fashion, they are low re-
lief or bas relief; sunken below 'the
surfaakof the background, they are

.

Repousse Process of decOrating metal by beating
!it into relief from the back, raising
the design in lowrelief on the front:_

Rhythm` An' element of design that establishes
a dynamic relationship and interclepend-

ence of parts of the artistic whale
.through recurrence of elements
of motion.

A recurring thread or tradition in art
characterized by freedom of treatment,'
adventurous subject matter, dynamic
compositional rhythms; resistance to
"ciassical order". '§

Romantic

-
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:

-'k casting_
- ,,

- ,-
.,

Sand The process of forming plaster, molten.
,...,

metal,
.

..,. Metal, cond./fete, etc., in a mold ;or -.--',,

. f
.

.:4- 'depression made in sand:-
,...

.
. ..

. -,

Saturation ,A propettY of1Color used to describe,.it.-

_

, , ; - the immensity or ,brillance of a hue.
,

\ . .

;ca le
.,

Relative dimensions withoutdifferenCedimensions
especially

. propoition in dimensions between'a
. .dr.awtng, map-, or model and,theoriginal

, thing represented.

Scoring ..7 Marking 'lines on paper. mith the p ressure
of-objects.such as nailfiles,46aCks of
sC:issois, etc., with the purpose of
using these lines as guides for folding
the'paper:'

Scratchboar A cardboard covered with two or more
coats of crayon. 'In scratching4ihrough
the top layer, lines of the underlying,

- colors are revealed.

Sculpture

Secondary colors
.

Carving, modeling, or structuring in a
variety of media to achieve a three-
dimensional design. It may-be represent--
ational or'abstract.. '

Those colors obtained by mixing two
primary colors. The.secondary colors
are orange, green, and purple.

Seiif A small line used to finish off a main
stroke of a letter. at the top and
bottom for decorativeness.'

N A

Sgralfito

'Shade

r
Shed

Decoration, generally ion .pottery, p ro-,
duced by scratching lines through's
thin outer layer of colored clay,
revealing the basic clay of the pot.

A deepened tone of a color achieved by-
the add tion of black.

Opening fog in.warp.through which
the Shuttle-is passed., when some of the
warp threads are raised and the rest



e:

Shed stick

Shellac

Shuttle.

Silhouette
"ola

Silk screening'

Sketch

Slip

'Space

Spatial reLionthipS..

Spatter painting

Sponge painting

A

Squeegee

Stabile 2

Statue

Flat piece of wood Or cardboard Inserted
--`to keep. the shed Open while the shuttle

. moves across the warp; the stick can'be
used.as a beatei.,..'

".

A varnish made of purified, ;lac resins,
ubed'maidly to protect wooden surfaces.

The, thread carrier on a loom.

The' flat shape and;--coatour ofan ob et.

The reprodgctivg proess wherein aint
'or inky -is forced by the pressure f

, squeegee thbugh a stencil adher to
a stretched silk 'cloth. Also ,cal
serigraphy.

A preliminary drawing characteTiZed by
its casual and freel

Clay in liquid form, used in ceramics
for casting, binding, 0; decorating..

The intervals, unoccupied. areas, and
voids. between and'athong o*ectSi-and
positive shapes in a compogition'. 'Tt

The relationships-between negative and
-positive areas in a design.

-A dorm of stencil paintingin. which
:droplets of paint are spattered from a
a -toothbrush-through or 'around a stendil?

C

Pa ting done'by dippidg sponges of any
_size of shape into paint and applying
the paint to the paper directly with
the sponge.

A hard piece of rubber get-fin a wooden
brace and used to force.ink or paint
through a 'silk -sreen stencil.

A sculptural construction, generally 2

abstract, which remains stationary.

A-sculptural ,representation'ofa living
being.

21
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Stencil A thin sheet of paper, film, or metal,
etc., cut in" such awAy as tq repro-

q duce.a.design. when paint ,is rubbed -'

over, around, or through it.

/ Still life -An,atrangement of inanimate objects ,

such as Ilawers, 'fruit, bottles,
Als0, thee diawings and paintings of

9.

Stipple

Stitchery

Stoneware

Straw blowing

"fr. ./,

throtigh a4:,da straw.

StAng pulling

thesame.
)

'To paint, engrave, or draw by means of
'd,;tsOrrsirciall dents.

Designing in a fabric or ether. pliant
material wl.th.thead and needle;
embroidery. ,\

,

Pottery fired to;the high temperature
of porcelain, but having a coarser
texture.

/
a.

Process .of spreading ink or paint over
a surface to form a design by blowing

- Structural desitt
-0;!!

t-

$fty le

Subordination

A. deans of adhievingia deeorative de-
sign, by placing arstring s/Aurated with
paint or ink on a piece of ipaper,°p1,acing
another paper on top, and pulling the
string out while applying pressureltof
the paper.

A threerdimensional,design, generally
nonfunciional. May be mobile or ate-.
bile in name.

That'which gives a distinctive or.uni ue.
quality to art.

Th'e relegation of certain aspects of
design to 4 lower rank or importance
compared with other aspects of the .

design.

Suprtimpose To place, draw, paint, or design on.top
of something.

9
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Surrealism - An art movement of comparatively

.ts
recent origin in which the fantaiies

0 -and unrealities of the subconscious,
- are painted with a startling element

of reality. .1;f

, Systb ol -61L visible sign which stands fpti and
evokes` a mental image of anotirer thing*-

which may be visible orxinvisible.

Symmetric Containing a balance derived from the
..

I
_ placement of equal or similar-weights

colors, forms, and. lines on opposite ' ---:v ,
`sides of a certain line. = ..,

4 d,
20

.

Tactile Pertaining to the Sens of touch. :::

---------- Y ,.:
'...-..?

1
.

Tapestry A fabric c;nsisting. of warp-.threaas
upon which a design or picture is wtFen-

Q, by variously colored.woof threads.
Generally a wall hangint.

Technique Process by:means of which an Artist
uses his mesjipa to express creative'
'Incepts. .

r

Tempera :powdery pigment which may be mixed.
with oil, water, egg, glue; or milk
to form a painting medium.-

54.:

Template A gauge or pattern or mo1:4 used to re-
produce a number tif identical copies

-of a thing.'

Tension Degree of tightness at which the warp
is stretched. All partsT.of the warp'.

should have the same tension,.
.

Terra cotta --, Low fired lay or the sculpture and
. .. -,,,

, --. pottery s\made.
,-

t (4
Tessera,

..,

Tess (pl.) .

Tertiary colors

textile
-`

A small piece cox; pieces ,of stone, glass,
clay, or plastic used to make mosaics.

.<5

Colors obtained by mixing a secondary
color with an adjacent primary color.

Any woven material.

2 1
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Texture

Three-dimensional

ybmnbnail sketch

Tint

Tonality

Toile

Tooling

Transition

Transparency

Tusche

- Two-diMensional.

.

Typeface. {

Underglaze

Unity

Tie actual roughness or smoothness of
\ a surface or the illusion of 'roughness

or smoothness.

Pertaining to a des4n or sculpture
which has depth, width, and height.

A small,, quick. sketch Suggesting a
larger plan'or:design."

. tons of 'color resulting from the
addition of %white to a basic hue.

a. The relative purity of a-color as
determined by the presence and absence
of white, black, or another hue.

The general effect produced by. the com-
bination of light and dark.

.

Chasing, ethbossing, or.otherwiSe adding
surface relief and decoration to a metal
or leather..

A gradual change from one
For example, a transition
dar, or a transition from
a thin line.

thing to another.
from light to
thick line to :

A surfacg or quality of surface through
which nays of light may pais and through
'which' othet things may be seen.

A greasy liquid used'for-painting:deSigns
in silk-screen and lithography.

Having only length and width, but no
thickness, such as a_flat plane or
apiece of pAper.

Style of movable type. For example:
Bodoni, Gothic, Romani Italic.

The color and decoration applied'to
-pottery, before the application of a:
1transparent glaze.

The oneness or wholeness of a work of
art.
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Uppercase letters Capital letters.

Value .

Vanishing point

Varied line

Variety

Vermiculite

Vertical

Volume'

Wall hangings

Warm colors

Warp

Wash

The lightness or darkness of a color.

In perspective, an imaginary dot on die
horon at which two or more parallel:
lines would appear to converge.

A line of irregular intensity and/or
width'used.to provide character and
interest to a painting or.drawing.

Differences in lines, shapes, textures,
and colors in a design.

An insulating material which, mixed with
plaster or cement, ,provides-a carving
or casting medium.'

Upright, erect, peipendicular to a
horizontal

Space within, contained inor'circuhr-
scribed by a form or design.

A fabric wall decoration.

COlorsLwhich evoke a warm psychological
response, especially the reds, oranges,
.yellows: and other colors with admix-
.tures.or reds and oranges.

Threads that An longitudinally in the
process -of weaving; the warp threads
are strung fit on a loom. -

A thin covering of water or watery. paint
.over a surface.,

Watercolors Water-soluble pigments which maybe
transparent or opaque.

Wedging- The process of kneading and purifying
clay to remove air bubbles and impuri-
ties.

Weaving The craft of making fabrid.by
twining threads, yarns, and other fibers
to make 'a cloth or fabtic.

21



The cross-threads of weaving which
interlock with the, warii.

A..block of wood upon which a design
dr..picture is 'engraved. Also the

--print made of the block.

Aiukher term. for weft.

soft thread, generally composed of -

loosely. .tWisted.fibers of cotton,
..wool, Linen, etp.

A lightweight granular insulating,:mate-
rial 'which may 'be mixed nth plaster.
or cement to form a ca or casting
mediuM.

O


